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ABSTRACT

The concern in the work reported is the development of statistical models for
the gust environment in the earth's boundary layer for use in determining thegust response characteristics of V/STOL aircraft. A general gust model
based upon published gust data was developed, and analyses of V/STOL re-
sponses with that model were conducted to determine the gust descriptors
significant to V/STOL performance. An interim gust model embodying the
significant descriptors was then developed for use in V/STOL gust analyses.
Suggestions for meteorological experiments to measure the significant descrip-
tors are made. The significant gust descriptors determined from the analyses
are the diagonal terms of the gust covariance tensor, gust probability dis-tributions, mean wind probability distributions, and the dependencies of these
statistics on thermal stability, surface roughness, and altitude. Less critical
descriptors include the off-diagonal components in the gust covariance tensor
and the space-time interplay in that tensor. The significant gusts seen by theaircraft are head-on and vertical gusts on the wings; head-on and vertical
gust shears across the wings; head-on, side, and vertical gusts on the tail;
and head-c and side gusts on the fuselage. Mean airspeed and sideslip angle
are important parameters in V/STOL gust responses. The wing-to-tail
transport delay of the gusts in forward flight also has a significant, effect.
V/STOL gust responses at low airspeeds are generally small due to the lowdynamic pressures, and the responses are decidedly nonlinear except at low
gust amplitudes.
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NOMENCLATURE

The employment of both meteorological and aerodynamic notations in this
report has in several cases required a double use of symbols. In all cases
the particular definition implied is clear from its context. Aircraft notations
used only in the final sections of the report and in the appendixes are listed
when they are first employed.

b wing span

c gust filter bandwidth

wing chord

Cp specific heat of air at constant pressure

C v  specific heat of air at constant volume

d wing-to-tail distance

E expectation operator

gust energy density

f(r, t) isotropic correlation of gusts parallel to path

F(z) force on air parcel at altitude z

force

g gravitational constant

g(r, t) isotropic correlation of gusts orthogonal to path

H heat

K wave number (radians/meter)

L characteristic length (correlation length)

zrolling moment

p air pressure

r (r 1 r 2 r = distance vector
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

r (r 1 2 + r2 2 + r3 
2 ) 112 = distance metric

R gas constant for air

R(!0 t) gust covariance tensor

Rf flux Richardson number

Ri  gradient Richardson number

T temperature

U mean wind vector

U mean wind amplitude

u wind vector

ugust vector

u* friction velocity

u, v, w downwind, crosswind, vertical gust components

u1 , u2 , u3  head-on, side, vertical gust components on aircraft

UlL, U2L. U3L gust components at left wing tip

ulR, u2R, u3R gust components at right wing tip

ulT. U2T, U3 T gust components at tail

ulw , U2w, U3w gust components on fuselage

uyI Wy horizontal shear of u, w gusts in y direction

V aircraft ground speed

V as aircraft airspeed

x, y, z aircraft body axes

z 0 roughness length

z altitude
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NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)

a1  gust cross correlation parameters

sideslip angle

(3i gust spectral fit parameters

7 lapse rate

0 potential temperature of air

v viscosity of air

p air density

a standard deviation

heading angle

*a azimuth angle

xv



SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Winds and wind gusts can severely degrade the flight performance of an air-
craft. To be able to predict the severity of wind effects in aircraft and air-
craft-system design, it is necessary that mathematical models of the wind
environment be developed. Before physically realistic models can be devel-
oped, in turn, it is necessary to gather a great quantity of the statistical wind
data which will define the models' properties. This is an overall objective of
the Air Force ALLCAT program, ALL standing for all altitudes and CAT for
critical air turbulence.

The present study was directed towards one phase of that effort, the TOLCAT
program, whose objective is to define the wind field at takeoff and landing
altitudes. These altitudes (300 feet and below) are called the planetary bound-
ary layer in the meteorological literature, as the wind environment there is
strongly affected by the shear of the wind field produced by the roughness of
earth's surface. Winds at these altitudes affect the takeoff and landing of all
aircraft, and they affect a significant portion of the flight envelopes of V/STOL
aircraft.

The wind field at low altitudes is particularly significant to V/STOL aircraft
as gusts there can fundamentally limit a V/STOL's mission capabilities. At
worst, gusts can cause a fatal upset, and at best they will move a V/STOL
about in the air. The possibility of upset influences the aerodynamic design of
a V/STOL and the size and placement of its force and moment producers. A
weight penalty must be paid if excess force and moment capabilities are
required for flight in turbulent air. Gust-induced motions further reduce the
abilities of a V/STOL to meet such mission requirements as hovering, flying
in close formation, and landing softly in a small space, and the possibility of
encountering gusts severe enough to produce upset limits the set of meteoro-
logical conditions in which a V/STOL can be safely flown. Possessing an
accurate model of the gust field at low altitudes is thus important in V/STOL
design, as gusts may both fundamentally influence the configuration of a
VISTOL aircraft and reduce its overall utility.

The present study had two objectives. The first and main objective was identi-
fication of the wind field descriptors that significantly affect V/STOL perfor-
mance so that these descriptors could be experimentally defined in the
TOLCAT program. The second objective was development of an interim gust
model embodying those descriptors for use in aircraft gust analyses until the
TOLCAT experiments are completed. The study had three phases, generation
of candidate gust models, linear and nonlinear gust analyses of a typical
V/STOL aircraft to determine the significant parameters in those models,
and finally simplification of the gust models to a model containing the signifi-
cant parameters and listing of TOLCAT measurement requirements.



The Ryan XV-5 VISTOL was selected as the study vehicle for the second phase
analyses because of the very complete mathermatical model of the vehicle that
Ryan had developed.

A somewhat unusual format has been chosen for presenting the results of the
study in this report and in this introduction. The report is addressed both to
TOLCAT meteorologists who require only a superficial knowledge of the
details of aircraft gust analyses, and to aircraft analysts who must be familiar
with meteorological notions and nomenclature to be able to evaluate the signi-
ficance of results obtained with the interim gust model. To accommodate
both types of readers, gust model and vehicle analysis results are discussed
in separate parts of the report, the gust discussions are in part written in an
introductory manner, and the approximations made in generating the interim
model are discussed in detail. The format for the report and the main results
it contains are as follows.

Section II presents the results of a literature survey conducted to determine
the known descriptors of the gust field in the earth's boundary layer. This
section is written in an introductory manner to introduce thermal stability,
gradient Richardson numbor, nonisotropy, gust covariance tensor, and the
other concepts necessary it) understanding the interim gust model to readers
unfamiliar with the notions and terminology of meteorology.

To summarize the results presented in that section, a great many things are
known about winds and wind gusts and very good models of some gust physics
have been developed. In particular, the shear of the mean wind near the sur-
face is well modeled, many probability distributions of the mean wind are
available, and the time and space distributions of gust energy are fairly well
known. Some of the gust physics critical to V/STOL performance have never
been measured or modeled, however. Perhaps the most critical of these is
the dependence of the gust covariance tensor on azimuth, elevation, time, and
distance. The conclusion reached is that too little is known today to generate
a realistic gust model.

The interim model developed is presented in Section IR. Generating this
model roequired making a great many assumptions and approximations. Some
of the assumptions are supported by existing data, but others are almost com-
pletely arbitrary. The weakest assumption made was to hypothesize a par-
ticular form for the distance metric. The approximations made were based
on a strong desire that the various gust spectra seen by the aircraft be ex-
pressible as proper rational fractions; this particular spectral form is much
more amenable to gust simulation and aircraft gust analyses than irrational
spectra would be. Finally, the gust model was constructed to include the gust
descriptors which the linear and nonlinear analyses showed were important.

The model on the whole will produce realistic force and moment magnitudes,
but it is expected that it will differ in many details from the model that will
be developed from the TOLCAT data.
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Section IV lists a sequence of TOLCAT experiments which would measure the
important gust descriptors. This is the last section dealing with gusts, and
meteorologists not interested in detailed aircraft gust analyses need read no
further. The experiments measure probability densities and the distance-
metric statistics required to define the gust covariance tensor, and they also
test several of the fundamental hypotheses upon which gust theory is built.

It is not intended that the format of the listed experiments be followed in the
TOLCAT program, or even that the exact measurements suggested be made.
The purpose of expressing the TOLCAT requirements as an experiment list
was to isolate the different types of gust data desired for aircraft analyses,
and any measurements which would produce data equivalent to that informa-
tion will suffice.

Sections V and VI present the results of the linear and nonlinear analyses upon
which the interim model and the list of TOLCAT requirements are based.
These results are:

0 Mean airspeed and mean sideslip angle are critical parameters
in defining V/STOL gust response magnitudes.

* Mean heading angle is important to the extent that it defines the
relative intensities of the head-on and side gusts seen by the
aircraft.

• Gust spectral form and gust intensities are critical in defining
V/STOL response magnitudes. As the spectral form are depen-
dent upon azimuth of the flight path, sideslip angle, altitude,
mean wind speed, and Richardson number, all of these param-
eters are important gust descriptors.

* Cross correlations of orthogonal gust components are not impor-
tant if the maximum correlation-coefficient magnitudes are
less than 0. 3. It is believed from what data exist and from
engineering intuition that this is the case. If TOLCAT can
verify this, then for aircraft analysis purposes there is little
need to measure the off-diagonal components of the gust covari-
ance tensor.

* The shears of head-on and vertical gusts across the wings of a
V/STOL produce significant roll and yaw moments, especially
at lower altitudes, and these shears must be included with
head-on, side, and vertical gusts in the gust model.

* The hypothesis of a gust field frozen in time moving downwind
with the mean wind speed is acceptable to quite low airspeeds.
An estimate based upon the little distance-metric data avail-
able places the lowest airspeed at which the frozen gust
hypothesis is acceptable at one-third of the mean wind speed.
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* The gust penetration effect where, in forward flight, the gusts
encountered by the wing are encountered by the tail d/Vas

seconds later (where d/V is the wing-to-tail distance dividedas
by the mean airspeed), significantly affects ViSTOL gust
responses, and this effec* must be included in the gust model.

* A reasonably configured V/STOL aircraft is not very gust sensi-
tive at low airspeeds. By reasonable configuration it is meant
that the V/STOL does not have unusually large aerodynamic
surfaces, unusual thrust sensitivity to dynamic pressure changes,
or marginal excess thru.t zapability. This conclusion speci-
fically applies to low airspeeds, and it is not true at airspeeds
where the total aerodynamic lift is more than about one-half the
aircraft weight.

* The principal nonlinearities affecting V/STOL performance in
gusts are parabolic velocity products in aerodynamic force
terms and aerodynamic force saturations (stall). Inertial
velocity product terms and gravity dependence on angle cosines
can be ignored. There is no strong evidence that instantaneous
changes in Kussner lag time constants and wing-to-tail trans-
port delays are important except when the ratio of gust ampli-
tudes to mean airspeed is quite large. Thruster nonlinearities
can be important, depending upon the particular thruster con-
figuration, but these nonlinearities can in part be eliminated
by passing thruster command signals through inverse non-
linearities.

0 Stall-induced pitchup is the most dramatic nonlinear effect.
This effect is, of course, fatal at low altitudes. Therefore,
it is essential that gust probability densities be measured as
accurately as possible so that the likelihoods of stall and upset
can be precisely ascertained.

Section V also contains descriptions of the gust model employed in the linear
analyses, the method used to calculate perturbation coefficients, and the
method used to calculate response covariances. The latter is of general
interest as it is a faster method than residue evaluation.

Section VI contains a description of the simulation problems which constrained
the content and quantity of nonlinear data collected, explanations of the non-
linear effects as evidenced in the responses, an attempt to determine the gust
amplitudes where linearity is reasonable, and an explanation of the controller
design method employed.

The Ryan XV-5 model employed in the studies is presented in Appendix I.
Ryan's original model was quite complete, but it was necessary to extend their
aerodynamic force terms to include local airspeed reversals. Approximations
to Kussner and Wagner lags were added, and the fan dynamics were slightly
simplified.
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To summarize the study, the generation of a stochastic gust model is not an
easy task, both because of a lack of critical data and because of a need to
approximate gust physics with reasonable mathematical expressions. The
TOLCAT experiments suggested should supply the missing data, but the
analyst generating a gust model from that data will have a far more difficult
task than was the generation of the interim model as he will not have the free-
dom of assumption that existed in this study. Even with this freedom, with
sufficient study time, and with the aid of aerodynamicists and meteorologists,
generation of the interim model was not easy, as it was necessary to guess
physics, generate approximations, and evaluate the consequences of assump-
tions made. The gust model generated is not mathematically self consistent,
one of many desirable properties given up in favor of computational simplifica-
tions.

The aircraft analyst wishing to use the interim gust model will find it far more
complex than high-altitude models and far more complex than he would like it
to be. It would not be surprising if aircraft analysts protested the complexity
of the model and appealed for generation of a simpler one. To this it must be
replied that all of the simplifications made in the interim model generation
were made to simplify the analyst's task, and further, all of the elements
remaining in the model were shown analytically and by simulation experiment
to be important gust parameters.

To the aircraft analyst looking for a simple gust model, it is suggested that
only upwind or downwind flight at zero average sideslip be considered, that
neutral stability and a single roughness be assumed, and that as few as pos-
sible altitudes and mean wind speeds be considered. Also, the faster and the
higher the aircraft flies, the simpler the gust model can be.

Analysts employing linearity are reminded that linearity was shown valid in
the tests in this study only at low gust-amplitude-to-airspeed ratios where
stall was very unlikely. Linearit y was very good at deducing trends, but it
was very bad at deducing likelihoods.
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SECTION 11

WIND MODEL: KNOWN WIND PHYSICS

A literature survey was conducted to determine published wind data and pub-
lished notations on the physics of wind behavior. The data and notions found
are discussed in this section.

As mentioned in the introduction, a second purpose of this section is to intro-
duce the vocabulary and physics fundamentals of wind behavior to the reader
unfamiliar with meteorology. The format chosen to accomplish this is to
present the individual physics topics in an order determined by the desire to
treat them almost wholly in terms of material already presented, with a
minimum of new vocabulary being introduced in each topic discussion. The
presentation will thus appear somewhat disorganized, as some of the earlier
topics apparently bear little relation to each other. The reader is asked to
bear with this; the various threads are eventually tied together.

A. STABILITY

The first topic of interest is hydrostatic and dynamic thermal stability.

1. Hydrostatic Stability

Consider a unit mass of' air at an altitude z1 . The vertical force on this mass
is

F(z) =g -

where g is gravity, p is air density, and p is pressure. Let R be the gas con-
tent and T be temperature. Then

p/p = RT

Assuming the density of the air parcel is the same as the surrounding air,
assumed constant,

1The writer would like to thank Professors John Dutton and Hans Panofsky of
Pennsylvania State University and Drs. William Vaughan and James Scoggins
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center, for illuninating discussions of the material presented in
this section. The writer would also like to thank Professor Bernard Etkin of
the University of Toronto for suggesting several of the referenced publications.
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pR T

- pRY

where

AT
S= --

is the "lapse rate" of the air. Substituting this into the above,

F(z) = g+ pRY

R(y - g/R)

The parcel will rise of its own accord if

F(z l ) > 0

or

Y>g/R

If the lapse rate y is greater than g/R, hotter air from below will rise and will
be added to the colder air above; this will raise the temperature of the air
above, reduce the lapse rate y, and reduce the forces on rising parcels of air.
Hydrostatic instabilities thus tend to disappear, and air on the average will be
in hydrostatic equilibrium.

2. Dynamic Stability

Actually, air will rise at a lower lapse rate than g]R. Suppose that the entire
air mass is in hydrostatic equilibrium, and a parcel of air has by one means
or another been displaced from an altitude z, to z + dz without heat being

added to it by conduction or radiation. Then

-H = heat added = 0

= vAT + pd f F(z) dz

where

C v  = specific heat at constant volume

C$v &T = increase in internal energy



f' pd(/ p) = work done expanding

f F(z) dz = change in potential energy due to altitude increase

Differentiating with respect to altitude,

aH

C 6T d lip F(z)
v -+ dz

Using the above equation for F(z) and

R = Cp - C v

where C is the specific heat at constant pressure, thenp

0 = Cv -- +T d(Li) +
vz dz PB

dTCv - + g + (P/P)

= Cv -- +£R

= (R+C v ) - + g

Cp Tz+g
p az

so the lapse rate of the rising parcel is

-aT
'd 6 z

= g/Cp

Let Td , Pd' Yd refer to the temperature, density, and lapse rate of the dis-

placed parcel, and T, p, y refer to the surrounding air. At z + dz the force
F(z1 + dz) on the displaced parcel is

9



F(z 1 + dz) =-g - p- -

RTdg - p R Z

At z + dz

Td = T(z 1 ) - d d z

T =T(z1 )-ydz

so that
1

F(z + dz)= -g- RT + dz R(vd-v) z

Assuming the surrounding air is in hydrostatic equilibrium,

F(z + dz) 0surroundings = 0 g - RTP

then the net force on the displayed parcel is

F(z +dz) = dz R(d-,) -L a

With the pressure gradient negative (from the assumption of hydrostatic equili-
brium,

the displaced parcel will continue to rise [F(z I + dz) > 0J if

Y > 'd

The conditions Y = Yd are called unstable, neutral, and stable air respec-

iY <YdJ
tively.
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Define for the surrounding air the potential temperature 8, by

1 dO 1 6T R 1 ap
TZ = ;F - ;p

so that

R/C
TiO = const p

It is common practice to choose the constant in this equation so that 0 = T at
the altitude where p is 1000 millibars. With this definition the net force is

F(z +dz) = -dz 11 2 (Y- g/C)1 ~p C)z

=dzg R/Cp a

Adz I d)

so L is a measure of the restoring force (spring constant) on the displaced

parcel. This term appears in the Richardson number discussed below.

To summarize, if the lapse r-t- V satisfies Y > g/R, hot air from below will
rise of its own accord, warming the air above and lowering Y towards stability.
If the air mass is nearly in hydrostatic equilibrium, a parcel of air displaced by
any mechanical process will continue to rise if y> g/C p also warming the air
above so that following parcels will not have as strong a tendency to rise.

')0
The number -g/0 r is a direct measure of the bouyant force on the rising
parcel.

Air must on the average be in hydrostatic equilibrium. In turbulent air the
mixing of hotter and colder air parcels will tend to produce that equilibrium
locally. If y > g/C p, a motion of an air parcel which displaces other air

parcels via local pressure gradients will induce motion of the newly displaced
parcels. Thus if Y > g/C p, the air has a tendency towards turbulence.

B. WINDS AND GUSTS

Figure 1 (from reference 1) is a plot of the power spectrum of the response of
an anemometer (which measures wind speed) fixed with respect to the earth.
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Figure 1. Schematic Spectrum of Wind Speed Near the Ground
Estinated From a Study of Van der Hoven (1957)

It is seen that measured winds contain high-frequency energy, peaking about
70 cycles-per-hour (cph), and low-frequency energy, peaking about 0.01 Cph,
and that there is a wide frequency region near 1 cph where there is little wind
energy.

The curve justifies dividing the wind into a slowly-time-varying, mean-wind
component and a rapidly-time-varying gust component. Let u be the three
vectors of wind components at a point (forward, sideways, and up), and let
U be the time average

T
U= IL dt

2T 

where T is of the order of 1/2 hour. Let u' be the difference

u u-U

From the above spectra plot, _U will consist almost entirely of winds with fre-
quency components near 0. 01 cph, and ul of winds with frequency components
near 70 cph. U and u' are defined to be the mean wind and gust components
of u, respectively.
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C. DERIVATIONS FROM THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

1. General

Most of the useful information obtained on gust physics has been obtained
from equations derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. Let ube the ve-
locity of a unit volume of air at a point and p be its density. Let r1 , r2 , r 3

be distances measured in the downwind, crosswind, and vertical directions
(that is, r 1 is in the direction of the mean wind U assumed horizontal, and

r 2 and r3 are assigned by the right-hand rule, with r 3 vertical). F = ma for

a unit volume of air is then

dau -( I a-( + uI .p_

- Vp + vpV 2 u pg6 3

where V is the divergence operator the dot (.)indicates a

vector product, v is the coefficient of viscosity, and 6i is the Kronecker delta

(6ii = 1 if i = j, 0 if i $ j) used to indicate that the gravity term produces only

a vertical force.

Letting

u = U + U

where U is the mean wind (the bar under U has been dropped as U is a scalar
in the r 1 direction in this coordinate system), the above equation can be ma-

nipulated by taking time averages of all terms to obtain a U equation, then
subtracting these terms to obtain a uI gust equation. Lumley does this in
reference 2 as follows: p, T, and p are written as deviations from nominal
values po, ToJ. PO'

0 .+P

p Po+P

where P 0 To0 Po satisfy

13



poRTo po

:Z= - pog

a = -gICp

It is then assumed that the density deviation p' is not a function of the local
pressure deviation p ". producing the gas law

(PO +-p') IR(To + T') = PO

or, to a first approximation,
ps = T
PO "To-

The z force term in the Navier-Stokes equations then becomes

11 1 P aozp
0

-- -- + 2 °

o 0

0 g T0

The terms p", T and p' are then written as sums of time average values
and deviations,

p0 =9 +p

T'=' + T"

p0 = 7+p

where the overbar (-) indicates a time average. The above potential tem-
perature (e) is then introduced and similarly divided into a time average value
and a deviation,

e =1+ "

14



and it is argued that the deviations 0" and T" are approximately equal,

T 0 0 

Returning to the original Navier-Stokes equations, Lumley first ignores the
density variation terms,

as being negligible compared to the velocity variation terms

(u' V.u')

The only density variation term retained is the z force term g i-, as this0
term is critical as far as thermal stability. Subtracting the time-averaged
terms from the Navier-Stokes equations and dropping the double prime super-
scripts from p " and 0 ", Lumley finally obtains for the components,

[ ui]= downwind gusts~
=crosswind gustsL vertca gu ts J

the equations

-+ 3 w + 6 U + (u'.Vu) - IL'. V
3 1

= - + " V2 u

av + (V

=- +(U -_ +VO -V V

+ ~ VV2VL

C-+ )W U+ (,j'.Vw) - Vw

= 1=- 0  r3+VV2W++o 0

15
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2. Energy

The gust energy E of a volume of air of unit mass is defined to be the sum
of velocity products

1 ( 2 + 2+ w2

Multiplying the above equations on the left by u, v, w respectively, taking
the time average of both sides, and adding the equations, there results the
average energy equation

d._d 1 (u2 + v2
dt dt 2 +w)

UU + V -+w 2-+ (U+u- V .

_ U - Iu'. V2 u'+ T Ow
r3  uw 0o T

Here -L' uw is the rate of extraction of gust energy from the mean wind

via vertical shear, - u Vp is the rate of work done moving against pres-

sure gradients, vu'. V2 u is the rate of energy lost to viscosity, and - Ow

is the rate of vertical transport of heat energy. The two terms t-- uW" and
--" are commonly called mechanical and heat energy production terms

T

00
respectively. The pressure gradient term- u * Vp does nothing more than

distribute this energy among the gust components, while the viscous term
dissipates the gust energy (as heat).

3. Friction Velocity

The correlation iW in the energy equation is experimentally negative,
implying as association of down gusts with downwind gusts and up gusts with
gusts in the -U direction.

16



The friction velocity u* is defined to be

u* = (.-1/2

so u* is a direct measure of the downwind, up-gust cross correlation.

4. Covariance Differential Equation

The equation of greatest interest for aircraft gust analyses is that for the

covariances of gust components. Let r0 , to and r1 , t 1 denote two points

in time and space, and u ' (u 1 u., u.q) be the gust -omponents at a point.

Define R(r , ro, r 1, t 1) to be the matrix of gust covariances:

R(r o , to, r l ,t 1 )= ;E ([u'(r o , t o ) ] [u '(r 1 , t l1) ]1

[Eui(r o.,t o )uj(rl. tl)1)

That is, the ijt h component of R is the covariance of the i t h gust component

at r0 , t with the jth component at r I, t 1 . (E is the expectation operator,

indicating an ensemble average. E does not indicate a time average, a time
average being denoted by an overbar.)

The derivative of R with respect to the time displacement t1 - to between

the two points r o , r1 is

(t 1 -t 0 ) = -E J to[ r l

Multiplying the above gust-component equations at r0 , t by the gust com-

ponents at r., t 1 , doing the same at r., t I and ro, taking expectations,

and taking the differences between the resulting terms, there results the
component equation

bR .. a' ,j
J Z - (u , _ A)+-I.[ ' ,

(t t K iKU j  uiu, .uj  -- ri uj r i

+ 2v V 2 R.Rij

+ U0OU.'
4 0UO' j3 + T 0 B
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where the primed variables are evaluated at r, tI and the unprimed vari-

ables at ro, to.

It is noted that R in this equation is a product of two velocities, but its time
and space dependence depend on space derivatives of a triple-velocity pro-

duct (uiuKUJ'). Looking back at the Navier-Stokes equations, the velocities

there depend upon a velocity product. In general, the time and space depen-
dence of any product of n velocities will depend upon space derivatives of
products of n + 1 velocities. It is this fact that makes solving for R impos-
sible. To calculate R, or any product of n velocities for that matter, one
would have to calculate a countable infinity of higher order velocity products
at the same time. No one has found a way to write an equation for any such
product that contains only products of that order or lower.

Attempts to close this infinity of velocity products by assuming the higher
order products to be functions of the lower order products have been made,
but the solutions obtained have proved incapable of useful generalization. 2

5. Velocity Divergence

Density variation terms 15, Vp were dropped in deriving the above gust

equations as being negligible when compared with velocity variation terms.
This is equivalent to assuming that, for the purposes of those equations, air
is an incompressible fluid. Since the integral

rPu' - ds

over a closed surface s is the net mass increase of the enclosed volume per
unit time, which must be zero, it follows that the velocity divergence is
zero

V u' =0

Multiplying this by the velocity at a remote point and taking an ensemble
average, it follows that the divergence of the covariance matrix is zero,

V' R=0

(i.e., the divergence of the row or column vectors of R is zero). The gust
covariance sensor must then satisfy this equation as well as the time decay
equation above.

2 The closures have been made by introducing "Austauch coefficients,
which process the writer has not been able to follow. The above
conclusion is based on the absence of discussions of general
solutions obtained in this manner in the literature.
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6. Stationarity and Horizontal Homogeniety

From the power spectra presented above, for time intervals of an hour or
so it appears reasonable to assume that the gust covariances are going to
depend on the time displacement between the two points t1 - to , but not on

either of the points to or t I . This has been experimentally verified. It is

therefore reasonable to drop the to dependence from R and write

R(r 0 , t0 , rl, t1 ) = R(, r, t I - t)

This, of course, is equivalent to assuming that the gust random processes
are wide-sense stationary in time.

Assuming the terrain below to be homogeneous, it is also reasonable to as-
sume that R will be dependent on the vector displacement between the two
pointsr I - r and on the altitude of one of the points, but independent of the

horizontal position of either of the points. Let z be the altitude of the left-
hand point in R. R can then be written

R(r 0 , r1 , t1 -t) = R(z, rI -r o t I - to )

Horizontal bomogertiety is then equivalent to assuming wide-sense staticn-
arity with regard to distance variations in the horizontal plane.

These two assumptions reduce the independent arguments of R from eight
to five.

7. Isotropy

Isotropy is an assumption that the gust covariance tensor R is independent

of translations, rotations, and reflections of the r = (r1 , r2 , r3 ) coordinate

axes. The gusts at higher altitudes are normally assumed isotropic.

The translation independence is the same as assuming that the gusts are
both horizontally and vertically homogeneous. This eliminates the altitude
dependence above so that R can be written

R(r . t,r 1 , t) = R(r I -r o , t 1 -t o )

Taking the vector r - r to lie in the r, direction, rotation of the r 2 , r3

coordinate axes 180 degrees about rI produces the equalities
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Etul(0,0)u 2 (r1 ,t)3 = -E{ul(0,0)u 2 (r1 ,t)] = 0

Efu1 (0,0)u 3 (r1, t )] = -Efu 1 (0 ,0)u 3 (r 1 ,t) 0

and rotation by 90 degrees about r, produces

E(u 2 (0,0)u2 (rlt)I = E(u 3 (0,0)u3 (rl,t)) = g(rl,t)

Reflection of the r 2 axis across the r1 , r3 plane produces

Efu 2 (0,0)u3 (r l ,t)) = -Efu 2 (0, 0)u3 (r l ,t) = 0

Hence for rI - r in the rI direction, R if isotropic must take the form

f (r, .t0 0 0

R(r 1 , r2 , r 3 , t) = 0 g( r 1, t) 0

r2 3 = 0 0 g(r1, t

Let r be the distance metric
r(r 1

2 +r 2  3 1/2

Since R must be independent of rotations of the coordinate system, the covari-

ances of gusts at any two points separated by r must be

R(r,t) = g(r, t) 0

00 g(r, t)
Lr:j

where R = CRij], u is the gust component parallel to r, and u2 and u3 are

gust components orthogonal to u1 and to each other.

Given a coordinate system r 1 , r 2 , r3 and two points separated by r, the gust

components in the original coordinate system can be obtained from those
parallel and orthogonal to r (defined above) by vector transformation. With-
out going through the trigonometry, the direction cosines in this transfor-
mation are r 1 /r, r 2 /r, r 2 /r, and R can be written

R(r,0t) = frt)-g(rLt) [rr') +g(rt) 1
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where I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix.

The application of V- R = 0 to the first column of R yields

3 MR.
E0

2r 1 [Fg r 1 2  (-r 2

= ~:9 + (f-g) + gj
+r 1  Efg 7r F , r 2  Frir2

+ r- If-g +2 (fgl) r + (fg) r, r
rV2Ir r3

where the prime (') superscript indicates a partial derivative with respect to
r. With ar/br i = ri/r, this reduces to

4r 1 rfg+ 2rf g) f rlg gr2 r
r r

whence
g(r,t) - f(r,t)+r f(rt)

2 a

so that only one function of two variables, f(r, t),need be specified to define
the covariance tensor R(r,t) completely. The choice

f(r,o) exp [-IrI/L]

yields

g(ro) 1 lri exp[-IrIiL]

for example, and the choice

f(r,o) exp [-r2 /L2 ]

yields

g(r,o) [1-r 2/L2 exp [-r 2/L ]

As discussed below, the first correlation function above is commonly employed
as a fit to experimental gust correlations, but it contains an anomaly not
present in the second correlation.
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8. Isotropic Cross Correlations

Consider the paths r and r 1 through the atmosphere indicated in Figure 2.

U?)

V3

r r

I1 1

v 2

Figure 2. Cross Correlation Geometry

It is clear that since u1 , u3 are parallel to each other and to r, and v1 , V3

are parallel to each other and orthogonal to r, then, from the isotropic
tensnr,

E(u l u3 ] = f(r)

Etv1 V3 ] = g(r)

E{VlU 3 ] = Elv u 0,

so the orthogonal gust pairs ulv 3 and u3 v 1 are uncorrelated for all r. For

an aircraft flying along path r the head-on gusts (u) and the side gusts (v)
will be uncorrelated.

22
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It does not follow that the shear of the head-on gusts (u) across the path r
(spanwise shear across the wing) and the side gusts v are uncorrelated. It
can easily be proved that they are correlated. Consider the path r 1 . Here

ua, ub are parallel to each other and to r 1 , while va, vb are parallel to
each other and orthogonal to r 1 . With

rl rl
r Ar rI -r r r

2I a f1) a r _b

r r vr -

~~Ar r r L-Z

r l r1thereor

f 3v3 rI r 1gv )Ar ]ubvb

Etv2 - r Va-r3r gr 0r - r

- rr r1f(rlI)r 2 g(l)) r -2 (f (rl - Ag(r r2

rI
Lrl

Therefore

Efu v3 M frl_ g(rl) ) LAE

rI1
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Defining the across -path shear u of u as

U = lirn6 r - Ar

the cross correlation of uy and v3 is

Efu y v 3 Jim [E2 [u 2 v3 3 - Eluv 3 J]{yV3J = ira L- Lr

f(r1 ) " g(r 1 )) r~r1

lir - IAr-O 4r

J(r r 1'(r) " g(r) -rAtr-0 2]

r
From the above formula relating f and g,

Eluyv3 = (r)A - = 1/2
r

This cannot be zero unless f(r) is a constant, which is impossible.

The choice of a correlation function

f(r) = e'-r/LI

produces the cross correlation

EfuyV3 J e -jr/U{

while the choice

f(r) = e
"( f L ) 2

produces the cross correlation
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r e-(r/L)
2

Clearly uy and v 3 are mucorrelated at a point (r = 0) if the correlation f(r)

has a zero derivative there.

Using the same derivation as the above, it can be shown for isotropic turbu-
lence that the vertical gust shear across the path Wy is uncorrelated with u,

V, W,

E[wyU3 = E WyV3  = EL w 3) = 0

and in addition tha

Euyu3 I -- E[vyV3  = Ewyuy}- E(w vyy = 0

where v is the side-gust shear across the path. The only other nonzero

correlation of interest in aircraft gust analyses is that of side-gust shear
to head-on gusts,

1 = f(r)E(vyv u 3 2 r

These shears are of interest because they produce rolling and yawing moments
on an airplane via differential lift and drag on the two wings.

D. RICHARDSON NUMBERS

From the above energy equation the ratio of rates of energy lost by bouyancy
to energy introduced mechanically through the mean wind shear is defined to
be the flux Richardson number Rf,

R 0

Rf _b-u

A3

If Rf > 1, energy is lost faster than it is introduced through the mean wind

shear, and the total turbulent energy will decay. This does not imply an
absence of turbulence -- turbulence can be introduced by forcing air around
obstacles, etc.; Rf > 1 implies only that what turbulent energy there is will

eventually decay away.
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The flux Richardson number is seldom used in practice, as measurement of

Ow involves elaborate measurement and calculation. The gradient
0

Richardson number, Ri, which is easily measured, is used instead. Ri is a

dimensionless number relating the bouyant force L a- derived above, to the

shear 3 which produces the mechanical energy,

e az

This number then expresses the same physical 'notions' as the flux Richaxdson
number as it is a ratio of bouyancy and mechanical effects. From the above
stability discussion, the air is unstable if Ri < 0, and for Ri positive and

large the air is stable. For Ri positive and small the tendency of the shear
term to introduce instability and turbulence can be larger than the ability of

the g/ 0 210 term to "damp" this tendency, and the air can be unstable.

Linearized theory indicates that the air will be unstable and turbulent if
Ri < 0, stable if Ri > 1/4, and possibly unstable if 0 <R i < 1/4 (reference 3). 3

E. WIND PROFILES

The vertical shear of the mean wind as it passes over a rough surface (the
earth) must intuitively increase with increasing mean wind speed and with
increasing surface roughness and decrease with distance from the rough
surface (altitude). It must also be a function of thermal stability, as in-
stability implies pumping bouyant energy into both the gust and mean-motion
energies.

In his book (reference 2) Panofsky has been able to fit the velocity profiles
for all thermal stability conditions with a single function, valid for the lowest
few meters of the atmosphere,

U(z) = - &.n(z/z O) -z

3 Pointed out to the writer by Professor Dutton
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where z is the "roughness length" of the surface, K is the Von Karman con-

stant, equal to 0.4, and T contains the effect of thermal instability. In using
this equation one must choose a reference altitude z1 , the velocity V(z 1 )

there, a roughness length z0 , -and the Richardson number Ri at that altitude.

z varies from 0. 03 meter for smooth surfaces to 5 meters for very rough

surfaces. A characteristic length L' is then computed from R i via [taken

from section 3. 5 of reference 2)

ZlI/L,* =Ri(l-18Ri ) - I4 for Ri < 0

Zl/L = Ri[+7Ri] - I for 0< Ri < 0. 1

T is then found from Figure 3. 3 of reference 2, presented here as Figure 3.
The above equation is then solved for friction velocity u",

u* = KU(z )E[n(z /z o ) - -,)" I

u* and L' are then assumed constant with altitude. V(z) at z $ z I is then

found by solving first for (z/L') and then using the first profile equation
above.

Note that L is infinity for neutrally stable air (where R. = 0), in which case

U~uW tn(z/zo)

aU(z) u*-
az Kz

U(z) - U(z 1) u*____

U(z ) = F In(z/z1 )

U(z) - U(z 1 ) u*
exp U(z 1 ) = (z/z 1 ) KU(z 1 )

For U(z) - U(z 1 ) small, this is approximately

U(z) - u(z )

= (z/z )P
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Figure 3. Universal Function q/
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where

p =UR-(z)

This latter form of wind profile is widely reported, and was used by Scoggins,
et al, in NASA TMX-53328 to generate typical wind profiles for missile work.

Typical roughness lengths z0 are 0. 03 meter for an open airport, 0. 5 m for

a forest, and 0.66 m to 5 m for a city. 4 A few trial calculations with these
lengths shows the above formula to be sensitive to z for z /Zo small, but

insensitive to z for zI/z 0 large. In the latter case, the difference between

U(z)/(U(z I ) and exp (U(z) - U(z1 ))/U(zl)] for z/z 0 large is quite small.

Professor Panofsky suggested using the exponent formula

U(z) = (z/z )pU(z 1)  1

with p = 0. 12 for smooth terrain to p = 0. 38 for rough terrain, p = 0.25 being
a reasonable figure for slightly unstable conditions and moderate terrain.
While this formula will not produce accurate velocities at small z, near the
ground, it is reasonable at higher altitudes.

F. ENERGY SPECTRA5

The energy density E whose time rate was derived above is a scalar function
of position and time. Holding time fixed, one can take its fourier transform
with respect to distance along any straight line. Doing this successively in
the downwind, crosswind, and vertical directions, one obtains a three-dimen-
sional transform M i . K 20 K3 ), where Kl, K2, K3 are the wave numbers

(frequencies, in radians per meter) in the three directions. Integrating over
a spherical surface of constant wave number K,

K2 = 2 2+K3 2K2 =K 1 -+ K2 + K(3

4 Related by Professor Panofsky in a letter to the writer from Professor
Dutton dated 11 July 1967.

5 From Batchelor, reference 1.
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produces

E(K)= E(K i , K2, K3 )

K =K 1 2+K2 
2 +K 3

2

where r(K) is the wave number density of E. That is,

E = f (K) dK

solf(K) is a space power-spectra.

Doing this, Batchelor and Lumley [reference 2] argue that energy is intro-
duced at low wave numbers (over long distances) by the

ar-u (u*) 2 and -9-oo

production terms, in the r1 , r3 directions. It is then distributed uniformly

among the gust components by the Vp pressure gradient term, and dissipated
at short wavelengths by the viscosity term. The energy is transferred from
the low-wave-number, energy-production region to the high-wave-number,
dissipation region of the spectra by the mechanism of the triple velocity

products in the '- equation derived above. These nonlinear products add

spectral frequencies, just as

COs2K = 1 (1 + cos 2K)

does in conventional nonlinear analyses, accounting for the energy transfer
phenomenon.

(If it were not for this effect, the energy equations would be linear and would
undoubtedly have been solved long ago. The above nonlinear argument of fre-
quency summing to push energy to higher wave numbers seems tenuous. It
is not. Nonlinearities always introduce energies at new frequencies, and one
need know only that a triple velocity product appears in the covariance tensor
equation to know that this effect is present. Further, energy is introduced at
low wave numbers and dissipated at high wave numbers; the nonlinearities
must produce a net transfer of energy up the wave-number scale as there are
no other mechanisms present to produce this phenomenon.)

The transfer of energy among the gust components via the pressure gradient
term in the energy equation implies that the gust spectra at high wave nurn-
bsrs should be isotropic. This has been observed experimentally. From
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isotropy considerations it follows that the cross-gust spectra (between gust
components) should be zero at high wave numbers along any path through the
gust field.

Elderkints data [reference 4) has this prop'rty.

Further examination of ((K) reveals a wave number region, the inertial sub-
range, where energy is neither produced nor dissipated. From dimensional
arguments over such a region E(K) must possess the shape

E(K) = aE 21 3 K - 5 / 3

where a is a universal constant and e is the rate of dissipation of energy.

Almost all experimental data exhibit this inertial subrange. In fact, the K - 5 / 3

law experimentally holds to lower wave numbers than the lower limit of the
inertial subrange. The reason for this has not been explained.

G. THE TAYLOR HYPOTHESIS

Returning to the gust covariance tensor R, under assumptions of time sta-
stionarity and horizontal homogeniety R can be expressed as a function of the
altitude z of one of the points, the vector displacement r = (r 1 , r 2, r 3) be-

tween the points, and the time displacement t between the points,

R(r 0 . to , r0 + r, to + t) = R(z, r, t)

=R(z, r 1 , r2 , r3 , t)

Since the friction velocity u* is a function of stability, as shown in the wind
profile discussion above, the Richardson number Ri should also be included
as an argument in. R,

R = R(Ri , z, r I , r 2, r 3 , t)

The Taylor hypothesis is an assumption made about the downwind correlations
R(Ri, z, r 1, 0, 0, t). It states that the space rate of decay of covariances in

the downwind direction equals the time rate of decay of the covariances at a
point, normalized by the mean wind speed. That is

R(R i., z, 0, 0, 0, t) = R(R ij z, U(z) t, 0, 0, 0)

This hypothesis permits experimental collection of spatial covariances from
anemometers mounted at a point.
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This hypothesis is often construed to imply a frozen gust field, frozen in
time and space with respect to a coordinate system moving downwind with
the mean wind,

i(r 1 , r r, t) ='(r - Ut, r2 , r3 , 0)

as this produces the above covariance relation. However, in general, any
distance metric r(r 1 , U, t)

R(Ri. z, rI, 0, 0, t)=R(Ri , z, r, 0, 0, 0)

with the two properties

r(rF VU, 0) = r

r(0, U, t) = Ut

will satisfy the Taylor Hypothesis.

Figure 5. 22 in reference 2 is a plot from measured data of constant r lines
(equivalent to constant R lines, called isopleths) on an rl, t surface. The

constant r lines are approximately ellipses, at least for r small, satisfying

92 2]l/2
99(rl-Ut) + (r 1 +Ut) /

r=1001

= [(r, - 0. 98Ut) 2 + 0. 0394(Ut)2] 1/2

The frozen field hypothesis that

r= r1 - Ut

is thus almost correct.

The space-time relation is actually not as simple as the above formula indi-
cates. Batchelor calculates in reference 1 that R(R1, r, t) must asymptoti-
cally approach

S(R1 , _r' t) CON [T aij - ci.r p- 2 /8VtRij(RW z.t t5/2 - ]xp[rst
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as t advances to infinity, which does not concur with the Taylor hypothesis.
Further, from energy considerations, large eddys tend to persist so that
R(Ri, z, r, t) should be nearly independent of t for r large, t small. Inertia

effects tend to push energy from low to high wave numbers (large to small
eddys), pressure forces tend to distribute the energy uniformly among gust
components, and the larger wave number eddys are fairly rapidly damped by
viscosity. Thus one would expect that, even with the Taylor hypothesis, the
distance metric should be something like

r--[r 1 - f(r 1) Ut] 2 + [1 f(r1) 2] (Ut)2 ] 1 / 2

where f(r ) increases rapidly for r1 small, but is nearly constant for large

r 1 . For example,

f(r 1 ) = 0. 98 [I - exp(-r 1 )]

has this property.

H. TURBULENCE SCALES

1. General

The integral scale of an autocorrelation function is defined to be the integral
over a path r

L =0

R ii (H i s z, 0, 0)

L is then the normalized area under an autocorrelation curve. As such, it
has little significance.

However, if an analytical form for the autocorrelation R is assumed, L has
a great deal of significance. If one assumes an exponential autocorrelation,

Rii(Ri., z, 1, 0) = a 2 exp[-IrlIL*]

then L = L', so that i/L is the "bandwidth" of the corresponding gust spectra,
or the location of the peak on a plot of

K f ejKr Rii(Ris z, r, 0) dr
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versus K. I/L measures the space rate of decay of the autocorrelations,
and, via the Taylor hypothesis, U/L measures its time rate of decay. Both
of the latter are, of course, important parameters in V/STOL gust analyses.

The integral scale L then can be read from the peak of a spectral plot if a
form for the spectra is assumed. 7herein lies the difficulty. There is a
great deal of spread in the spectraL iata, and the data are band-limited.
Thus one can choose a great many autocorrelation forms which would fit the
spectral data as well as they can be fit. For example, many choices of
(a 2, L*, a) can be made such that a spectra form

2 (KL,) a(KL*)2 + 1
[(KL*)2 + 1] 2

will fit a given set of spectral data. L* here determines the space and decay
rates of the corresponding autocorrelations, yet the peak of these curves
occurs at

K I 1 3(1-a)+ 9(-a)2 +4a
peak L La * 2a

Therefore, the space decay rate I/L* cannot be read from the peak spectra
point without assuming the constant a; L* thus depends on the form of the
spectra assumed.

This is not the only problem with L. Elderkin's data indicates that the peak
frequencies for the various gust component spectra in the downwind direction
are different. Whether this implies that the space and time decay rates of the
various correlations are different as well is not known.

The scale-length situation is considerably more complex than the above curve-
fitting argument indicates. Panofsky indicates in section 5. 7 of reference 2
that ten-to-one variations in L have been observed for different conditions of
thermal stability. Further, the scale of the downwind gust component in the
downwind direction has been observed to be considerably longer than its scale
in the cross-wind direction in stable air, indicating some sort of eddy stretch-
ing in the downwind direction. This stretching can be seen in Figure 5.22 of
reference 3. In unstable air the u, v scales are more nearly independent of
the azimuth of the correlation path chosen.

The experimental spectra plotted in Figure 5.3 of reference 2 indicate that the
horizontal scales increase linearly with altitude,

L z const. z

Elderkin's data supports this linear dependence.
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No information was found on the effect of wind speed on turbulence scales.
(The Taylor hypothesis associates space and time scales at a given wind
speed, but does not imply that they are independent of speed.) Elderkin's
data, for relatively low wind speeds, indicates that the scales are independent
of wind speed. Whether this is true in very strong winds is not known.

2. Turbulence Levels

Panofsky stated in a conversation with the writer that all of the data he had
seen indicated that the 'standard deviation of vertical gusts aw and the fric-

tion velocity u* were in nearly constant ratio for all stability conditions,
a /u* ~1.3

There is no theory explaining this constant.

Elderkin's data for the various gust components gives

a%/a v/%  .2.8/2/1.3

while Halliner and Martin (reference 5) give

au/ vw/a wl/l.16/0.75

Norman Bowne of the Travelers Research Center stated in a letter to the
writer that he had found the ratios

au/a v /a 1/0.8/0. 42

These standard deviations were calculated from finite-length time histories.
They can be regarded then as measuring the area under a power spectral
curve that has been truncated at both low and high wave numbers. Elderkin's
energy density plots (and everyone else's) have not converged to zero at the
low-wave-number cutoff, and it is thus entirely possible that there is a sig-
nificant amount of energy in the wave-number range below the cutoff. Thus,
the reported standard deviations may well be sensitive to record length.

The fact that a and a v are different implies that the gust field is not hori-

zontally isotropic (i. e., isotropic with regard to the r1 , r 2 coordinates).

Isotropy requires that the cross correlation of orthogonal, horizontal gust
components be zero along every horizontal path. Elderkints data indicates
a zero correlation of downwind and crosswind gust components in the down-
wind direction. However, for a path at an angle T with respect to the down-
wind direction, the down-path and cross-path gusts u, v are
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[u' cos Ysin~ Yu

so that

Cos Y+2 sin 2 2 2 2 cos2sin

uuv uv 1 v 2 2 ) cos Y)sinsY2i2 2
vj 1 u llJ u ) cossinY a u sin *+a v cos

The cross correlation ( 2 - 2 ) cos sin is nonzero for 2 2

I. AVAILABLE PROFILE DATA

The wind profile formula

V(z) = C n(z/z ) + T'(R.)J

K o 1

relates five parameters, z, V(z), zo , u*, Ri . The shear formula

az -K + R Ri~V(z) u ~ '(~

relates z, aV(z), u*, Ri, so the two equations together relate six parameters,
four of which are independent.

Dr. Scoggins of NASA-MSFC presents data in reference 6 on the probability
distribution of V(z) at z v 9. 1 meters for Cape Kennedy, and he stated in a
conversation with the writer that the roughness length there was about 2aV
meters. Using his data leaves one variable to be specified, either U-,u-

or R. Therefore, one must arbitrarily specify one of these to generate a

wind profile of a given likelihood for Cape Kennedy.
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aVzNo joint statistics of V(z), , or of the other parameters which can be

used to define them, were found in the literature search.

Norman Bowne gave the writer a probability curve for V at 152 feet for

.Millstone, Connecticut, but neither z nor Ri , u* or Lwas specified.

It is interesting that Scoggins wind-speed distributions plot as nearly straight
lines on normal graph paper, indicating that the wind speed is approximately
Gaussian. Bowne's data, however, do not plot as a straight line. Wind speed
cannot be Gaussian as it is non-negative (it is the magnitude of the vector
wind velocity). Assuming that the east-west and north-south wind-velocity
components are Gaussian, independent, of zero mean, and of equal standard
deviation, the probability distribution of the meaa wind speed is

2

Prob(U< a= 
1 -e1/2

the average mean wind is

average U = 2

and the 0.5 likelihood mean wind is

U(O. 5 ) = 1. 178a

This probability function does not plot as a straight line on normal graph
paper, and it does not fit Scoggins' or Bowne's data.

The non-Gaussianess of the mean wind speed can be regarded as no more than
a curiosity. The fact that Bowne's data at 152 feet does not plot as a straight
line on normal graph paper when Scoggins' 9.1-meter data does, however,
poses a problem. Because they are different, it is reasonable to assume that
the probability distribution of the mean wind speed as a function of altitude
depends both on the standard deviation c(z) as a function of altitude, and on
altitude explicitly. Rather, it would be unreasonable to assume that the prob-
ability distribution at one altitude could be extrapolated to another altitude
merely by replacing one normalization constant, a(z). Therefore, wind-speed
probability distributions must be experimentally determined at all altitudes of
interest.
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J. AVAILABLE COVARIANCE DATA

Almost every meteorological paper with the words "wind spectra" in its title
has a power spectrum (autocorrelation) of the vertical or downwind gust
component in the downwind direction. All that have been found are similar
in form to Elderkin's'data.

Elderkin's data were the only data found that measured spectra of all gust
components and their cospectra.

The only data found in other than the downwind direction are those referred
by Panofsky in section 5.7 of his book and in a recent Japanese paper on on-
shore winds (reference 7).

No discussiops of gust shears, shear correlations, or shear spectra were
found in the literature.

No discussions of approximate solutions to the covariance differential equa-
tion were found in the literature.

K. AVAILABLE GUST PROBABILITY DENSITIES

The only gust probability densities found were those in reference 7. In the
words of the author, "They were not Gaussian in more cases than we had
expected". The data there are reasonably bell shaped, however, and
Gaussianess may well be a reasonable approximation for some purposes.

L. GAPS

The above fairly well summarizes that which was extracted from the meteoro-
logical literature as pertaining to gust model generation. It is apparent that
there are many gaps that will have to be filled if a respectable gust model is
to be generated. In particular:

* Gust intensities depend upon the friction velocity u*, which in
turn depends upon thermal stability, roughness, and the mean
wind. Statistical data on only the latter are available.

* The gust covariance tensor must satisfy a complex differen-
tial equation and a divergence equation. Boundary conditions
in the form of downwind covariances are available, but
generation of a tensor satisfying the equations and boundary
conditions is an extremely formidable task. It has never been
done. Further, the gust tensor is not completely defined
(mathematically) by the above equations and boundary condi-
tions. Covariance data along vertical and crosswind paths
are required.
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* The implications of thermal stability on the covariance
tensor are neither modeled nor understood.

* Integral scales, correlation lengths, and spectral peak points
are not clearly related unless a form for the covariance
tensor is assumed. The spread of data is sufficient in any
experimental spectra plot to preclude defining the form of
the correlation functions, so these scales cannot be precisely
stated. That they be precisely determined is important to
the extent that they define the space and time decay rates of
the correlation functions.

0 The effects of altitude on probability distributions of mean
winds and wind shears are not known, and one cannot today
deduce a probability distribution for friction velocity (which
defines gust intensities, hence gust severity).

* To the writer's knowledge, the form of spectra and cospectra
in other than the downwind direction and their dependence
upon stability, wind speed, and wind shear are not known.

* The writer was unable to ascertain whether the models above
should be considered valid for high-wind-speed and/or high-
turbulence -intensity conditions. These conditions represent
very low probability events (they seldom occur), and there-
fore it is improbable that many such events were included in
the validations of the models which exist. For example, non-
linear viscosity effects in high turbulence may well affect the
upper limit of the inertial subrange. Therefore, extrapolation
of the existing models to such conditions may be incorrect.
This issue exists in all statistical verifications of physics
theories. In many problems the physics theories are suf-
ficiently strong to justify such extrapolations, but the above
theories were generated to fit existing data and there is little
reason to suppose that extrapolations will be accurate.

It is necessary tc conclude that generation of a realistic gust model given
today's data is impossible. Too little is known about the gust covariance
tensor to claim that any model generated is realistic. The only gust model
situations one can be comfortable about today are those very close to situa-
tions where data has been collected, e. g., a gust model for an airplane
nearly hovering with respect to the ground, and a gust model for an airplane
flying sufficiently fast that only the inertial subrange of the gust spectra is
of consequence.
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SECTION III
INTERIM GUST MODEL

The interim gust model generated in the study is presented in this section.
It is intended that this model be used for V/STOL gust analyses until more
complete gust data becomes available through the TOLCAT study.

As discussed in Section II, too little is known of the gust covariance tensor
and the space-time interdependence in that tensor in other than the downward
direction to claim realism for any model generated, The model presented is
faithful within the constraints of computational realities and what is known
about winds, however, and it can be used with the confidence that it contains
the essence of reality.

The model presented here differs in a number of details from that described
in the interim report on the ccntract, Honeywell Report 12060-!R1. First,
because this model is to be used as an interim model, nominal values were
selected for the various parameters left free in the earlier model.

Linear analyses showed that spectral form, gust intensity, and gust shear
across the wings were important, but possible cross correlations of the
various orthogonal gust components were of little consequence. Nonlinear
analyses showed that gust penetration effects and nonlinear aerodynamic and
engine effects will affect responses. These analyses are described in Sections
V and VI of this report. The model was changed to better present the inten-
sity, shear, spectral form, and penetration effects, and it was simplified by
dropping the cross correlations of orthogonal gust components (penetration
effects were not included in the previous model at all).

The discussion of thb model generated is divided into five parts. The premises
on which the model is based are presented in the first part, and most of the
assumptions made in its generation are presented in the second. The approxi-
mation of irrational spectra and the extrapolation of the spectra to high fre-
quencies are discussed in the third subsection; it is felt that these issues are
critical to use of the model in future V/STOL analyses, and as such deserve
the attention of a separate subsection. The final assumption of a gust tensor
form and details of approximating the cross correlations in that tensor are
presented in the fourth subsection. The final subsection is a short summary
on the validity of the assumptions and approximations made.

A. PREMISES

The model generated is based on ine following premises.
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I

0 To avoid having to vary the gust model along a flight trajectory,
the V/STOL aircraft is assumed to fly in a (nearly) straight,
horizontal line at a (nearly) uniform ground speed. As a conse-
quence, scale lengths, intensities, and forms assigned to the
various turbulence correlations can be assumed constant in an
analysis of a single flight condition. The gust model employed
in analyzing a flight condition can thus be time-stationary.

* Gusts are normally described in earth-fixed downwind, cross-
wind, and vertical coordinates, while gust force and moment
equations are written in terms of gusts defined in vehicle body
coordinates. This implies including a complex, time-varying
coordinate transformation in the gust model. To avoid having
to consider instantaneous body orientation, it is assumed that
the deviations of the body axes from their nominal (zero gust,
steady flight) values are sufficiently small that the gust corn-
ponents defined in instantaneous body coordinates can be satis-
factorily approximated by replacing them one-one with the gust
components defined in the body coordinates of the same vehicle
in a zero gust environment. This assumption is made in vir-
tually all aircraft gust analyses, and it is regarded as reason-
able.

0 The gust model generated should agree with published wind data
and published notions of the physics of wind behavior to the
extent that these data and notions will significan.tly affect
V/STOL performance. For example, the gust model should
resemble Elderkin's spectra, and wind profiles should resemble
Panofsky's formulae, but inclusion of Batchelor's infinite-time
covariance asymptote in the model is not warranted by the
model's intended use. This premise is employed in the genera-
tion of almost all engineering models.

* The model should be as computationally simple as possible. In
particular, it should, if possible, employ rational spectra.
For example, approximation of the inertial subrange with a K

-5/3rather than a K asymptote will not appreciably affect
V/STOL performance analyses, and it greatly simplifies those
analyses. Rational spectra problems can be treated with finite-
order differential equations, determinant evaluations of resi-
dues, etc., while irrational spectra problems require partial
differential equations and point-by-point spectral integrations.
The attendant mathematical and computational difficulties are
not warranted by the intended use of the model.
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B. ASSUMPTIONS

To generate a wind model it is necessary to assume some of the statistics
missing in the data available today. In some cases these assumptions are
uncomfortably arbitrary, but in others they are reasonable as replacing them
at a later date with measured data will not significantly affect conclusions
based upon them. The assumptions made and the writers' opinions of their
arbitrariness and importance follow.

1. Richardson Number

The Richardson number will be assumed to be negative and negligibly small.
This condition corresponds to instability with strong winds overhead, the two
conditions which produce the greatest turbulence. Presumably this choice
describes low-likelihood (high-amplitude) winds at all altitudes, so with it
one can extrapolate the low-likelihood portion of wind probability distributions
at one altitude to the low-likelihood distributions at another via Panofskyls
wind profile formula. Also, correlation lengths in unstable air are nearly
independent of the azimuth of the line connecting the two points whose gusts
are averaged, while this is not true in stable air, so this assumption sim-
plifies the task of specifying a gust covariance tensor.

This assumption is acceptable if one is interested in high-amplitude winds and
gusts, which is the case here.

2. Wind Profile6

The wind speeds at very high altitudes are presumably independent of the
roughness of the surface beneath. It is reasonable, therefore, to extrapolate
downwards (rather than upwards) from high-altitude wind speeds to low-
altitude speeds, the particular extrapolation formula employed depending upon
roughness length and Richardson number. Since the latter has already been
assumed, it remains to choose the formula and the probability distribution of
winds at high altitudes.

(a) Roughness length will be assumed to vary from 0.03 m to 5 m.

(b) The probability distribution of wind speeds at 9. 1 m altitude
with a roughness length of 0. 03 iai wii be assumed +o be that
obtained by drawing a straight line on normal graph paper be-
tween 4 m/s at 0.5 likelihood and 12 m/s at 0.01 likelihood.
This closely approximates Scoggin's data for Cape Kennedy
reported in NASA TM X-53328.

6These assumptions have been changed from those reported in the third
monthly progress report, Honeywell Report 12060-PR3, at the suggestion of
Dr. Pamofsky.
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The wind probability distribution at an altitude z equal or less than 100 m
over a surface of 0. 03 m roughness length will be assumed to be the above
distribution extrapolated by Panofsky's formula

U(z) = U(9. 1) (z/9. 1)0 . 12

That is, the probability that U(z) < a given z = 0. 03 m will be assumed to be
00.12

equal to the probability that U(9. 1) < a l (9. 1/z) given zo = 0. 03 m. In
equation form, this is

ProbtU(z)< a l z o = 0. 03 m) = Prob[ U(9. 1)< a - (9.1/z) 0 .12 170 = 0. 03 ml

This extrapolates Scoggin's probability distribution to all altitudes equal o-
less than 100 m, for surfaces of roughness length 0. 03 m.

The wind probability distribution at 100 m altitude will be assumed to be the
same everywhere in the world, independent of the roughness length of the
su'face beneath. This assumes that 100 m is sufficiently high that the winds
there are not significantly affected by the roughness of the surface below.
The resulting probability distribution is shown in Figure 4.

The wind probability distributions at all altitudes below 100 m and all rough-
ness lengths will be assumed to be the above 100 m distribution extrapolated
downwards by the formula

U(z) = U(100) (z/100) 
p (z

where p(z ) is a constant dependent upon the roughness length zo. That is,

Prob[U(z) < aI z 0  Prob[U(100) < a (100/z) p ( z 0

p(z 0 ) will be assumed to lie within the range

p(0.03) = 0. 12 9 p(z 0 0. 38 = p(5)

which corresponds to Panofsky's numbers. Generating a formula which will
define p(z ), in the lowest few meters of the atmosphere in near-neutral air

0

U(z) = tn(z/z o )

so that, from the expansion of exp [(U(z) = U(z ))/U(z 1 )] in Section IL
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p thus apparently depends on the reciprocal of the logarithm of the roughness
length. Choosing a formula

aP=b-Lbz 0

p = 0. 12 for = Q03 m and p 0.38 for 5 m produces the constawts

a = 0.9, bf-i4, sothat
0.9

p(z0) =

The wind profiles U(z) given U(z 1 ) at an altitude z I and the roughness
length z° will be assumed to be

P(Zo )

U(z) - U(zl)(zlz 1) o

This assigns the shear

dU(z) = P(Zo) U(Z)
dz z

to the wind U(z).

These assumptions define the winds and wind shears at all altitudes below
100 m as functions of roughness length z and the likelihood associated with
the wind at any altitude. The assumption2 are undoubtedly poor approxima-
tions to the wind profiles and wind probability distributions which actually
exist as they very much oversimplify the real world. However, the values
they produce for winds and wind shears are probably with a factor of two or
so of what experimental data will produce, except for extremely low-like-
lihood winds, as the shear formulas are not overly sensitive to their coeffi-
cients at higher aititudes. They contain the essence of reality, at least, and
are acceptable on that basis until more data are made available.

3. Nominal Gust Intensitiec

Ar, mentioned in Section H1, there is minor disagreement in the literature on

the ratios t-. the standard deviations of gust components %, av, aw and the

friction velocity u*. There is no need to take a firm position on these ratios
at this time, as they will certainly be measured in the TOLCAT study.
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For the purposes of an interim V/STOL gust model, it is proper to pick
nominal values for the %/Iv/cr wu* ratios that agree with available data.

Since p(z ) = u*IKU(z), the friction velocity

u: (z0 ,Z) = 0.4 p(zo) U(z)

defined by the above profile assumptions will be adopted as a nominal value.
The nominal ratios of gust standard deviations will be chosen to be

aulYl/wlu* = 2.8/211.3/1

and the nominal cross correlations E[uv3, E(vw} will be chosen everywhere
zero, both assumptions agreeing with Elderkin's data.

With (u*) 2 the negative of Ejuw 1, this produces the expectations

E f=i ( R Oz, 0,0)
{}7.8 0 -1

= (0.4 p(z) U(z)) 2  4 0
-1 0 1 . 7

4. Distance Metric

This as-iumption is tenuous. Let r1 , r2, r3, be the downwind distance,

crostwind distance, vertical distances respectively between two points and
t be the time displacement between measurements of gusts at the two points.
Let 7. be the altitude of one of the points (r 3 is assumed small, so that the

altitude of either point may be used), and let U(z) be the mean wind in the
r direcion. Let X z, k be the constants

Zt
)t = 0.98

) = 1
z

and let r, the equivalent distance between the two points, be

r = [(rI-XtU(z)t) 2 + r 2
2 + r 3

2 + (1-kt 2 )(Uz)t)22 1 2/kz z

The intention in defining this distance measure is to write the components of
ttie gust covariance tensor Rii (z, r, t) as functions only of r and the angles

between the vector r = (r, r 2, r3) and the r1, r 2 , r3 coordinate axes,
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R.z,r,t) f f(r, Y' Y2 ' Y3 )

wi ere

cot "ipb rK/(r + r 2  2) /2

Writing the Pi ' .E functions only of distance r and the angles YTI T2' '3#

and definii' d it, the above manner implies several a:ssumptions:

(a) For i - 9, r is a conventional vector sum normalized by
the scaw iength Lz = X z. Since the distances r1 , r2 , r3

enter r i. -the same manner, this model assigns the same
scale L to all azimuth angles T. Since a single r is used

for all R , v,,ery term in the gust tensor has the same scale

length LZ . 'i'hls assumes then that "eddy dimensions" are the

same in 211 hc.-itontal directions, which agrees with Panofsky's
scale-length re,vult in unstable air and the choice of a small,
negative RichOardson number.

(b) The scale form L X assumes that scale length is a linear

function of altitude, agreeing with similarity theory. The value
Xz fxi is reas.)nabl! close to the spectral peaks in Elderkin's

data and the correlation lengths described by Panofsky in ref-
erence 2 as occurring at different azimuths in stable air.

(c) For r 1 a r2 a r 3 = 0, r = U(z)t Xzz, agreeing with the Taylor

hypothesis. Hence, the above assumes the Taylor hypothesis
is true for distance measured along every horizontal trajectory.
Transport of the gust field, however, is limited to the down-
wind direction only (there i- not a three-dimensional diffusion).

(d) The elliptical dependence of r otn downwind distance and t
agrees with Panofsky's data, merioned above, and the value
Xt = 0.98 is exactly his figure. Yowever, Panofsky's data

is for small r,, t only (0 to 75 n et.-rs); the above extends this

relation to all r 1, r 2 , r3 , t.

The assumption that the distance metric can be expressed in this form is
justified in the downwind direction by Tanofsky's ellipses for r I small. Ex-
tending these ellipses to r., large is reasonable if R is assumed suffi-

cientl;, small for large distanc-,s and/or times that 100 percent errors in
magnitude there are of little constequence as far w,5 V/STOL analyses. Physics
intuition says that allof the R.. will almost converg: c zero within two or three
Lz distances, so the elippseh3can probably be safely extended.
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Extending this distance measure to all azimuth angles is justified only by
conven;ence. There are no data on which to base an assumed distance-time
interaction in other than near downwind directions. Assuming the same dis-
tance measu-e in al directions is an arbitrary assumption.

The convenience it purchases, of course, is that for an airplane flying hori-
zontal!y at a velocity V whose angles with the r1, r,,, r3 axes are Ya0

90 - 7 a, 0, r can be written as a function of Vt, z, U(z), and 'Y a only. With

r1 = Vt cos Y

r2 = Vt sin a

'2 a

r3= 0

r is

r =-It I(V 2 + U(z) 2 - 2KTU()V cos 12)l2/kz

For hover with respect to the ground

I U(z)tI
r= X z

z

for hover with respect to the wind

r- IU(z)tj (2-2XT)1/2

z

and for high-speed flight V> >U(z),

IvtI
z

in all cases r is a constant times the elapsed time between encountering two
points in the r I , r 2, r3, t space.

A result of the linear analyses, discussed in Section V, is that, assuming
Panofsky's Xt = 0. 98 is apprcximately correct, one can safely take the last

high-speed form for r,
IVtI

z

at airspeeds Vas greater than one third the mean wind speed
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Vas (V2 + U(z) 2 - 2U (z)V cos Ya) 1/2

3
At lower airspeeds the more general form

r t I (V1 + U(z)2 - 2XTU(V COS j/2 z

must be adopted. The error introduced by incorrectly employing the high-air-
speed approximation at low airspeeds is that it produces gust spectra of too
low bandwidth; at hover with respect to the wind it produces zero gusts (con-
stant winds).

5. Probabilities

Specification of the gust tensor R(z, r, t) alone does not define the gust random
processes, and it of itself is useful only for computing V/STOL response co-
variances, for whatever purposes they might be used. To define the gust
random processes it is necessary to specify the joint probability densities of
every finite collection of gust components.

The simplest assumption that can be made is that the gust random processes
are completely defined by the gust uovariance tensor. If the V/STOL is as-
sumed to respond linearily to the gusts, its responses will be Gaussian as
well. Gaussianess is thus a most convenient assumption.

A Gaussianess assumption implies a difficult-to-accept physics hypothesis,
however. Two Gaussian random variables which are uncorrelated are sta-
tistically independent, and two Gaussian random processes which are every-
where uncorrelated are everywhere statistically independent. From Elderkin's
data, the cross correlations of crosswind gusts with both vertical and down-
wind gusts at a point are zero, E~vw1 = E'vul - 0. Further, despite the
scatter in his vw, vu cospectra. the magnitudes are sufficiently small to wa-
rant assuming that crosswind gusts at a point are not correlated with vertical
or downwind gusts anywhere in the downwind direction. The v random 'ro-
cess must then be statistically independent of the u, w random processes if
Gaussianess is assumed. Statistical independence, however, is a mathe-
matical assumiption equivalent to a physics assumption that the physical
mechanism producing crosswind gusts operate independently of those pro-
ducing vertical and downwiLnd gusts. Given the Navier-Stokes equations, this
is difficult to accept.

An implication of the Navier-Stokes equation was that the high-frequency
(short-wavelength) portions of the gust spectra is isotropic. It was proved
above that in isotropic turbulence the shears of downwind gusts in the cross-
wind direction are correlated with crosswind gusts. Therefore there must
exist physical mechanisms connecting the downwind and crosswind gusts.
The fact that cross correlations of orthogonal gust components in isotropic
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turbulence are zero implies only that positive and negative correlations are
equally likely. One would expect the absolute magnitudes of crosswind and
downwind gust components at remote points to be correlated.

Whether or not this is the case cannot be deduced from Elderkin's data, as
his cospectra are of component velocities and not component magnitudes.
The statistical independence of v from u and w can easily be checked
experimentally in the TOLCAT program, however. If they are statistically
independent, the expected values of all products of powers of component
velocities at all remote points will equal the product of the expected values
of those powers,

Etunvm = 
nEunI Efvml

E[wnm = EfwnI E(Vm)

for all real numbers m, n. Choosing m = n = 2 and running an experiment
should settle the issue.

The gusts will be a-. uned Gaussian in this model, an assumption for con-
venience.

C. APPROXIMATIONS

The final assumption that must be made is to assume forms for the functions
Rij(z,r, t) = f.(r, TV v, T3). Before making these assumptions, it is well to

consider the consequences of the extrapolations and approximations that will
have to be made because of a lack of high-frequency gust data and the desire
to have a computationally simple representation for gust forces and moments.

1. Shear Spectra

As mentioned above, experimental gust spectra can be satisfactorily fit over
the range of available data frequencies with any number of spectral forms.
Perhaps the simplest correlation form possible which provides a reasonable

-1
fit is the exponential e , where x is the displacement between the points
in question. Press, Meadows, Steiner, et al, at NASA Langley chose this
form as a fit to downwind spectra. Assuming isotropy, this led them to the
vertical gust autocorrelation form

E~lx) lx +x~ = a e11 1(1-1/21 x

Ell(x 0 )U(x 0 + X)1 2 eu:1- LI-Ior, in spectral form,
2 2+1

aL 3(KL)

2, ( (EL)2 + 1) 2
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With any stationary gust autocorrelation, the autocorrelation of the corre-
sponding gust shears along the direction of the line connecting the two points
is

x 'u ((xo -)

a 0 --)- E x u(x o )a(x 0 + X) o

jJ(au(x 0 - ux
ix EIax 0

- a2=- E (u(x° -X) u(xo)
ax

- -u- E u(xo) u(x + x))
ax

Applying this to the above form,

a 2 121-4] ~I.p)
- -- a 2 c 11- 1/2 L
x2

a 2 3x_
1X

where 8(x) is the Dirac delta function. Since 6(x) is the autocorrelation of
white noise, the above exponential autocorrelation produces a wind sheer
au/ax that contains white noise. Physically, of course, this is nonsense.

The presence of white noise in the shear is not due to a poor fit to the spectral
data, but rather to extrapolating that fit to higher frequencies than the range of
available data. A gust spectrum of the form

2 2
2L 3KL)2 + 1 1
2Tt((KL) 2 + 1)2  (KSF+ 1

where S << L, would fit the data as well and not produce a gust shear con-
taining white noise.
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An airplane will respond to wind shears since shears imply asymmetrical
gust forces on the wing, tail, and fuselage. Normally one is concerned with
analyses of airplane attitudes, attitude rates, and translation rates. The
double integrations of Kussner lags (lift-buildup) and rigid body force-to-
response-rate wash out the white noise. That is, while the white-noise-
input to gust-shear transfer function is n/n (as many poles as zeros), the
gust-shear to airplane-response transfer functions are always at least
(m-2)/m (two less zeros than poles), so integrals of response spectra will
always be finite (no responses will contain white noise). It would seem that
the white-noise-shear is not a problem.

It is a problem, however. Suppose that the airplane responds measurably to
wave numbers out to K ! l/Laand gust data is availabie over a range of
wave numbers I/L 1 ! K ! I/L 2, where 1/L 2 < I/L a ' Then calculaced air-

pla, e responses will be sensitive to the gust spectra 2xtrapolation above 1/L 2.

This is the situation today in calculating fatigue lifetimes and likelihoods of
too-large stresses in missile and conventional aircract flight. The "band-
width" of the vehicle response transfer functions for stress and stress-rate
are defined by the high-frequency dynamics assumed in the Kussner approxi-
mation, which are not well known, particulprly at large angles of attack, and
these frequencies are higher than those of the availat.e gust data. Tnis situ-
ation could well be true for V/STOL acceleration responses, particularly if
one were looking at such responses at the accelerations of a gun or camera
platform.

2. Integration

The shear problem is further complicated by integrating the wind over the
wings and fuselage. Total forces are area integrals of local force densities.
If b and d are the wingspan and fuselage length respectively, it is clear that
first-order force and moment effects will depend on b and d only, the wind
being essentially constant over the vehicle. Shear" forces and moments will
depend on the b/L, d/L ratios, larger correlation lengths L producing
smaller effects. For example, if the autocorellation of vertical gusts across
the span b is assumed to be exp [ - I x I / L), and the force per unit span per
unit gust is assumed constant across the span, the mean square lift force is

E 2  -- CONST [2L2 [e -b / L  (1-b/L)]

CONST [.b2] [ -I1 . .]

and the mean square rolling moment is

E ( = CONST [2L4][1- 21 2 + 2 3 ( + --- eb/11

CONST [b41[~ _Ib + .
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r

2 7the dots . . . indicating terms of order (b/L)2 and higher.

The above shear-white -noise problem comes about by approximating the first
and second order effects by expanding the incident wind in a Taylor's series
about the vehicle c.g. (that is, differentiating the wind). Where this expansion
is used to calculate mean square values of acceleration rates and stress rates
(for use in the Rice level.-crossing formula to get estimates of likelihoods of
large accelerations, large stresses, and fatigue damage), one is forced either
to ignore the white noise or to truncate the calculations, as the white noise-to-
response transfer functions are m/m (as many zeros as poles) and higher.
The truncation is commonly employed, and is usually implemented either by
truncating power spectra integrations or by adding enough lags to wind spectra
or Kussner dynamics to assure convergence of spectral integrations and/or
covariance differential equations.

Choosing a truncation frequency or a break frequency for the added lags is
not a problem in most mean-square value calculations as "shear" effects are
usually significantly smaller than first-order, "constant wind" forces and
moments, and a large enough percentage of the response energy is contained
in the rigid body frequency region that variation of the truncation frequency
causcs little change in the mean-square values. Successive derivatives of
these responses, however, are more and more sensitive to truncation fre-
quencies, and second-order effects are proportionately more important as
the b/L dfL ratios decrease. For a V/STOL, where L is very small at low
altitudes, the latter is a cause for concern.

The necessity of considering shear effects introduces a computat-onal problem
as well as the above truncation problem.

3. Irrational Spectra

It was a premise tnat the gust model generated be computationally as simple
as possible. The simplest and most desirable model would employ rational
gust spectra, as rational spectra permit the computational simplicities of
expressing gust problems in terms of finite-order, lumped- parameter differ-
ential equations.

Suppose an aircraft is flying horizontally in a straight line with zero sideslip,
and suppose that the autocorrelation of the vertical gust component at a point
on the wing is exp - x IL], where x is distance along the flight path. With
x Vast , airspeed times time, the gust spectrum seen by the aircraft is

2L/V
as

a proper rational fraction.

7The X on the left side of this equation is rolling moment.
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Let y be distance across the wing. Assuming the gusts are .sotropic, the
cross correlation of vertical gusts at y! and Y2 at t seconds dLsplacement is

[(V as) 2 + (y 2 /
e ,p - 2

The cospectrum

ejWt exp((Vast)2 + (Y1 -Y2) )1/2]

is, unfortunately, irrational.

The cospectra of orthogonal gust components at remote points on the vehicle
will similarly be irrational. Further, since forces and moments are area
integrals of local force and moment densities, the auto and cospectra of all
force and moments will be irrational.

The writer was unable to find a form for the gust covariance tensor that would
produce rational gust cospectra and rational force and moment spectra and
cospectra. It is doubted that any such form exists.

The escape from irrational autospectra and cospectra is to approximate them
with rational spectra. Such approximations pose no conceptual or theoretical
difficulties as experimental spectra can be approximated to any desired accu-
racy over any chosen (finite) wavelength region.

However in the present case the only gust spectra known are autospectra and
cospectra obtained from anemometers mounted at a point, and extrapolating
these to downwind space spectra requires assumption of a distance metric.
There are no cospectra of parallel gust components along any parallel paths
available for approximating wing shear spectra, there are no cospectra of
orthogonal gust components along parallel paths on which to base cross
correlation approximations, and there are no spectra in other than the down-
wind direction on which azimuth dependence approximations can be based. In
short, there are no cospectra available on which to base rational approxi-
mations.
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Thus any rational spectra chosen for the interim model will. be approximations
to assumptions based upon very sparse data, an uncomfortable modeling situ-
ation. The best that can be done in this situation is to assume simple, intui-
tively reasonable spectra and to ascertain when assessments of vehicle per-
formance are overly dependent upon weak assumptions. In particular, all
.ap id-response calculations will be suspect, as the high-frequency portions

of the gust spectra and Kussner dynamics are not well known. Also all low-
altitude calculations where correlation lengths are one-half a wing span or
less will be suspect, as correlations of parallel gusts will not be uniformly
large, as they are at longer correlation lengths, but will take intermediate,
difficult-to- approximate values.

D. THE GUST MODEL

It remains to choose forms for the terms in the gust covariance tensor and to
develop approximations to shear effects.

The following model is considered reasonable as far as the forces and moments

it will generate, and it is computationally simple.

Let u, v, w be downwind, crosswind, and vertical gusts, and r1 , r 2 , r 3 be

distances in those directions. Let U(z) be the mean wind, in the r1 direction,
and let Yh be the angle between the vehicle fuselage and U(z). Let u.=

(u 1 , u2 , u3) be the vector of head-on gusts, side gusts, and vertical gusts

seen by the vehicle, so that

[U !I cos (h) sin (h) 0 u

uL -sin (Th) cos(Vh) 0 v

u3  0 0 1 w

Let x, y, z be distances along the fuselage, out the wing, and vertical
measured in vehicle body coordinates.
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1. Force and Moment Approximation

It is assumed that the gusts and gust shears which produce significant forces
and moments on the vehicle are:

* The average head-on and vertical gusts on the wi ng.; on the
fuselage, and on the tail

* The average side gusts on the fuselage and on the tail

" The spanwise shear of head-on and vertical gusts across
the wing

The vertical shears of side and head-on gust components are ignored as
they are significant only if the vehicle tail is very large and extends both
below and above the vehicle centerline. The sparwise shear of side gusts
and vertical shear of vertical gusts produce no forces or moments. The
moments due to head-on, side, and vertical gust shears along the fuselage
are ignored as being second-order in comparison to the moments produced
by gusts on the tail.

The effects of the shear forces and moments can be closely approximated by
introducing eight gust sources on the wings, at the wing root, and at the tail.
Let

F
UlL = head-on gust halfway out left wing

u 1H = head-on gust halfway out right wing

UlT = head-on gust at tail

U 2w = side gust at center of fuselage, halfway between wing tips

U = side gust at tail
3L vertical gust halfway out left wing

u3L = vertical gust halfway out right wing

U3T = vertical gust at tail

Let the "averagc" gust over the left wing be constant and consist of u L U2w,

U3L. Let the "average" gust over the right wing, fuselage, Pnd tail be con-

stant and consist of ulR, U2w, u 3 R for the right wing, (U1R + U1L)/2, U2w,

(u3R + U3L)/2 for the fuselage, and UlT, u2 T, u3 T for the tail.
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Assuming that the winds hitting the aircraft can be described as above
ignores completely the shear of side gusts along the fuselage and up the tail
and the shear of head-on and vertical gusts along the fuselage. The moments
introduced by the vertical shear at the tail are definitely second-order com-
pared to those due to side gusts on the tail (unless the tail extends well below
the vehicle centerline, in which case the rolling moment due to side gusts will
be small). The fuselage shear forces and moments (there are forces as the
fuselage is not symmetric fore and aft of its geometric center) are definitely
secondorder compared to those due to the average gusts on the wing and tail,
as the fuselage, though large, is an inefficient aerodynamic body.

The above model approximates the spanwise shear of vertical and head-on
gusts across the wing with the differences of constant gusts on each wing.
To show how good an approximation this is, consider small gust velocities
and let the lift per-unit-span due to a vertical gust u3 be

-U = CONST • u 3 (Y)ay

where y is distance measured from the centerline out the wing. The total
rolling moment due to vertical gusts is then

b/2
= £ CONST - u3() ydy

-b/2

where b is the wingspan. The above approximation gives

b.xa = CONSTANT •(U 3 -U3 L). 2 4

(b/2 is the half span, b/4 the moment arm). The actual mean square rolling
moment is

2 = (CONST) 2  b/2 b/2
E (X If - f y 1y 2 Efu3 (y) u3 (y2)1 dy1 dY2

-b/2 -U/2
Using the exponential autocorrelation

- i Y Y2

2L
E =u3(y1) u3(Y2 )  U = 2  e

this gives after integration

E =CONST b4 2L4 I +  -  -e +
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After expansion in b/L this reduces to

2 2 4 1 b 7n 2 -5n+1 (n+l bn5 51
E (;c1 CONST b 60L Lf'E

n7--5 n

=CONST 2  b4 (b/ L)60 L bL

The sum q4b/L) is tabulated below as a function of bIL:

0(bIL) Correction8

b/L t(b/L) b/L O(b/L)

0.001 0.9996 1 0.6729

0.01 0.9958 1.5 0.5591

0.02 0.9917 2 0.4706

0.05 0.9794 3 0.3400

0.1 0.9594 5 0.1949

0.15 0.9398 7 0.1238

0.2 0.9208 10 0.07127

0.3 0.8841

0.5 0. 8160

0.7 0.7544

The approximate expression gives the mean square rolling moment
E 2  = CONST E(u1 2

(-.I~ aE)(u4 3 R-u 3 L)

= CONST b 4 2a 2 (le-b/ 2 L

64 3

The ratio of the two is
8 This table was generated by taking 1000 term sums

(b/L) 1005 n10 2 5n+l n+l b n-5 5!

n = 5
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2 b b
( 2 60 L L

" p 2 1 (1-e' b/2L

-60 L ¢  [ -e

This ratio takes the values:

for b/L = 0.01, E; 2 ]/ E(Za 21 = 1.06
0.1 a1.09
1 0.91

10 0.385

Thus the approximation is quite accurate at long correlation lengths (higher
altitudes), and is only 10 percent in error at correlation lengths correspond-
ing to a wingspan. It pr.xluces 2.6 times too large mean square rolling
rmoments due to shear at correlation lengths 1/10 of the wingspan. Such low
correlation lengths occrir only at very low altitudes.

The same theory with only the constant changed applies to yaw moment due
to differential drag on the wings due to vertical gusts, and to roll and yaw
moments due to head-on gusts.

It is common practice in gust analyses to ignore the roll and yaw moments
produced by the shears of head-on and vertical gusts across the wing. They
should not be ignored. The lift-per-unit-span on the wing due to vertical
gusts is

aF 1 _ b/2
y- 2 r cL c Vas y Yu 3 (y) dy

-b/2

which leads to the mean square rolling moment1 Vas) 2 4 6-.I
EE t12 ] = ( p CL )b 4  2 1 b

gaLa a b 3 0 7 0 (b/L)

On an ordinary airplane the tail area is about one-fifth the wing area, and the
tail moment arm is about one-sixth the wingspan. This produces ,he side
force due to side gus ts on the tail

1 cb V2 -PCLx 5 U2 T

and the mean square rolling moment

.b 12 a2
E; (t 2 L 5 as 6j 2
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The ratio of shear to tail mean square moments is

21 b
2 a3 "f(

E[Zt _1 290O'~

15 k (b/L)

With the nominal gust standard deviations above

- 1.3

c3/U 2  2

so that for b/L = 1,

E _ _ = 15(--- 0.6729

EI.Tt 2

=4.3

For b/L = 1/10 this reduces to

1. 3 2 0.9594

= 0.605

In neither case is the shear contribution negligibly small.)

The advantage the above shear model has over a Taylor's series expansion
of the wind at c. g. is that it does not require differentiation of the wind.
White noise difficulties are thus precluded. The advantage that it has over
integration of the shears over the wing is simplicity, for which less than a
10 percent price in the accuracy of mean-square moments is paid.

2. Cross Correlations of Orthogonal Gusts

The generation of the gust model is considerably simplified by the apparently
sxall cross correlations between the head-on, side, and vertical gust com-
poneat- and the head-on and vertical gust shears across the wing. These
cr,is correlations are important only when they are large in magnitude and,
simultaneously, the contributions of the correlated inputs to a response of
interest are nearly equal.
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For example, let r be a response, u and w be disturbing inputs, a denote
a standard deviation, and p un be the uw correlation coefficient. The stan-

dard deviation of r is then (from linear theory),

]+a () + uw u 1w+ /2

where - and r are positive constants obtained from linear analyses.

Letting aa r "a he

a = __ _t b ,W then

a r = (a 2 + b2 + 2puwab)

With -1 : Pu + 1, the ratio of maximum to minimum values that a can

take is

___ ma +2ab Ja+ba1, mm ~ + ( 2 --i.ab a~
which ratio is distinctly different from unity only when a q b.

The cross correlation of vertical and head-on gusts seen by the aircraft is
-0. 275 ! p : + 0.275, the sign and magnitude depending upon the azimuth and
heading angles. The maximum that the cr ratio can take for these gusts is
a = b, where

armax 12.550)1/2

rrain (1.450) = 1.32

a 32 percent difference. The unaximum difference between ar and the ar
obtained assuming zero cross correlation is 0

ar max -a r 2550 1/2
10 -1 = 0.132

"ro

a 13 percent difference at most. This is not large enough to be a concern.

Horizontal gusts measured in a coordinate system at an angle Ta to the down-
wind direction are also correlated because of nonisotropy. Letting u 1*, u 2
be horizontal gusts parallel and orthogonal to the flight path,
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a aL

t n E U 2 u 2 = c s a a

* u *2 si cosYa 2 a 2- sin Cou u22 J= L-sinI a L 1 s a % LsYa a J

L 2 2 a 2 2sin2 a (a 2 2 ) cos a sin a

cos Ya a a a

2 2 )cos Ta sin Ya au2 s i n 2 Y a cos

The u I , u2  correlation coefficient is
2 !sin¥

a )co

-ul 2  -u2 sin7)(asinY+aCosY

The maximum magnitude of pu 4 * occurs at Ya 450 + nr, where

7a Pu 1 U2 a 22za  I _2+

With au
2 = 7.8, a v 2 4, this produces a correlation coefficient

I Pl*U" 7.8-4max = 7.8+4 = 0. 322

Ignoring this correlation produces an error of at most

2.6 - 1 = 0.15
2

or 15 percent.

The only other known non-zero cross correlation is that of the shear of
head-on gusts across the wing to side gusts on the tail. The magnitude of
this correlation is not known. Assuming isotropy and a correlation form
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Eu (Y2 e(r/L) 2

then the shear intensity is

2a 2

2a

while the shear-tail cross correlation is

E U, u 2 e- (r / )2
21y u 2  = 2 ar e IL 2

-2 d -(d/ L) 2 =wing-to-tail distance
a -e

The correlation coefficient between shear and side gusts on the tail is then

2 22

1 d -(d/ L)2

%/2

The maximum of this correlation coefficient occurs at

~1~7T- [1 .L~1L 2 E - 2(d/L)]

or d/L =1/2,

where

p 1 e-1/4

0.276 
6



From the above analysis, assuming this cross correlation is zero will pro-
duce at most at 13 percent error in a response standard deviation.

All of the various gust cross corelations will be assumed zero in the gust
model. Unless the cross correlations measured in TOLCAT are much
larger than the measured 0.275 vertical, downwind correlation coefficient,
and the 0. 276 shear, side gust correlation coefficient derived above, the
errors introduced into linear analyses results by assuming them zero will
be negligible.

As far as the effects of zero cross correlations on nonlinear analysis results,
as discussed in Section VI the nonlinearities themselves (parabolic depend-
ence of forces and moments on local airspeed, stall, and thruster dependence
on control inputs and dynam.c pressure) so dominate response characteristics
when the gust inputs are large that they wash out dependence on fine detail in
the gust model.

Assuming zero cross corrleations is then justified by linear theory, by the
little correlation data available, by a "reasonable" calculation of the shear-
side gust correlation, and by the nonlinear data generated in this study. Un-
deniably, assuming zero cross correlations is also a most convenient assump-
tion for generating a gust model. The reason it is convenient is described in
the angle dependence discussion below.

3. Cross Correlations of Parallel Gusts

The cross correlations of paralel gusts, for example the head-on gusts at
the wing and tail, are not large at all but very small correlation lengths.
Their cospectra are also irrational, as discussed above. FRirther, in for-
ward flight the gusts at the tail are very nearly the average of the wing gusts
(the fuselage gusts) delayed by d/Vas seconds, the wing-to-tail distance

divided by airspeed, so the cross correlations of the wing and tail gusts at
zero time displacement will be smaller than the same cross correlations at
d/Vas time displacement. The cross correlation coefficients in general will
be sufficiently large that setting them equal to unity would not introduce

serious errors in total lift, drag, and side force calculations. Roll, pitch,
and yaw moments however are dependent on the differences between the wing
gusts, the differences between the wing and tail gusts, and the tail gust them-
selves, and having reasonable estimates of the cross correlations is there-
fore important.

The gust cospectra must be assumed, as no cospectra of parallel gusts along
parallel paths have been measured. The assumed cospectra should produce
realistic moment magnitudes, but with no data one cannot determine whether
assumed, realistic cospectra are worst-case, best-case, or typical; approxi-
mations in general are usually classified in this manner to aid the designer
in interpreting analyses results. In the present case the bes" that can be done
is to assume cospectra that will produce realistic magnitudet.
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The particular cospectra assumed depend upon whether the line connecting the
correlated point gusts is parallel or orthogonal to the flight path, and whether
or not the gust components themselves are parallel or orthogonal to the line
connecting them or the flight path. The former determines whether gust
penetration need be considered, and the latter is important because of spectral
dependence on choice of coordinates. Models for the various cases are pre-
sented below. All of the models approximate the cospectra in the following
manner.

Consider vertical gusts at remote points on the vehicle. Assume the cross
correlation of vertical gusts displaced by r feet and t seconds is a 2 g(r, t),
where g(O 0)= 1. For gust pairs where the line connecting the gusts is ortho-
gonal to the flight path at t = 0, the cross correlation of the gusts as time

advances is a g(Vd +(Vat) ,t) where d is the displacement of the gusts at
as

(the distance between the gusts is Id2+(Vast) , where Vas is airspeed).

For gust pairs where the line connecting the gusts is parallel to the flight
path, the gust cross correlation as time advances is o 2 g(ld-Vast1, t). Both

of these correlations will produce irrational cospectra if the autocorrelation
c 2 g(Vast, t) is rational.

The first cross correlation can be approximated by

2 1 2 +(V t)2

2g d2(Vas t V 2g(Vast,t) - g(d, 0)

as constant times the autocorrelation. This produces a rational cospectra,
and it is a good approximation except for the time interval 0 < t < 2d/Vas,

where the approximation can decrease faster than the actual cross correla-
tion (depending upon the form g(r, t) assumed). It will at worst produce
slightly larger moments than those in nature, and it meets the realism
criterion.

2The a g(ld-V ti, t) cross correlation is more difficult to approximate as,
unlike the abo#g cross correlation, its maximum does not occur at t = 0
except at zero airspeed. This cross correlation contains a time delay or
gust penetration effect as well as the space and time decays, and any approxi-
mation employed should retain these features. The simplest approximation
which does this is

2g(P-Vastit) 2 g(0, d/V) g(V (t-d/V ), 0)
asO as~ as as

+ (g(0, d/V)) g(d. 0) • gas

(1-g(V t, t

The correlation g(V as(t-d/V as), 0) embodies the delay line, while the second

term preserves the space and time dependence of the cross correlation at very
large delay times d/Vas where the time correlation of the gust at a point

g(O, d/V 5 s) has decayed to a small value.
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These two approximations appear in all of the cross correlations below. In
addition, the dependence of correlation form on whether or not the gusts are
parallel to the line connecting them is partially taken into account as follows.
Let the correlation of gusts parallel to the line connecting them be a 2 f(r, t),
and the correlation of gusts orthogonal to the line connecting them be c2 g(r, t).
If the gusts are parallel or orthogonal to the line connecting them for all time,
the forms a 2 f(r, t) and r2 g(r, t) are used respectively exactly as a 2 g(r, t) is
used in the above discussions. For gusts which are orthogonal to the line
connecting them at t = 0, but which become parallel to that line as time in-
creases, the actual correlation is

2 2 2 2a g(r, t) cos T + C f(r, t) sin T

where

r d2+(Vast) 2 and T = tan- 1(Vast/ d)

This is approximated in the model by

a g(r, t) cos 2 T + a2 f(r, t) sin2 Y% a 2g(d, 0) - f(Vast t)

which produces a simple, rational cospectrum. The errors introduced by
this approximation are not serious, and the resulting moment magnitudes
will be realistic.

4. Angle Dependence

As shown in Figure 5, let
Th = heading angle angle between fuselage and downwind direction

1 a = azimuth angle = angle between flight path and downwind direction

= sideslip angle angle between fuselage and airspeed vector

The sideslip angle 9 and the airspeed Vas define the aerodynamics of the

aircraft. Their only direct effect on the gust field as seen by the aircraft,
however, is the dependence of the gust penetration delay on R. At a = 0
degrees the gusts at the tail are those at the wing roots delayed by d/Vas

seconds, the wing-to-tail distance divided by the airspeed t. At ( = 90 degrees
the gusts on the left wing are those on the right wing delayed by b/2Vas (b/2

is the half span), and at A = 180 degrees the wing root gusts are the tail gusts
delayed by d/V as. As discussed in Section VI, tne effects of tnese delays are

not negligible and must be taken into account in defining the gust field as seen
by the aircraft.
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Figure 5. Definition of Angles

The heading angle yh determines the transformation of downwind and cross-

wind gusts to head-on and side gusts. Letting u1 , u u3 be head-on, side,

and vertical gusts and u, v, w be downwind, crosswind, and vertical gusts,
then

u1Cos% sin Yh lul
u2  -sin h cos Yh Oiv

where right-hand rule coordinate systems have been chosen for u1 , U2  u3

and u, v, w (the choice of coordinates determined the signs in the transforma-
tions). Yh thus defines the head-on, side, and vertical gust intensities.Fh
The azimuth angle "Ya and ground speed V together define the distance

metric used in the gust covariance tensor,
r = Iti (V2 + U(z) 2  a 2 V COS ) 1/2/Xz

This dependence was discussed above.

Azimuth angle also affects the spectra and cospectra of the downwind, cross-
wind, and vertical gust components as seen by the aircraft. In isotropic tur-
bulence and undoubtedly in the earth's boundary layer as well, the spectrum
of a gust component parallel to a path as measured along that path is different
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than the measured spectrum of the same gust measured along a path ortho-
gonal to the gust component direction; Y a determines the mixes of downwind,

crosswind gusts parallel and orthogonal to the flight path. This dependence is
easily accounted for in isotropic turbulence, but it has never been measured
or even estimated in the earth's boundary layer.

The azimuth angle T a and the heading angle Yh together define the cross

correlations (cospectra) of the head-on, side, and vertical gust components
and the head-on and vertical gust shears across the wing. Without azimuth
dependence data, choosing the various gust cospectra is guesswork. It is in
fact very difficult guessowrk, as it is hard to assign azimuth dependencies that
are mathematically self consistent. Fortunately, as discussed above, these
cospectra are of no consequence if the correlation coefficients are small and/
or if the contributions of the correlated inputs to responses of interest are of
distinctly different magnitudes.

Ignoring the correlations, then, the only angle dependencies which must be
taken into account are the distance metric dependence, the penetration effect,
the intensity dependence on heading, and the spectrum dependence on whether
gust components are parallel or orthogonal to the flight path. Of these only
the penetration, sideslip angle relation causes any difficulty; the problem here
is that the portion of the wing directly in line with the tail (and therefore af-
fected by the time delay) is a function of sideslip angle. Accounting for this
continuity adds a great deal of algebraic complexity to the gust model. One
must first calculate the distance metric r between the two wings and every
point on the flight path of the tail, a function of azimuth angle, sideslip angle,
airspeed and ground speed, wing-to-tail distance, and the wing quarter-span
distance. The time displacements and correlations between the two wings
and tail must then be calculated for each wing, for both vertical and head-on
gusts. Both forms of the correlation functions and the time delays are func-
tions of azimuth and sideslip angles. One must then calculate the cross cor-
relations of the wing gusts with the tail gusts at these displacements using
approximations of the above type, and then add independent gust inputs to the
tail (for 1I < 90 degrees, to the wings for I1 > 90 degrees) to bring the
gust intensities up to their proper magnitudes. This produces eight gust
sources and three tapped delay lines, two of the delay lines being tapped
twice for the gusts on the two wings. From a trial calculation it will be seen
that these calculations are exceedingly complex. The intended use of the
gust model does not warrant this complexity.

For simplicity in generating the gusts as seen by the aircraft it will be
assumed that the aircraft flies at one of four sideslip angles, 1 = 0, ±90
degrees, and 180 degrees. In the first case the tail gusts will be generated in
part by the delaying the wing gusts, and in the 180 degree case the wing
gusts will be generated in part from the tail gusts. At 90 degrees the head-
on and vertical gust shears will be generated with delays.
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5. Spectral Form

The simplest form that c'pn be assumed for the autocorrelation of gusts paral-
lel to the flight path is i ie exponential

2 - jr/LI
fOr 0) a e

The gusts orthogonal to the R.ight path will have a c.fferent autocorrelation
(no matter what flight path). For isotropic turbulence the cross-path spectra
are g = f + 1/2 rf t , which produces with the above form

g(r,0) = a 2e - Ir/LI( 1  1/21r/L I).

As discussed previously, many different spectral forms can be fit to the
measured spectral data. It is shown by example in Section V that the differ-
ences in response standard deviations produced by the above two forms can be
as much as 30 percent; presumably larger changes would be produced by other
attempts at spectral fits.

Spectral fits are thus important, and exactly what good choices for the
spectra are has not been settled. For simplicity it will be assumed in the
gust model that the above forms hold, that the spectra of gusts parallel to
the flight path are of the form

-Sr 2e-r/L 2L V2 VL
e ae dr 22 -Ls+I1 Ls+l-Ii -L a+1

and those orthogonal to the flight path are

Sr 2 -jr/L j 1 3L s2+1
e e ( r/L) L(_L2s2+D2

-!3s -21 +12

r (- Ls+ I)2

6. Final Filter Form

Putting these assumptions together, the intensities of the head-on, side, and
vertical gusts seen by the aircraft are
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U=u 1 (u1 23 = (7.8 cos2 yh+ 4 sin Th) /2
2 / .22 I)/2

U2 E[U22) = (7.8 sin 2 h + 4 cos2 7 h)

u3 Eu 3
2l = 1.7

The distance metric r measured along the flight path is

r cj1j

where

c = [V2 + U(z)2 - 2XtU(z)V cos a l 1/2/Xzz

For nominal values choose Xt = 0.98, agreeing with Panofsky's figure, and
K = 1, the median of the available figures.z

The spectra of gusts parallel and orthogonal to the flight path are then of the
form

2c
2 2 parallel

222
c(-3s c2+) or

-- : othogonal

(-s c +1)

The angle between the fuselage axis and the flight path in the moving gust
field is 0, the sideslip angle, so the spectra of head-on, side, and vertical
gusts seen by the aircraft are the above spectra transformed through 3. This
gives

2(s) 2( 2c os2() + c(-3s2 L 2+1)s2
CPU u 1 (S) = u srUl c2+, Co (-s 2 c2 +1) 2 si

u2(S) = 2_ 2c  sin2() + c(-3s2c2+ + 1) co4))

IPU2U2 au2 (-s 2c2 + 1)2

2 c(-3s2 c2)+0
Cu u3(s) = 22 s 2

3 3 (-s c +1)2
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The first two reduce to

2 c(-(2+sin 2() s 2c2 +1+cos 2 (3) )
S(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(-sc+I)2

CPu2 c(-(2+cos 2(0)) s2 c2l+sin() )

(-s c2+ 1) 2

By assumption we have set the cospectra equal to zero,

CPu 1u2 (s)= uluS) = cpu~u3(S) = 0

At zero sideslip the correlation coefficients of head-on and vertical gusts

halfway out each wing are (because boh are orthogonal to the line connecting
them) b

TR

b
2 u3 =g ,

where b/2 is the half span distance and L is the correlation length L x kzz.
ulLuft U3L+U3R

The gusts 2 U2w° 2 at the fuselage between the wings will be

delayed by d/Vas seconds before reaching the tail, where d is the wing-to-

tail distance and Vas is airspeed. The correlation coefficients of these

gusts after being delayed by d/Vas are

c'd
V

Pu lwul T  = e as= f(od/Vas)
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ctdV ( c1
Pu2wU2T = e Vas 1- g(O, d/VUS)

c 'd
Vas c'd

PU U =3 T e 1- 2 g(O, d/Vas)
as,3T2Vas

where

U 1w -  ,UUlR U3w - 3L+U3R2 and uIT , U2T, and U3T here

are those portions of the tail gusts contributed by the delayed wing gusts, and

c t = U(z)(2-2X tCOST a)1/ 2 /X p z

the above c with V set equal to U(z). The spatial correlations of the wing and
tail gusts at zero time displacements are

PIlwU]T = e -d/L = f(d, O)

Pu2 wU2 T = e gdL(I-d/2L) g(d, 0)

PU3 wU3 T = e -d/L(l-d/2L) g(d, 0)

At 180 degrees sideslip the wing gusts U w, u2 w, u3w are the tail gusts

delayed by d/Vas seconds, and the above correlation coefficients hold. Be-

cause the tail gusts define the average wing gusts ulw, u3w, it will be con-

venient to generate u 1L' u lR' U 3L u 3 R by generating

U IR u 1L U 3Ru3L

2 2

and adding, rather than generate u L uIR' U3L, U3 R directly.
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In sideways flight a wing is an inefficient lifting surface, and the moments
induced by gust propagation along a wing can be assumed negligible. How-
ever, existing V/STOL aircraft have fans, jets, and rotors located on the
wings, and the moments produced by the airspeed differences seen by these
thrusters may well be significant. The propagation of gusts along the wing
must therefore be taken into account. In the following it is assumed that the
thrusters are located at the wing tips; for throusters located within the wing,
the half-span b/2 in the formulae below and in Figure 9 should be replaced by
the distance between the thrusters.
At + 90 degrees sideslip the correlated coefficients of U 1w, U2 , U3 w and

u lT' u2 T, u 3T are

d
PulwUIT e = f(d, 0)

Pu~wU2T =. e (l- =gd,0
dd

Pu3wu3T = e - _ = g(d, 0)

The delay time across the half span is b/2V as, in which time the across-wing
correlation coefficients decay to

c'b

PU2V as1- I

PlV-R = e as __

10 1R 4V as

ctb

2Vacb
U3LU3R =4eV

The spatial cross correlations at zero time displacement are

PUlLUlR = e-b/ 2 L(l- b/4L)= g(b/2,0)

Pu 3 L =U e- b/2L(I - b/4L) = g(b/2, 0)

Because at the different sideslip angles the independent gust inputs are added
at different places and the various correlation coefficients change, it is
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convenient to generate first eight statistically independent signals (UlaU 1b'

u l), (2au 2 b), (U3a, U3 b u3c) that have the spectra of (u 1 ), (u2 ), (u3)

respectively. Filters which do this are shown in Figure 6.

The combination of the outputs of these filters to generate the various de-
layed gusts are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9. In each figure the constants
at the bottom of the figure have been introduced to account for the various
correlation coefficients.

This completely defines the gusts as seen by the aircraft.

E. SUMMARY

It was necessary to make a great many assumptions to generate a gust model.

Assumptions of wind profile characteristics were made to define the mean
wind, mean wind shear, and nominal gust covariances at a point in time and
space. The assumptions are reasonably justified by existing data, with the
exception of an assumed mean wind probability distribution. Constructing a
more elaborate profile model would not produce essentially different numbers.
The probability assumption is justified only by convenience and the 9. 1-meter
data from Cape Kennedy.

Gaussian probability densities were arbitrarily assumed for the gusts.

Average winds and wind shears were approximated by sums and differences o
of gusts halfway out the wings and at the tail. This assumption is reasonable
for correlation lengths larger than the vehicle dimensions, but it produces up
to 1.6 times too large shear moments at very low altitudes where the cor-
relation length is 1/ 10 the wingspan.

The gust covariance tensor is based upon extending a distance metric sup-
ported by a single set of data to all azimuth angles. All cross correlations
of orthogonal gust components were set equal to zero for simplicity, an
assumption supported by calculations showing that the resulting response
standard deviations could at most be 15 percent in error. The cospectra of
parallel gusts at remote points were assumed to be constants times their
autospectra, in reasonable agreement with available covariance data. The
spectral forms of the various gust components were chosen to display the
effects of the angles between the gust components and the flight path on the
spectra in the same manner as if the gusts were isotropic. The gust intensi-
ties were obtained by transforming downwind and crosswind intensities through
the heading angle.

This model has been contrived to reasonably present the gust descriptors
which the linear and nonlinear analyses showed were important. These
descriptors are spectral form, gust intensity, gust shear across the wings,
and gust penetration.
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SECTION IV

TOLCAT REQUIREMENTS

The twin goals of this study were development of an interim gust model and speci-
fication of the TOLCAT gust measurements required to generate a better model.
The interim model developed was described in Section III. The gust measure-
ments required of the TOLCAT program are presented in this section.

It should be stated at the outset that collecting enough data in TOLCAT to com-
pletely define a statistical gust model is impossible. A complete model would
require measuring all finite-order joint probability densities of all gust compo-
nents at all spatial and time displacements as functions of mean wind, meanwind
shear, thermal stability, altitude, and surface roughness, and this much data
cannot be generated in a five-year experiment. Even this description assumes
that gust statistics are defined by three long-time-average descriptors plus
altitude and roughness, and proving experimentally that no more descriptors
are required would require collecting a great deal of very accurate data. In
order to limit TOLCAT to manageable proportions, it is necessary to assume
some of the physical relations, limit spectral bandwidths to those visible in
aircraft responses, and measure only essential data.

The discussion of TOLCAT requirements which follows is divided into two parts.
The first part deals with the premises under which the TOLCAT experiments
will be run and the long-time-average experiments required. These subjects are
treated together as the major premise of gust modeling should be verified in a
long-time-average experiment. The second subsection discusses the gust
measurements themselves.

A. PREMISES AND LONG-TIME AVERAGES

The major premises upon which all gust models are based are that:

0 The winds consist of slowly and rapidly time-varying components
and there is a clear demarcation between the two in that there is a
frequency range between them that possesses little wind energy,

* The statistics of the rapidly varying portion of the winds are defined
entirely by descriptors of the slowly varying portion,

The firs. premise defines mean winds and gusts as the slowly and rapidly varying
portions of the winds. The second premise is defendable, providing the first is
true, by deriving Navier-Stokes equations for the mean wind and subtracting the
resulting terms from the original equations to obtain gust equations.
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Everything thus depends upon separation of gusts and mean winds. That there is
a separation is evidenced by the data in Figure 1. 9 of reference 2 (reproduced
here as Figure 2) to defend the separation. However, this premise is so essen-
tial that it should be verified again in TOLCAT.

1. First TOLCAT Exeriment

Measure the gust spectra at a point over a very long time (to very low frequen-
cies) and show that there is a clear demarcation between gusts and mean winds.

A third premise is that the long-time-average descriptors required to define
gust statistics consist of:

0 Mean wind, friction velocity, and gradient Richardson number at a
known altitude over a surface of known roughness, with no other
descriptors being required.

That no more descriptors are required is always true in a statistical sense as
one can write conditional gust statistics conditioned by any number of variables;
what is meant is that no other long-time descriptor adds any more useful infor-
mation as far as describing gusts. This premise is based upon the absence of
discussion of any other descriptor in the gust literature, perhaps a weak justi-
fication.

Other descriptors equivalent to these, derivable from them, or from which they
can be derived (such as temperature gradient and the vertical shear of the
mean wind) would serve gust description purposes as well as the above. Any
other long-time descriptors found in TOLCAT to better or more directly define
gust statistics should be added to the above list.

Mean wind, friction velocity, gradient Richardson number, and altitude are inter-
related with mean wind shear and surface roughness by Panofsky's profile formulae
presented in Section IL Since TOLCAT will presumably use five or so test sites,
surface roughness probably will not be continuously variable, and it will be neces-
sary to use a profi'e formula to extrapolate data from one roughness length to
another. However, the gust experiments require a vertical arrangement of wind
sensors (on a tower) so there is no need to assume a profile formula in TOLCAT.

2. Second TOLCAT Experiment

Measure the joint probability density of mean wind amplitude, friction velocity,
and gradient Richardson number as a function of altitude.

These probabilities should be conditioned by information normally available to a
V/STOL pilot, such as time of day, temperature, presence ofnearby storms,
fetch, and the angulnr difference between the mean winds high up and those on the
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ground; the pilot's being able to predict the kinds of gusts he will see when
landing will make that landing safer. This information also would be useful
for determining the causes of observed mean winds, friction velocities, and
thermal stabilities.

It is emphasized that this experiment is a means to two ends, defining the mean
winds and defining the gust environment. While it is not intended that it be a
wind profile experiment, it should be one to the extent that profiles define mean
winds and gusts at altitudes other than that at which a V/STOL currently flies.
A V/STOL will respond to a mean wind shear when landing, after all But the
goal is definition of the mean wind and gusts; profile formulae are a means to
that end, but they are not the goal itself.

The fourth premise is the gust frequencies to which an aircraft will respond.
The dominant closed-loop poles of most aircraft lie between 2 and 4 radlsec,
but B52 flexure modes have been measured in flight at 60 radlsec. Wings pro-
duce forces at Vas/k rad/sec; airspeeds Vas can run from zero for a V/STOL
to 1000 ft/sec for a terrain following fighter, and wing chords 6 run from 6 feet
for a small aircraft to 150 feet for the SST, so Vas/r can go as high as 100 radl
sec. Wingspans run typically from 30 to 180 feet, and wing-to-tail distances
from 10 to 90 feet.

The gust time-spectra bandwidth to which aircraft will respond then run from
1/10 rad/ sec to 100 rad/ sec. The corresponding wavelengths are 6 feet, a
wing chord, out to 1000 ft/sec divided by 1/ 0 rad/sec, or 10,000 feet. These
are very large dynamic ranges. To narrow them one must focus on a parti-
cular type of aircraft.

For a typical VISTOL it is reasonable to assume airspeeds from hover to 200
ft/ sec in the boundary layer, 7- to 12-foot chords, and 1/10 to 30 rad/sec time
frequencies. The corresponding wavelengths are 7 feet to 2000 feet.

In general, however, the wider the wavelength and time-frequency band]idths
of the gust data, the better -- especially with regard to the wavelengths

B. GUST MEASUREMENTS

The gust measurements are chosen to define the gust spectra, magnitudes, and
probability densities as functions of mean wind amplitude, friction velocity,
and gradient Richardson number.

The first experiment described will define the gust magnitudes and probability
densities.

9It is thought that a wing will not respond significantly to wavelengths less than
a wing chord. However, the National Aeronautics and Space Admaistration
has constructed a wind tunnel at Langley Field, Virgiria, capable of measuring
these responses, and wavelength data should be available before TOLCAT is
completed. If that data shows smaller wavelength dependence, reducing the
6-foot minimum wavelength in TOLCAT will be desirable.
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1. Third TOLCAT Experiment

Measure the individual probability densities of downwind, crosswind, and vertical
gust components conditioned by mean wind amplitude, friction velocity, gradient
Richardson number, altitude, and roughness length.

The rms magnitudes defined by the densities are of course important to deter-
mining rms V/STOL responses, but they also can be determined from spectral
measurements. The interest here is the occasion of a violent gust that will
upset the V/STOL. The probabilities should therefore be measured out to as
low likelihoods as possible.

This experiment is considerably simpler than measuring all joint gust denisites
at remote points and times. The thoughts behind these measurements are that the
densities plus spectral calculations should suffice for estimating the likelihood
of upset, and it will be possible to simulate the resulting gust model on a computer
for gust response tests. The joint densities would be only slightly more descrip-
tive, especially if cross correlations are small, and they, of course, require a
great deal more data collection. Measuring the gust densities to very low likeli-
hoods is most desirable, as it is difficult to recover from upset at low altitudes
and moderate airspeeds, and the likelihoods will determine the likelihood of
crashing.

Gust spectra are known to be dependent upon mean wind amplitude, friction velo-
city, Richardson number, altitude, and azimuth of the measurement path (angle
between the path and the downwind direction). The mean wind determines the
downwind transport of the gust field, and friction velocity in part defines gust
magnitudes. Altitude in part determines correlation length, and correlation
length for crosswind paths is known to be Richardson-number-dependent. Azi-
muth also affects spectral shape, as (from isotropic turbulence) it is known that
the spectra of gusts orthogonal and parallel to a path differ. The spectra tests
should define all of these interdependencies.

All of the above refer individually to downwind, crosswind, and vertical gusts
along a path. Also of concern are cross correlations of these gusts and cross
correlations of gusts along parallel paths. The latter define the intensity of
head-on and vertical gust shears across the wing and the correlation of these
shears with side gusts at the tail of a ViSTOL. Other than the correlation's
determination of shear magnitudes, they are unimportant if less than 0. 3 in
magnitude, a considerable simplification.

All of the spectral measurements can be made from a line of fixed towers plusa90-foot "T" arrangement of anemometers. The first spectra experiment is
designed to define distance metrics.
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2. Fourth TOLCAT Experiment

Choose a horizontal line such that the (azimuth) angle between the mean wind and
the line will vary from zero to 90 degrees, at least, throughout the course of the
experiments. Arrange towers (and possibly arms on the towers) along this line
so that sensors can be placed at logarithmicly increasing distances from each
other, starting with sensors at 3-foot displacement and with five sensors per
decade (i. e., 1, 1. 5, 2. 5, 4, 7, 10, 15, 25, . .. meters from each other) 1 0

Fix three anemometers on each tower, all at the same altitude, such that the
anemometers measure horizontal gust components parallel to the tower line
and orthogonal to the tower line, and vertical gust components. Measure the
correlation coefficients of parallel gust components on the towers (vertical with
vertical, parallel to the tower line with parallel to the tower line, orthogonal
to the tower line with orthogonal to the tower line) at all time displacements
between the correlated pairs where the correlation coefficients are 0. 5 or greater
in magnitude. Plot the results for each gust component as lines of constant cor-
relation coefficient (isopleths) on a distance, time plane.

Richardson number, mean wind magnitude, azimuth, and friction velocity should
be measured for each of these experiments and recorded on the plots for that
experiment.

The experiment should be repeated at other Richardson numbers, friction velo-
cities, mean wind magnitudes, azimuth angles, and altitudes.

This will define the distance metric, "correlation length", and spectral form
dependence on Richardson number, friction velocity, mean wind magnitude,
azimuth, and altitude.

3. Fifth TOLCAT Experiment

Measure rms gust intensities simultaneously with the above experiment, on one
tower, thus defining their dependence on the same independent variables.

4. Sixth TOLCAT Experiment

On all zero-azimuith tests obtain time series autocorrelations of the responses
of sensors on one tower, and compare these with the spatial correlation coef-
ficients at the different towers at zero time displacements. The space correla-
tions should differ from the time series correlations only in that the distance
abscissa in the former is U(z) times the time abscissa in the latter, where U(z)
is the mean wind speed. This will verify the Taylor hypothesis.

10 These sensors need not be arranged at the stated distances from a single fixcd

point, nor do the same distance ratios within a decade have to be obtained exactly.
With a little cleverness, the number of sensors can be less than the total number
of distance increments. For example, with towers at zero, 10, 12, and 16
meters from a point, one can obtain 2, 4, 6, 10, 12 and 16-meter increments.
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None of the above experiments measure cross correlations of orthogonal gust
components, though not because there is no intent to measure them. With cross
correlations of orthogonal gust components one examines the data as they are
obtained, because if they are small they will be of little import in V/STOL gust
analyses. It is suspected that they are small, but they may not be.

5. Seventh TOLCAT Experiment

Repeat the fourth experiment above, but for orthogonal gust components. If
the correlation coefficients are all small, repeat this experiment only under
markedly different conditions of Richardson number, etc., to ensure that they
stay small. If they are large, however, measure them all every time the
fourth experiment is run.

This experiment requires about the same data reduction time as the fourth
experiment, and it requires no more equipment or data recording. If the com-
putation time proves to be a small portion of the budget, one may as well run
these experiments along with experiment four. (It is suspected that data reduc-
tion will be the least of the expenses involved. ) This experiment should also
be run for three sensors on one tower.

6. Eighth TOLCAT Experiment

While the data from the s(, .enth experiment is still in the computer, compute also
the average values cf the squares of tha velocity products of the orthogonal gusts,
whether the correlation coefficients are small or not. Compare these averages
with the expected values of the s;ame products calculated assuming Gaussieness.

If the two sets of numbers are very different, there is a magnitude interdepen-
dence in the orthogonal gust components that is lost in the averaging of positive
and negative values in computing correlation coefficients. Knowing the proba-
bility densities from experiment 3 and the spectra and cospectra from the fourth,
fifth, and seventh experiments, one can include this magnitude dependence in
the gust model by introducing multipliers into the model filter inputs. If the two
sets of numbers are very similar, there is no magnitude dependence and the
issue can be dropped.

All of the above experiments are to be run with sensors arranged in a single line.
With the -addition of a right-angle leg to this line, measurements of gust shear
across the wings of an airplane and the correlation of those snears with other
gusts on the airplane can also be made.

7. Ninth TOLCAT Experiment

Select pairs of sensors on the tower line 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 feet
apart. On the orthogonal bisectors of the lines connecting them place sensor
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triplets 1/3, 2/3, and 1 times the distance between the point pairs, measured
from the point of intersection of the two lines. (This can be done with a T-shaped
horizontal frame where the three sensor triplets can be moved about, or with
any other arrangement that is convenient. )

Measure the magnitudes of the differences between parallel gusts on the two arms
of the T (the differences will give a more accurate shear magnitude measurement
than can be calculated from the correlation coefficients produced by the fourth
experiment). Find also the correlation coefficients of these differences with each
other at zero tine displacement, and with the three gusts at each point on the
stem of the T at zero to 3-second displacements.

Repeat this experiment every time experiment 7 is repeated. As with 7, there
is no need to obtain other than verification data for the correlation coefficients
which are small. Unlike experiment 7, however, the cross correlation of the
difference of horizontal gusts orthogonal to the tower line and gusts on the stem
of the T parallel to the tower line may well be large, especially at correlation
lengths of the order of the length of the stem.

There is no need to measure any autospectra as these can be calculated from the
data from experiment 4. If any of the above correlation coefficients is large.
however, calculation of cospectra will be worthwhile.

8. Data Reduction

It is an axiom of physics that few functional relations are found experimentally for
which the investigators were not searching in designing the experiments. In the
above experiments the existence of functional relations between gust statistics
and Richardson number, friction velocity, mean wind magnitude, altitude, and
azimuth were assumed, but not specified. Reduction of the gust data to a form
convenient for aircraft analyses implies searching for and trying to define these
functional relations, for with them one can reduce many "special case" gust
models to a few fairly general and convenient models.

The convenient forms for the gust probability densities and rms magnitudes when
employed in aircraft analyses are just as they are generated by the above experi-
ments. The convenient forms for the correlation coefficient data of experiments
4, 7, and 9, however, are spectra and cospectra as seen by the aircraft, rather
than isopleths on distance-time planes. Converting the isopleths to cospectra
requires changing the space dimension to airspeed times time; that is, picking
the angle of a line emanating from the origin on the distance-time isopleth planes.
This can be done once if the isopleths are concentric, geometrically similar, closed
curves, as the correlations measured along any line then are of a single func-
tional form depending upon a single function of the line angle and time. This is
the first functional form sought.
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The second functional forms sough- are connections between cospectra of ortho-
gonal gusts along a path and the autospectra of those gusts. Hopefully the co-
spectra are proportional to the products of the square roots of the autospectra;
this would greatly simplify model making.

The third functional forms sought are simple, exponential cosine approxima-
tions to the autocorrelations. These can be calculated with mean-square-error
fit subroutines, either in terms of the correlations or the autospectra. If good
fits are found with simple functions, well and good. If not, functions which fit
two-decade wide portions of the spectra should be generated. The designer
doing the gust analysis can then pick the function suited to his purpose.

The furth functional forms sought are relations between the spectral forms
and azimuth, and between the spectral forms and altitude. Finding a single
azimuth dependence valid for all mean winds, iatensities, altitudes, and
Richardson numbers would be a useful simplification. Finding that spectral.
bandwidths (or correlation lengths) depend simply on altitude, Richardson
number, and azimuth would be a useful simplification. Finding these will re-
quire looking at a great many isopleths, but the simplifications are worth the
trouble.

Of eourse, eliminating dependences of any of the statistical gust data on any
of the independent variables or on combinations of those variables will simplify
the grust field description. It is asked here that funds be set aside to search
for such functional relations. The thought behind asking for functional rela-
tions is that the gust model is going to be complex, an- its utility in V/STOL
gust analyses vill be inverse to its complexity. In addition, finding such rela-
tions would provide useful vehicles for insights into satisfactory, approximate
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, which will be of interest to everyone
in fluids in the world.

This concludes the discussion of TOLCAT requirements.
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SECTION V
LINEAR ANALYSES

The linear analyses performed under the contract consisted of solving covari-
ance differential equations to obtain the sensitivity nf V/STOL responses to
vehicle and gust model parameters. The vehicle parameters investigated were
mean airspeed, mean sideslip angle, and mean heading angle. The gust model
parameters investigated were spectral form, gust intensities, correlation
length, cross correlations, shear intensities, and the frozen-field hypothesis.

The major results of the linear analyses may be summarized as follows:

(a) Mean airspecd and mean sideslip angle are critical parameters
in defining V/STOL response magnitudes.

(b) Mean heading angle is important to the extent that it defines the
relative intensities of the head-on and side gusts seen by the
aircraft.

(c) Gust spectral form, correlation length, and gust intensities
are critical in defining V/STOL response magnitudes.

(d) The shears of head-on and vertical gusts across the wings
produce significant roll and yaw moments, especially at
lower correlation lengths, and these shears must be in-
cluded in the gust model.

(e) Cross correlations of the various gust components are not
critical when small.

(f) The frozen-field hypothesis is an acceptable approximation
to the time-varying gust field at airspeeds greater than 1/3
the mean wind amplitude. 1

The nonlinear analyses described in Section VI supported conclusions (a), (c),
(d), (e) [ (b) and (f) were not tested in the nonlinear analyses]. They also
contributed three results which should be taken into account in evaluating the
above six.

(g) The wing-to-tail transport delay in forward flight is important
in determining vehicle responses (these delays were not tested
in the linear analyses).

(h) XV-5 V/STOL nonlinearities of importance are stall angles-of-
attack, parabolic velocity products at low airspeeds, and non-
linear fan dependence on gust velocities and control inputs.

1 1 Note "airspeeds", not "ground velocities". The former is tha magnitude

of vector sum of the latter with the mean wind velocity.
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(i) The upper bound on the range of gust magnitudes where linearity
is an acceptable hypothesis depends both on the ratio of gust
intensity to mean airspeed (a/V s) and on the nearness of the

mean angle of attack plus tne standard deviation of angle-of-
attack to stall angle-of-attack. The XV-5 has a pitchup problem
near 120 ft/sec forward airspeed due to the wing fans. Relatively
small gusts there will stall the tail and cause the airplane to pitch
up violently. Trim could not always be recovered. Therefore
it is incorrect to base assessments of linearity on a/Vas ratios

alone.

All of the results above are based upon analyses of the Ryan XV-5 ViSTOL,
a fan-in-wing aircraft with relatively large wings and a relatively large tail
located approximately half the vehicle length from the wings. Result (e) on
cross correlations applies to all aircraft configurations, but the other eight
results are configuration-dependent.

All nine results carry over with modifications to fixed-wing aircraft with
relatively large tails. The importance of heading angle and sideslip angle
increase with increasing wing-lift/weight ratio, and the importance of
spectral form will increase with increasing wing efficiency. The signifi-
cance of gust shears across the wings increases with increasing span and
decreasing roll and yaw moments of inertia. The 1/3 figure concluded for
the airspeed:anean-wind amplitude ratio will increase as the vehicle response
bandwidth and size increase. The wing-to-tail transport delay becomes less
important as the center of pressure on the wings is moved aft (as on the F4
fighter), tail size is reduced, or the pitch response bandwidth decreases.
The importance of stall, especially stall-induced upset, will vary with vehicle
force and weight distributions and with trim requirements; the XV-5, with its
near-stall tail trim, is thought to be particularly stall sensitive.

Tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft are another matter, as with the wings tilted, the
wings may be continuously in stall. On the XV-5 the wings and tail contri-
buted the significant forces and rmoments, but side gust effects on the XV-5's
rather tall fuselage were not negligible. One would expect the forces and
moments on a tilt-wing aircraft with wings tilted to be relatively smaller than
on the XV-5, but the magnitudes of the forces and moments could vary signi-
ficantly with wing chord and span, the difference between wing and tail angles,
and the fuselage configuration. Without data, it is not reasonable to carry
XV-5 conclusions over to such aircraft.

The effects of gusts on the thrusts produced by rotors, jets, and fans were
not examined in this study, and no conclusions can be drawn. The XV-5 wing
fans were noticeably affected by gusts, and the effects were dependent on fan
parameters, but the force and moment changes produced were in general much
smaller than those produced by the aerodynamic surfaces. The importance
of gust-induced thrust variations will vary among aircraft and, for an aircraft,
with airspeed, interference effects, and thrust parameters, and each V/STOL
configuration will have to be treated separately.
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The only conclusions one can draw about helicopters or other vehicles with
large rotors and large rotor downwash from tnle present study are that gust
intensities and airspeed will be significant parameters. No data were gen-
erated which would permit further conclusions.

Returning to the XV-5 results, the discussion of linear analyses in this section
is divided into three parts. The gust models employed in the analyses are
discussed in the first part; these models differ from the model presented in
the previous section in that parameter values were variable, non-zero cross
correlations were considered,and gust penetration effects were not included.
The linear analysis results obtained are presented second. Several details
of the computer program used to obtain the XV-5 response standard deviations
are discussed in the final subsection; this program will be documented in a
separate report.

A. GUST MODELS

The gust models employed in the linear analyses were those described in
the interim report, Honeywell Report 12060-IRI. The following model de-
scription summarizes what was presented there.

The mean square amplitudes of the downwind (u), crosswind (v), and vertical
(w) gust amplitudes were assumed to be

u2 uv uw f7.8a1  a4  -1

E uv v2 vw (u: 2 a'4 4'2 a5

uw vw w 2 a5  1.7a 3

where u* is the friction velocity and al, a2 , a3' a4 , a5 were free param-

eters. Variation of a1 C, 2' a3 varied the downwind, crosswind, and vertical

gust amplitudes respectively. Variation of a4 , a 5 varied the cross corre-

lations of side gusts to downwind and vertical gusts. Variation of the friction
velocity u" varied all amplitudes uniformly, and the u 1u3 cross correlation

(-1 in the above) could be varied by increasing the a's and decreasing u*.
The nominal values assumed for the intensity parameters were a1 = a 2 = a3

1, a4 = &5 =0.

Letting Ph be the angle between the downwind direction and the fuselage, the

head- on 1
side gusts u2  are

vertical u 3
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uL =[ si h Cos h

At any time instant the autocorrelation of any gust component u. along theI

flight path was assumed to be

Eu i(x 1 ) ui(x + x) ] = ) e 1- i L

where x is distance along the flight path and L is the correlation length. L
was varied from 3 to 1, 500 feet. The nominal value chose for L for each
flight condition was 1. 5 second times the vehicle mean airspeed,

L = 1. 5Vas

Letting U be the mean wind amplitude, V be the mean vehicle ground speed,
and 4'a be the angle between the flight path and the downwind direction, the

vehicle airspeed V is
as

V (U2 +V 2 - 2UV cos T)1 / 2

as a

The distance metric assumed was

r= (r, - xtUt)2 + r 2 + r 32 + (1xt2 2(Ut)2]1/2/L

where r1 , r 2 , r3 are distances in the downwind, crosswind, and vertical

directions. With

r= Vt cos

r 2 = Vt sin Ya

r 3 0

then

r ItI (U2 + V2 -2X t UV cos a)1/2/L

V asIti +2(1-X) cos 1/2

as
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I

Defining a new constant X equal toc

X UV 112
+2(1- ---- ccs~a /

Vas

the autocorrelation of the u. gust components as seen by the aircraft was1

as Itl v X
E [ui(t 1 )ui(t1 + t) = E(ui2 1 e L 1i )

The corresponding power spectrum is

Ou.u.) M e -jut E[ui(t1)ui(t!+ t)ldt

2(1 +1i) + c 2(1-0i)
=2c 22

( 2 +)

where
V XC = as c

C L

The three-dimensional gust field on the XV-5 was generated by downwind,
crosswind, and head-on gusts at the two wing tips and the tail (these were
moved inboard in the model presented in Section III to better approximate
shear effects). The cross correlation of parallel gust components displaced
by a distance x (the wing tip-to-wing tip or wing tip-to-tail distance) was
approximated by the autocorrelation of that gust component times the dis-
tance weight

_L 1-
-L i l
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The cross correlation of orthogonal gust components at a point (say at a wing
tip) was approximated by the inverse

Ef u(t l ) U3(t +0) = E fuiuj • jr eSt 2c

and the cross correlation of orthogonal gust components at remote points was

approximated by the above times the weight

2

The gust model is thus defined by thie three intensity parameters u* aV
u2 2' a 3 , the three cross-correlation parameters u* 2 4 , u - 5 '
-u2 , the three spectral fit parameters O, 02" 13 the correlation length L,

and the filter time constant

as c
c -ac sec- 1

L

The nominal gust model used for the calculations was

Yh = 1 = sideslip angle

V 0
a

u= 1 = a'2  a3 = 1
a1  = / , -3 =  o

= 1
C

c . 2/3

L = 3/2Vas

The parameters were varied from their nominal values to determine the
various parameter sensitivities.

This model differs from that presented in Section IM in that it includes cross
correlations, and free intensity and spectral fit parameters, but it excludes
gust penetration. Note that in the nominal model the vehicle is flying down-
wind.
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In accordance with common practice, in what follows the vehicle equations of
motion are written in a coordinate system moving downwind with the mean
wind. Translation velocity is airspeed in these coordinates, and the mean
wind vector itself will not appear in any of the results. The magnitude of the
mean wind therefore need not be specified in specifying the gust model; head-
ing angle, however, must be specified as it determines the relative gust
component intensities seen by the aircraft.

B. LINEAR ANALYSIS RESULTS

The results of the linear analyses are discussed in this subsection. The data
presented support the conclusions listed at the beginning of the section.

A slight change of notation has been made in this section to avoid a duplication
of symbols. The symbols u, v, w are commonly used by aerodynamicists
as x, y. z body axes components of instantaneous vehicle velocity, and by
the meteorologists as the downwind, crosswind, and vertical components of
gust velocity. To avoid confusion the subscript ig, for "gust" has been added
to the latter.

1. Flight Conditions

The flight conditions considered are shown in Figure 10. Trim settings for
these conditions (obtained from the SDS 9300 hybrid simulation) are given in
Table I. The angle indicated is the mean sideslip angle (angle between the
fuselage and the airspeed vector), and u. v, w are the average airspeed
components in fuselage coordinates. The trim values presented produce
nearly zero angular rates p, q, r and nearly zero altitude rate dh/dt. The
control surfaces (ailerons, elevator, and rudder) were not used and are zero
for all flight conditions.

The response standard deviations produced by the linear covariance calcula-
tions for these flight conditions are presented in Table H. In all of these
calculations, the downwind direction was assumed parallel to the fuselage.
The nominal gust model above was employed with the correlation length L
chosen so that the gust spectral bandwidth would remain about 2/3. The
calculations are for a unit friction velocity u-, so the tabulated figures may
be regarded as per-unit-u* responses.

It is evident from the five zero-sideslip flight conditions that increasing air-
speed increases the gust sensitivity. Comparing the zero and 90-degree cases,
linear perturbation analyses indicate very little pitch plane response in side-
ways flight. Comparing the zero and 180-degree cases, the XV-5 is slightly
less sensitive to gusts in rearward flight than forward flight.
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Figure 10. Flight Conditions
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The only conclusions to be drawn from these figures are:

* Increasing airspeed increases gust sensitivity and airspeed is thus
an important parameter.

* Sideslip angle is an important parameter.

* Linear peturbation analyses are not trustworthy at small
forward velocities (Mu of the order of I ft/sec), for two
reasons. The Kussner lag time constants on the wing are
the mean chord over U, and for i small these time constants
are very large and the wing is a very low-bandwidth low-pass
filter. Secondly, the magnitudes of the lift and drag forces
are proportional to the airspeed products u2 , uw, and when
linearized about U these produce too small gust sensitivities
2-u Au, ZAw (the gust sensitivities are exactly zero for exactly
90 degrees sideslip).

No linear covariance calculations were made at or near hover (ii = v = W 0)
for these reasons.

2. Dominant Poles

At low airspeeds the aerodynamic rate feedbacks are very small, and the
closed-loop dynamics (dominant voles) of the XV-5 are defined almost
entirely by the vehicle inertias, fan-louver dynamics, and control gains.
The control system employed in this study controls attitudes and attitude
rates, but not translation velocities. Ignoring aerodynamic terms, trans-
fer functions of attitude-rate responses to any input 6 are (closed-loop)

qs(s + 10)
q( (s +1.14)(s 2 + 8.86s + 75.2)

s(s+lo)'(s3+10s2+14.ls+14.I)- + (18.8s+,8.,)!]

(s2+.1 5s+2).s 2 +8.5s+70)(s+8.36)(s+l.6)

s (s4-10) [ (s3 +10s 2 +84.6x+ 6s+7. 46)_]

(s 2+1.5s+2)(s 2+8.5s+70)(s+8.36)(s+1.6)

The dominant poles of the responses to nose fan door, differential stagger,
and differential vector commands are
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qlK~Nf c (s) s+1.14s

0.0123 s 0.0109 s3P/0 SclS) =~ .-- 6 p/0 v (S) 2'
c c (s+l. 6)(s2+1.5s+2)

0.00108 s 3  r9() -0.064 s
r/13 s  (s) =_r/ v  ()-r/ c () (s+1.6)(s 2+1.5s+2) c s 2+1.5s+2

These transfer functions are valid for airspeeds less than, say, 50 ft/sec.

The translation rate transfer functions at the 20. 8 ft/sec forward airspeed.
flight condition are

au

u/M(s) M a6
S40. 098

6 v
v/6(s) a6v/ s), s+0.055

Bw

w/6(s) ~

(the poles here are the stability derivatives a u/ a U, av/ av, aw/ aw).

Thus at low airspeeds one expects peak attitude and attitude rate responses
at correlation lengths L in the neighborhood of half the airspeed (where the

V

gust spectral bandwidth c -as o 2). One further expects very slow trans-L
lation responses which monotonically increase with increasing L (decreasing
c). These were observed in the correlation length tests below.

3. Correlation Length

The effects of increasing the correlation length L on XV-5 responses are
twofold. Increasing L decreases the spectral bandwidth c of the incident
gusts with the effect noted above. Increasing L also decreases the shears
of head-on and vertical gusts across the wing, decreasing then the shear con-
tributions to roll and yaw moments.
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The effects of increasing L on the 20.8 and 120. 8 forward airspeed flight
conditions are displayed in Figures 11 throug 17. The correlation length
points used to generate these curves were L = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100,
200, 500 meters; smooth curves were drawn through the standard devia-
tions obtained at these points.

The curves behave as one would expect. In the low-speed case, the attitude
rate responses peak near 5 meters, or a gust bandwidth of c = 20.8/15ft. 3.
The attitude responses peak around 15 meters, or c o 0.4. The translation
responses are monotone, and the control inputs peak with peaking attitude and
attitude rate.

In the high-speed case the aerodynamic feedbacks are significant. These
feedbacks add damping to all responses and therefore will cause the responses
to peak at higher c values (lower correlation lengths) than the c W 2 of the
lower airspeeds. The fact that the attitude and attitude rate peaks occur at
approximately the same correlation lengths as for low airspeeds is not con-
sidered significant.

V X
It is evident from these curves that the gust spectral bandwidth c= as c

L
is an important parameter.

4. Wing Shear

As mentioned above, increasing L both decreases the spectral bandwidth
and decreases the shears of head-on and vertical gusts across the wing. The
effects of these shears on roll are commonly ignored in aircraft analyses.
They should not be.

To test the magnitude of the shear contribution to roll, both the correlation
length L and the constant X were increased by a factor of 10 from theirc
nominal values. This decreased the shears while maintaining the gust

V X
as cspectral bandwidth c = L

greater than 1/3 reduction in the roll and yaw rate standard deviations imply
that shear cannot be ignored.

These data are based on obtaining the shear magnitudes by differencing the
wing-tip gusts

au u 9 (b/2)-u 9(-b/2)

b
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where b is the wingspan, and then assuming that the gusts on each wing are
constant over the wings and equal to the gusts at the fuselage center line plus
or minus the shear times a one-fifth span moment arm,

1 bu
Ug b

This is a larger separation and a smaller moment arm than are suggested for
the interim gust model in Section III. The standard deviations of the roll and
yaw moments produced by this shear approximation are 1. 5 and 9. 5 percent
larger than those that would be produced by the interim gust model in Section
III at the 20. 8-ft/sec and 120. 8ft/sec flight conditions respectively. Shear
conclusions based on the above data are therefore valid.

The spectra of shears of head-on and vertical gusts across the wing may well
be different than that of side gusts on the tail. If this is so, one can always
find an airspeed that will emphasize the shear response over that of the side
gusts. Even if the spectra are different, then, the conclusion that the shear
terms cannot be ignored still holds.

5. Frozen Gust Field Hypothesis

The hypothesis of a gust field frozen in space moving with the mean wind leads
one to a gust spectral bandwidth of

V
as -!c = - sec

while including the possibility of a slowly varying gust fir'd produces

V
C as

c

where

c= 1 +2(1-X 2V cos Y 1/2

as

Having X less than 1 th-en increases the spectral bandwidth without producingc
a corresponding correlation length change.
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where b is the wingspan, and then assuming that the gusts on each wing are
constant over the wings and equal to the gusts at the fuselage center line plus
or minus the shear times a one-fifth span moment arm,

I u

g ±T b

This is a larger separation and a smaller moment arm than are suggested for
the interim gust model in Section III. The standard deviations of the roll and
yaw moments produced by this shear approximation are 1.5 and 9. 5 percent
larger than those that would be produced by the interim gust model in Section
III at the 20. 8-ft/sec and 120. 8ft/sec flight conditions respectively. Shear
conclusions based on the above data are therefore valid.

The spectra of shears of head-on and vertical gusts across the wing may well
be different than that of side gusts on the tail. If this is so, one can always
find an airspeed that will emphasize the shear response over that of the side
gusts. Even if the spectra are different, then, the conclusion that the shear
terms cannot be ignored still holds.

5. Frozen Gust Fieht typothesis

The hypothesis of a gust field frozen in space moving with the mean wind leads
one to a gust spectral bandwidth of

V
C -21 sec

c L

while including the possibility of a slowly varying gust fi rd produces

V
as

c

where

( 1 +2(1-) .JY. 2a -/2

as

Having X less than 1 t.en increases the spectral bandwidth without producingc
a corresponding correlation length change.
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6. Spectral Shape

The power spectra of the incident gusts derived above is

o2 (1 +0 i ) + c (1-a.)
Iluu'i )= 2c ( 2 + c 2 )2

Increasing 93 shifts the input energy to higher frequencies, an effect analogous
to decreasing L.

The effects of changing 9i on the 20. 8-ft/sec forward-flight flight condition
are shown in Table V.
All of the trends in the table are predictable from the graphs of correlation

length effects. Note that changing 1 from 0 to 0.5 changes the u standard

deviation by 30 percent.

Spectral shape is therefore important, and because it is, the angle between
the fuselage axis and the flight path is important.

7. Magnitude Dependence

The dependence of the various responses on the head-on, side, and vertical
gust components was tested by individually quadrupling the gust intensities
C1 I' , a3 (that is, doubling the standard deviations of the head-on, side,
and vertical gusts, respectively). The results are shown in Table VI.

The fourth row of figures for each flight condition is one munus the sum of
the first three. Since the nominal gust model was employed (a4 = a5 = 0),
this row expresses the effect of increasing the u-w cross correlation from -1
to -4 (the effects of quadrupling al, a2 , a3 and the u-w cross correlation all

at once should double the response standard deviations).

From examination of figures, the x and y drags are determined almost
solely by the head-on and side gusts respectively. Lift depends on both
head-on and vertical gusts (the common practice of considering vertical
gusts only in the longitudinal axis is thus invalid at low airspeeds). The
dependence of p and r on the head-on gust is due both to the wing shear
and the tail, while their dependence on vertical gusts is due entirely to the
wing shear. The increasing dependence of q and 0 on vertical gusts with
increasing airspeed is thought to be due to the increasing lift/drag ratio on
the tail plus the increasing wing moment.

From the 1 -sum rows, the effect of changing the cross correlation of head-rin
and vertical gusts is larger at high airspeeds than at low airspeeds. Doubling
this coefficient produces at most a 30 percent change in the w standard devia-
tions.
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8. Cross Cnrrelations

Data showing the effects of varying the uw and uv correlation coefficients
are given in Table VII. Again, the consequences of large variations are
observable, but whether or not they are large enough to justify measuring
cospectra is debatable.

The uv correlation coefficient has zero effect in forward flight as the pitch
and lateral axes are uncoupled. At 45- and 90-degree sideslips its dominant
effects are on p and r, both because of the u shear across the wing and
the uv product in the tail side force.

The uw cross correlation has little 2ffect except in roll in forward flight.
The changes produced here do not completely correspond to those predicted
by the 1-sum rows of the a sensitivity tests, though the trends which are
different are in responses. which change little. The differences are attributed
to the inaccuracy of approximating a slope with a large difference

Sft a(20)-~a()

The main conclusion to be drawn from this table is that cross correlations
are not important to response standard deviations when the cross correlations
are small.

9. Heading Angle

Sideslip angle was defined above to be the angle between the fuselage and the
airspeed vector. A second angle of interest in gust analysis is the angle
between the fuselage and the downwind (mean wind) direction (see Figure 5).
This heading angle determines the cross correlation of head-on and vertical
gusts and the relative intensities of head-on and side gusts.

The effects of varying this angle from zero to 180 degrees in the 20. 8-ft/sec
airspeed, forward flight condition (zero sideslip) are shown in Table VIII.
Again, the data in this table are about what one would expect.

The u and v response standard devaitions are proportional to the head-on
and side gust intensities, as expected from the c sensitivity tests. The
minima of w, q, and 0 responses at 90 degrees are due to the minima of
head-on gW' velocity there. The difference in the 0 and 180-degree values
of the u, w, a, 0 standard deviations are due to the effective reversal of the
cross correlation of head-on and vertical gusts. In the 180-degree case, an
up gust infers a tail-to-nose head-on gust, while in the 0-degree case, it
infers a nose-to-tail head-on gust. The small differences in these values
indicate the relative independence of the pitch axis responses of the head-on -
vertical gust cross correlation.
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The r, Y yaw responses and the p, 0 roll responses depend both upon the side
gusts at the taii qnd the shear of head-on and vertical gusts across the wing.
In the 0-degree case, an up-gust shear infers a head-on gust shear producing
a moment of the opposite sign, while in the 180-degree case the two shear
moments add.

Again, the cross correlation effects are small because the cross correlations
are small.

C. COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program used to calculate the XV-5 response standard deviations
are discussed in detail in Honeywell Report 12060-FR2. Of interest here are
the methods used to calculate -he coefficients of the linearized equations of
motion and the response covariances. TILe coefficients were calculated by
finite differences rather than by partial differentiation. The covariance pro-
gram is of interest because it is the fastest method known for computing
mean square values.

1. Perturbation Equation Coefficients

The coefficients of the linearized equations of motion for a nonlinear system
are normally computed by partial differentiaion. For example, given a
response rate x as a nonlinear function f( ) of x and an input u

x= f(x, u)

and given equilibrium values xo , u for x, u, for which x 0

0 = f(xo uo)

the coefficients of the linearized perturbation equation for x

(x-x o ) a(x-x ) + b(u-u)
dt o

are rnormally obtained by partial differentiation

af(x, u)a=

X O

u=u
0

b af f(x, u)

x= x
0

u u
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Partial differentiation is a fine way to obtain these coefficients when the
nonfinearities in the equations of motion are simple. The XV-5 equations
of motion and the XV-5 fan equations employed in the study are presented
in Appendix I. These equations are not simple. The aerodynamic terms
in the equations and the gravity and inertial product terms are reasonably
straightforward and can be differentiated with some labor. A computer
program calculating these derivatives was written early in the study. The
fan equations however require iteration, the slopes of the various fan
curves are difficult to read in the Ryan data, and accurate determination
of the fan differential forces and moments due to velocity changes and
vector and stagger angle changes is difficult and hazardous.

The schedule of the study was such that the SDS 9300 program calculating
forces and moments for the nonlinear simulation was written and debugged
before the linear analyses were begun. Rather than add fan derivatives to
the already written aerodynamic coefficient subroutine and then have to debug
that program, it was convenient to obtain the perturbation coefficients by
differencing the outputs of the SDS 9300 force and moment program.

Trim (equilibrium) values of the various velocities, attitudes, and control
inputs were obtained from the SDS 9300 simulation for 16 flight conditions.
These values are equivalent to x , u in the above example. The partial

derivatives were then approximated by differencing the forces, moments,
and states of the Wagner filters obtained when the various inputs were in-
creased and decreased by a small amount. In terms of the above example,
this was equivalent to

Of f(x ° + ,u o ) -f(x O-Cu )
ax 2c

U 
oU

fx, u + -f(x o , U
Of 0 0 2

2c= X0

U oU

c equal to 0. 1 (degrees, deg/sec, ft/sec depending upon the input) was used
for all derivative calculations.
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2. Covariance Calculation

There are many methods available for calculating the mean square values of
the responses of a time-invariant linear system to stationary noise For
simple systems mean square values can be evaluated with algebraic formulae
For high-order systems the most popular method is the two-sided Laplace
transform and the residue theorem.

The method used in the study solves a covariance differential equation- By
test, the method is faster than residue calculation, and it is the fastest solu-
tion method known to the writer.

In using the method gusts are described as the outputs of linear filters driven
by a vector of white noise processes n

Efn(t)rv(T)'] = N6(t-T),

where the prime ( superscript indicates a vector or matrix transpose and
6 is the Dirac delta function. The linearized perturbation equations for the
vehicle plus the wind filters are then written in the vector differential equation
form

x = Fx + Gn

r = Hx

where x is the state vector and r is the vector of responses whose mean
square values are to be computed; x in the XV-5 case in 41st order.

Solving the equations

x(t) = eFt[x(O) +f e F' r Gn(r) di

0

x(t)x(t)' = e Ft x(O)x(O)' eFt'

+ eFt x(O) ri (T)' G' e'r dT eFt'

0

+ eFt f e'FT GT1(T) d'- x(O)" eFt'

0

+ eF -Ft G(t G' e F T  d e F t

001
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'With ~TIM white noise

Etn,(tOx(O)'] 0 Ofor ta0

so that

Ef x(t)x(t)'1 e Ft E(x(O)x(O)') e Ft+

Ftt -Ft1 /GEtn( )G FT' eFt'
ejJ et I tf~t)~1T' dTdt1

00

Substituting

Ef 71(t )In(T)") N6(t-T)

this reduces to

ExOx~t' eL x(OxJ fe GNGe dT le
0

Letting

X(t) = Efx(t)x(t)')

and differentiating with respect to t produces the covariance differential
equation

X(t) = FX(t) + X(t)F' + GNG'

The mean square values of the components of r are the diagonal terms of
the matgx

Efr(t)r(t) '3 E(Hx(t)x(t)'H '1[ -I-x(t)~')I

In the stationary problem X is constant (Xis zero), so the equation

X(t) =FX~t) + X(t)F' + GNG'

must be solved until it converges. The formal solution is

Ft[XO +~ t FT ,FT' Ft'
X(t) =e fXO ej GNG e- dT1 e

0



The following method of solution was developed by Mr. Gunter Stein of
Honeywell to calculate Lyapunov functions for a stochastic convergence
algorithm employed in the AFFDL study "Application of Self-Organizing
Techniques to Multi-Parameter Control Problems". Mr. Stein observed
that with zero initial conditions

X(O) 0

X(t) = eFt e-FT GNG' e F TI d eFtI

X at 2t could be written

eF(2t-t)x(t)eF(2t-t)' 2t eF(2 t-)GNG' eF( 2 t- ) 'dX(20) = e X + Te GGed

Ft Ft I F T r'F
Xex(t) e + eFt e GNG e-Fr d' e

0
eFt XteFt'

e X(t)e + X(t)

This led him to the subroutine:

Choose At

Find X(At), e F A t by any acceptable method

nt n I
X(2 n+1 = e F2nt X(2 nAt) e F2nAt + X(2 nt)

e_ eF2niiAt e r2RAt eF2n At

The subroutine then doubles the calculation interval each iteration. Running
twice as long in real time requires one more iteration, eight times as long
requires three more iterations, etc. The subroutine is thus very fast. In
the XV-5 example x was 41st order, and X (since it is symmetric) is
41 x 42/2 = 861st order. Starting with At = 1/100 times one over the magni-
tude of the largest diagonal term in F (At o 0.001 seconds), the above
routine reached convergence in 17 iterations and required about 2. 5 minutes
on the Honeywell 1800 computer.
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The above routine is currently in use on the AFFDL "LAMS" study. By test
there, it is almost twice as fit as the fastest residue method known to the
writer.

The subroutine is sensitive to truncation errors, which accumulate, so it
can be used as a starting subroutine when very accurate values are required.
Since the interest in the present study is in response changes of the order of
10 percent, it was used alone in this study. Its use is recommended to other
investigators.
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SECTION VI

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

The nonlinear analyses performed in the study consisted of sequence of
investigations run on a nonlinear, hybrid (analog-digital) simulation of the
XV-5 V/STOL. The investigations were:

0 Tests of the validity of the force and moment
equations generated for the XV-5

* Design of a three-axis XV-5 controller

* Determination of trim values for control inputs and
XV-5 responses at various flight conditions for use
as equilibrium values in defining the perturbation
models

v Tests of XV-5 fan sensitivity to dynamic pressure

* Statistical tests of XV-5 response sensitivity to
changes of various vehicle and gust model
parameters

The goals of these investigations were to prepare for and then validate the
linear analyses and, in addition, to test nonlinearity and gust-penetration
effects not accounted for in the linear analyses.

Statistical tests of vehicle airspeed and sideslip angle and gust-model
correlation length, shear, and cross correlation effects were run as cross
checks of the linear analyses results; the experimental standard deviations
produced with small gust inputs were found to be in reasonable agreement
with those calculated by the linear covariance program. The tests of gust
penetration and gust intensity effects showed that both were important
parameters in determining the gust responses of the XV-5.

In addition to the above, it was concluded from the nonlinear gust-intensity
tests that a V/STOL at low airspeeds can withstand a severe gust environ-
ment. The ride will be rough, but the vehicle will translate slowly enough
to be flyable if reasonable excess thrust capability is provided. 12

1 2The XV- 5 had enough thrust capability as no thrust saturation

problems were seen at low airspeeds. Stating exactly how much
excess thrust is enough with any other thruster configuration
would be begging the question; one of the purposes of developing
a gust model is to have the capability of investigating this issue.
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However, the ability of a V/STOL to withstand gusts at higher airspeeds
is strongly dependent on the thrusters employed and the ViSTOL's aero-
dynamic configuration. The airflow over the wings into the XV-5 wing
fans produced a large pitchup moment at higher airspeeds that had to be
counterbalanced with a near-stall tail trim. Fairly small up-gusts would
stall the tail and induce violent pitchups. V/STOL thruster configurations
not requiring near-stall trims will be less sensitive to gusts at higher air-
speeds than the XV-5 is. However, the XV-5 is reasonably aerodynam-
ically clean and has relatively small aerodynamic surfaces; a V/STOL with
larger aerodynamic surfaces will be more gust sensitive, and one with
lower lift/drag ratios will have different kinds of stall problems (for
example, aircraft where thrusters are fixed to movable wings).

The discussion of the nonlinear analyses below is divided into four parts.
Several details of the hybrid simulation which limited the statistical data
collected are presented in the first part. The statistical data obtained, the
collection of which was the main goal of the nonlinear analyses, are pre-
sented in the second. The third discussion addresses the question of
assessing the magnitudes of gust inputs for which linear analyses will pro-
duce approximately correct results. The final subsection consists of dis-
cussions of the other uses made of the XV-5 simulation.

A. SIMULATION DETAILS

The hybrid computer tests of XV-5 gust responses required expenditure of
more time and money than the rest of the study items put together. Equip-
ment limitations, a major equipment problem, and a major debugging prob-
lem combined to limit the quantity and content of the hybrid data collected.
As these limitations affect interpretations of the data presented below, it is
appropriate that they be discussed first.

The simulation consisted of nonlinear force and moment equations and
aerodynamic lags for the XV-5 programmed on the SDS 9300 computer lo-
cated at Honeywell's Aeronautical Division simulation facility, plus gust
models and XV-5 inertial dynamics synthesized on connected Pace analog
computers. Special SDS 9300 subroutines were prepared that sampled the
inputs, outputs, and internal variables of the force anl moment program
and computed experimental means, standard deviations, and probability
densities.

The major equipment problem encountered was an SDS 9300 card reader
that would skip cards, skip parts of cards, read parts of two cards as one,
add zeros to cards, and so on. This problem was solved by replacing the
card reader, but it cost this study two months lost time at the time when the
programs were being debugged.
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The major debugging problem was a combination of noise pickup on poorly
grounded leads and improper amplitude scaling. During most of the tests
the gust shear inputs to the XV-5 were set to zero (for reasons described
below); t he zeroing was accomplished by grounding the avalog-to-digital
(AID) shear inputs on the Pace computer on which the gust model was
synthesized. This computer was connected by 30 feet of cable to the SDS
9300 computer. It turned out that the Pace ground connections were
floating, the shear inputs were not zero but hundreds of millivolts of
noise pickup, and the scaling of shear inputs was such that the resulting
forces and moments produced by the noise shears were of the same order
of magnitude as those produced by the other variables. This problem was
corrected by repairing the grounding and changing the noise scaling.

The shear-noise problem manifested itself as a too-large response problem
at higher vehicle airspeeds. The problem was detected when the high-air-
speed tests were completed two months from the end of the contract. It
took one mnonth of detective work to find and prove that shear-noise was
the cause. The noise provided many false clues in that the magnitude errors
were airspeed-dependent, different in the three axes, and repeatable, and
the noise was finally located after many more likely causes were eliminated.

Determination of noise as the cause necessitated repeating all of the statis-

statistical response measurements made previously. 13 This was done in the
last month of the study. The response magnitudes obtained in these last tests
were in reasonable agreement with those predicted by the linear analyses,
with two exceptions. The pitch attitude responses were universally smaller
than linear analyses predicted and were smaller than the values obtained in
the previous (noisy) tests, and the pitch rate responses at high airspeeds
were still too large (though not as large as in the noisy tests).

The only possible cause of the attitude error was loss of the pitch signal
in the cabling or A/D link between the Pace analog computer and the SDS
9300. The cables and link were checked and found fully operative by
technicians assigned to the simulation facility. Therefore either the pitch

data is correct or the technicians made an error. A lack of time prevented
determining which was the case.

The pitch rates ran 0. 22 deg/sec to 0. 26 deg/sec when they should have been
0. 13 deg/sec; 0. 04 deg/sec of the difference was due to nonlinear wing and
wing fan asymmatry, proved by tests with side gusts only, and 0.01 of it is
attributable to dependence of dynamic pressure on vertical and side gusts.
The cause of the remaining difference was never located.

1 3The hybrid data presented here were obtained in the final tests. The
data presented in the last study progress report, Honeywell Report
12060-PR 11, all contained the noise and are all in error.
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The attitude error does not affect the validity of the data to any extent.
The linear analyses predicted pitch attitude standard deviations of the order
of 0. 15 degrees. The only terms in the force and moment equations affected
by pitch attitude are the mg sin 0, mg cos 0 sin 0, mg cos 0 cos 0 gravity
contributions to x, y, z forces. With these small standard deviations the
cos 0 terms don't vary at all, and the standard deviation of the x -Cavity
force is about 25 pounds, small compared to the 180-pound measured
standard deviation of the x force.

The pitch rate error at high airspeeds affects the pitch and vertical
velocity results. The latter agree with the linear analyses results, further
clouding the problem. In all tests the pitch rate and vertical velocity trends
at functions of parameter changes agreed with the trends predicted by the
linear analyses. The data in general can safely be assumed reasonably
correct, with the exception of pitch attitude in all tests and pitch rate at
high airspeeds.

The equipment limitations which limited the data content were the availability
of only three noise sources for simulation, as opposed to the eight required
by the complete gust model, and the inability of the SDS 9300 to read or write
tapes on line. The first limitation forced setting some of the gusts to zero
and equating other gusts. In the intensity, correlation length, and cross
correlation tests the gusts on the two wings and those on the tail were made
equal (uL =uR = uT9 v w = vT wL = wR = wT). In the gust penetration tests

the wing gusts were made equal (uL = uRP wL = wR), and the tail gusts were

made equal to those on the wing delayed by 22/u seconds [wing-to-tail
distance/x component of instantaneous airplane velocity relative to the mean
wind]. In the shear tests the wing gusts were made equal and opposite
(UL= -uRP WL = -wR). the head-on and vertical gusts on the tail were set

to zero (uT = wT = 0), and the fuselage and tail side gusts were made equal

(vT = vw). The equating of the various gusts is indicated in the data tables

by appropriate equal signs.

The SDS 9300 can read or write tapes serially with computation, but not at
the same time. Using the tapes would require either stopping the simulation
or increasing the sampling interval (55 milliseconds in most tests) beyond a
reasonable limit. Further, the external (not connected to the SDS 9300)
tapes available for the simulation were not of the highest quality and could
not be operated remotely; given the complexity of the simulation, it was
decided that using them would cause more problems than they could cure.

The inability to use tapes affected the simulation in two ways. The rms
outputs of the noise sources used drifted; it was found that vehicle response
standard deviations were reasonably converged after two minutes of data
collection, and increasing the collection time to six minutes did not re-
duce the little scatter in them. Not having tapes prevented using exactly
the same noise traces for all runs, so the drift had to be accepted.
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Not having tapes meant that all of the statistical data had to be stored in
the SDS 9300 memory. This did not affect the acquisition of mean and
standard deviation data, which operations required little memory, but it
did limit the probability density data. In the latter case 6000 data words
cc.Ad be stored; in a two-minute run with data recording every 55 milli-
-e onds, this limited the number of variables that could be recorded to three

11l0 sec _6000- lliseonds 3 Since from 18 to 35 variables were recorded,
six or more runs were required for a test of a particular gust/vehicle
parameter. Including printout and setup time, each test ran from one to
two hours.

As the tests all had to be repeated in a relatively short time, it was
necessary to limit the collection of probability data to only a portion of the
total tests.

The only other limitation in the data is that the vehicle x, y, and z velocity
data are not reliable at low airspeeds. These responses (u, v, w) varied
too slowly for reliable statistical measurement in a reasonable run time.

B. STATISTICAL TEST DATA

The statistical data obtained from the nonlinear hybrid tests are presented
in this subsection. These data describe airspeed, sideslip angle, corre-
lation length, cross correlation, shear, intensity, and gust penetration
effec-ts.

The same notation is employed in all of the data tables. Rather than
repeat units and titles in every table, the notation is presented separately
in Table IX.

The nominal gust model used for all hybrid tests was basically the same as
that employed in the linear analyses. Downwind, crosswind, and vertical

gust spectra were set to a 22c/(-c2 s 2 1), the ratio of standard deviations
was 2. 8/2/1. 3, and the correlation coefficient of downwind and vertical
gusts was uw = 0. 275. As discussed above, only three gust sources were

used, and drift in the rms outputs of these sources prevented obtaining the
2. 8/2/1. 3 standard deviations exactly. The gust filter time constant c was
set to 3/2 secorlds in the nominal gust mode', giving a correlation length of

L = X z=ecVs
L Xz z Vas

= 3/2 Vas

= 1/2 V for V in ft/sec, L in meters),

Vas Vas
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Table IX. Notation

Symbol Definition

F x , F F = total x, y, z forces, lbs
yDz

L, M, N = total roll, pitch, yaw moments, ft-lbs

FXA, F yA, FzA = aerodynamic x, y, z forces, Ibsa

LAD MA. NA = aerodynamic roll, pitch yaw moments, ft-lbs a

U, v, w = aircraft x, y, z velocities relative to mean wind,

ft/secb

p, q, r = roil, pitch, yaw rates (body axes), deg/sec

0. # = pitch, roll attitudes, radc

a, P = angle-of-attack, sideslip angle, radd

Q = average dynamic pressure, lb/ft2

Ug, Vg, Wg = average head-on, side, vertical gusts at wing

fg = etc) ft/sec

UT , VT, WT = head-on, side, vertical gusts at tail, ft/sec

u Wy = head-on, vertical gust shears across wing, rad/sece

PsL' PvL = left fan stagger, vector angles, deg

KNf = nose fan door position (unitless)

aThe aerodynamic forces and moments are the forces and moments
generated by ordinary aerodynamics plus the lift, drag, and moment
induced by fan airflow over the top front of the wings and the efftux
under the wings to the rear.

bThese data are not reliable at low airspeeds.

CThe 0 data is suspect.

dThese are vertical and side components of airspeed respectively over

the airspeed magnitude, rather than the arc sine of these ratios.
UL-UuR  WL-WR

U y = -b w = b , where b is the wing span and uL ' uR wL. wR

are wing tip gusts.
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where V : the vehi'ole airspeed. The average heading angle was zero for

all tests so that head-on, side, and vertical gusts could be replaced one-
one with downwind, crosswind, and vertical gusts.

1. Airspeed and Sideslip Tests

The effects of airspeed and sideslip on the XV-5 response standard
deviations are shown in the data for seven flight conditions presented in
Table X. These data show the same trends as exhibited by the linear re-
sponses, Table II. Increasing airspeed increases the roll and yaw rate
responses monotonically, and the pitch rite response increases then takes
a dip around 80 ftlsec, then increases again. Comparing the 57- and 34-ftI
sec data with the 43-ft/sec, 45-degree sideslip data, aideslip increases
the roll and yaw rate responses and decreases the pitch rate responde.

It is clear that airspeed and sideslip angle are important parameters to
vehicle gust responses.

2. Correlation Length Tests

Correlation length data corresponding to the linear data in FIgures 11 through
17 are given in Tables XI and XIL Note that in the tabulated data the gust
intensities vary a great deal. The power spectra of the outputs of the three
white noise sources were not flat and were not the same.

The u. v. w aircraft velocities increase with increasing correlation length,
agreeing with the linear results. The yaw rate response peaks between 30
and 6 meter correlation lengths for the high-airspeed case and near 10
meters for the low-speed case, again agreeing with the linear results.
The pitch and roll rate responses increase monotonically with decreasing
correlation length, contradicting the linear results. However, the peaks
in the linear results are very broad, and the small errors at 1 and 6
meters can be accounted for by statistical sampling errors and the non-
uniformity of the noise sources.

Clearly correlation length is an important parameter.

3. Shear Effects

The contributions of head-on and vertical gust shears across the wing to
rdl ar4 yaw are shown in the low- and high-airspeed data in Table XIIL
AL videnced by the roll and yaw rate response data, the shear effects
are not simple. At high airspeeds, both augment both roll and yaw, but
they partially buck each other. At low airspeeds, the head-on gust shear
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Table X. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of Airspeeds
(All tests at zero average heading)

Average Airspeed (ft/sed) 106 82 57 34 is 0 43
Avrage Sidealip (deg) 0 0 0 0 0 C 45
Correlation Longth (meters) 53 41 28 17 9 c- 1. 5 sec 21

Fx 190 178 170 133 113 25 133

Fy 574 329 189 91 49 13 226

F 379 221 119 82 61 16 140
z

L 226 147 a1 41 25 2(; 309

M 363 127 207 236 136 51 157

N 658 394 261 129 78 70 350

FxA 159 148 141 215 89 16 95

FyA 145 114 65 56 37 9 129

FzA 307 216 155 86 51 9 70

L A 205 141 95 61 39 21 341

MA 221 172 298 385 364 57 259

NA 391 305 222 151 98 17 214

u 1.65 1.22 1.55 0.92 1.24 0.76 0.97

v 1.57 1.45 1.01 0.75 0.48 0.51 i.32

1.59 1.08 0.99 0.75 0.46 1.15 1.02

p 0.62 0.41 0.22 0.14 0.04 0.05 0.65

q 0.22 0.075 0.14 0.20 0.13 0.04 0.12

r 0.35 0.58 0.43 0. 2!- 0.17 0.04 0. 54

0 0.00026 0.00026 0.00026 0.00026 0.00026 0.00034 9.00037

* 0.0044 J 0.0025 0.0013 0.0009 0.00034 0.00076 0.0039

* 0.013 0.017 0.024 0.041 0.085 0.30 0.048

0.015 0.020 0.031 0.058 0. 105 0.59 0.033

Q 0.68 0.50 0.24 0.20 0.14 0.02 0.211

u 2.98 2.V2 2.97 2.60 3.11 2.82 2.35

v3  2.13 q.29 2.05 2.15 2.13 1.89 2.05

w1 .44 1.32 1.54 1.46 1.35 1.29 1.25

U1 T U a U 9 9UZ U 9U U9uT 3u u| 3 u uz •g g u3•u
*V V * l •Vg • vg

vT V *Vg v8 V| 9 VWg
W T a, w4 it W wl 9i WW9w 9W

u 0 0 C 0 0 0 0

w0 0 0 0 0 0 0
y

OaL 1.05 0.63 0.33 0.25 0.095 0.08 0.93

OvL 0.50 0.40 0.29 0.19 0.13 0.04 0.40

KNf 0.025 0.009 0.016 0.024 0.020 0.003 0.015
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Table XI. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of
Correlation Length (20-ft/sec flight downwind, zero
average side slip)

Correlation Length (metera) 100 50 10 5

F x  68 115 113 103 90

Fy 26 32 51 48 41

Fz  59 76 53 56 49

L 12 14 21 34 43

M 47 59 111 143 256

N 1 27 36 67 76 80

FxA 50 88 84 75 62

FyA 22 27 38 37 36

FzA 63 70 61 52 35

LA 25 31 41 39 30

MA 236 354 361 300 193

NA 64 78 101 90 67

U 3.0 3.4 0.98 0.81 0.37

V 1.0 1.5 0.60 0.53 0.26

W 3.2 2.4 1.4 0.56 0.30

p 0.044 0.044 0.059 0.080 0.094

q 0.064 0.078 0.128 0.140 0.160

r 0.070 0.086 0. 167 0. 152 0. 130

0 0.00035 0.00036 0.00038 0.00036 0.00036

0.00067 0.00072 0.00072 0.00075 0.00071

0.083 0.098 0.082 0.078 0.074

0.058 0.074 j 0.103 0.107 0.140

Q 0.074 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14

ug 3.37 4.14 2.73 2.68 2,82

v 1.53 2.01 2.16 2.19 2.12

w 1.95 1.66 1.48 1.37 1.39

UT U U U U 9 UT  ug " g zg " g • g
V V 9 Vg 9 V 9VVT • V 'V

W T ' W W 9 SWwT  - W £ g

U 0 0 0 0 0
y
wy 0 0 0 0

8
sL 0.053 0.0's! 0.086 0. 113 0.126

'vL 0.086 0. 102 0. 140 0.120 0.090

0.012 0.018- 0.019 0.017 0.014
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Table XII. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of
Correlation Length (110-ft/sec flight downwind, zero
Average sideslip)

Carr ation LAvgth (meters) 600 300 60 30 6

F. 85 101 158 209 180

FY 16 262 519 650 613

F1  132 187 321 426 433

L 6 )06 218 295 474

M 115 162 397 504 862

N 190 285 634 853 980

F A 76 91 138 182 152

FA 69 82 142 181 212

FgA 113 159 251 321 291

LA 126 136 190 221 237

"'A  112 142 183 245 216

NA 208 230 378 487 595

u 3.2 1.4 0.97 1.17 0.54

v 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.0

w 2.5 1.8 1.4 1.3 0.66

p 0.20 0.31 0.65 0.86 1.11

q 0.086 0.11 0.24 0.32 0.45

r 0.26 0.40 0.79 0.99 0.95

t 0.00038 0.00036 0. 00039 0.00040 0.00040r 0.0023 0.0026 0.0041 0.0050 0.0049

0.0065 0.0086 0.012 0.015 0.014

0.0069 0.0082 0.014 .0.018 0.022

Q 0.30 0.36 0.50 0.77 0.74

U 3.43 1.89 2.39 3.06 2.84

'1 2.32 2.00 1.94 2.17 2.15

w 2.34 1.66 1.57 1.51 1.50

UT a u1 m ug U u 9 Ug
v T  g Vg " Vg

VT 0 W• -g a wV - w VW Wt

U 0 0 0 0 0
y

wy 0 0 0 0 0

PoL 0.36 0. 49 0.97 1.28 1.52

PVL 0.26 0.30 0.46 0.56 0.50

KNf 0.011 0.014 0.024 0.031 0.035
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Table XIII. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Tests of Gust
Shears Across the Wings (All tests at zero average sidesiLp,
zero average heading angle)

Airspeed (tt/sec)
Correlation Length (meters) "1 O)

Gusta Included Viy+Wy v only vuy, 10
_________Y_* y onlty VOU a

Fx  35 13 is 17 9 7 7 y
Fy 534 471 585 $51 3S 52 49 58

F z  31 25 25 2S 10 9 a to

L 238 2041 252 224 38 21 23 45

M 33 30 37 33 31 31 30 30
N 626 6t KS 558 112 72 107 58

FxA 16 £11 5 2 1 3 2
FyA  141 130 148 149 40 38 34 47

FaA 16 10 12 10 7 5 6 6

LA 314 176 272 259 52 41 48 77

MA 31 is 22 15 14 12 14 12

N A  394 349 397 406 134 100 130 101

u 0.22 0.11 0.35 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

V 1.66 1.25 1.51 1.55 0.96 0.47 0.8 0.91

w 0.17 0.09 0.12 0.05 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.16

p 0.67 0.59 0.73 0.65 0.10 0.003 0.070 0.113

q 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
r 0.83 0.71 0.9 0.53 0.24 0.18 0.34 0. 4

0 0.00034 0.00036 0.00035 0.00035 0.00036 0.0003? 0.0003 0.30035

* 0.0045 0.0037 0.0041 0.0051 0.0014 0.0073 0.0010 0."013

a 0.0015 0.0004 0.0010 0. 00 0.0014 0.000 .0074 0.0078

0.014 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.05 0.101 0.01 0.112

Q 0.11 0.034 0.10 0.034 0.037 0.0075 0.02 o.3
U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V9 2.0 1.70 1.91 2.24 2.17 2.12 2.05 2.52

w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
uT  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

W T  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

u y 0.0511 0 0. 05" 0 0.105 0 0. 035 0

wy 0.0227 0 0 0.0255 0. 0486 0 0 0. 053

OaL 1.03 0.89 1.09 1.04 0.30 0.09 0.14 0.20

OvL 0.53 0.42 0.53 1.50 0.20 0.14 0.1 0.13SKNt 0.003 0.002 0.002 1.002 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
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augments the yawing moment much more than does the vertical gust shear,
but their roles are interchanged with regard to the rolling moment. The
0. 14-deg/sec yaw rate figure for side gusts plus vertical gust shear must
be a bad datum as it theoretically cannot be less than the 0. 18-deg/sec
yaw rate produced by side gusts only, as the shears here are not correlated
with each other or with the side gusts. The 0. 10 1/0. 063 ratio of roll rate
responses with and without shears at the low airspeed is sufficient for
arguing the necessity of including shears in the interim gust model.

These data predict the more limited linear shear data presented in Table III.
Shears are clearly not ignorable.

4. Cross Correlation Tests

The importance of cross correlations of gust components was tested by
comparing the responses obtained with ±1 correlation coefficients with those
with zero cross correlation. The results of tests at 20- and 108-ft/sec
airspeed, downwind flight conditions are presented in Tables XIV and XV,
and the results at a 43-ft/sec, 45-degree sideslip, zero heading flight
condition in Table XVI.

It was proved above that, to the extent that a vehicle is linear, cross
correlations are critical if and only if they are large in magnitude and,
simultaneously, the responses due to the correlated inputs are of approxi-
mately equal magnitudes. Both of these conditions must be present for
gust cross correlations to be of concern. The data show this. The only
data evidencing correlation dependence are vertical velocity dependence
on the head-on, vertical gust correlation in downwind flight, pitch de-
pendence on puw at 20 ft/sec, roll dependence on pvw at 120 ft/sec, and

yaw dependence on puv at 43-ft/sec, 45-degree sideslip. In all cases

correlation coefficient magnitudes less than 0. 3 (estimated above to be
the maximum) will not produce significant deviations of the response
staindard deviations from those produced assuming zero correlation.

In the 43-ft/sec, 45-degree sideslip case the side gust contribution to
yaw is larger than the head-on gust contribution. In the data in Table
XVII the side gust magnitude was reduced to make the two gusts' contri-
butions to yaw about equal. The resulting yaw rate difference is as
predicted by the above arguments.

The data in these four tables verify the theoretical result that, for corre-
lations to he important, they must be large, and simultaneously the
contributions of the correlated inputs to the response must be of
approximately equal magnitude.
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Table XIV. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of Gust
Cross Correlations (20-ft/sec airspeed, downwind flight,
zero average sideslip, 10-meter correlation length)

Pur 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0

Puw 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0

Pvw 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1
Fx  100 107 8 93 107 104 106

Fy 46 42 38 48 49 44 50

F 60 53 55 61 24 49 62

L 23 21 22 23 21 24 22

M 109 112 106 99 110 108 110

N 69 67 61 67 73 73 64

FxA 73 79 65 71 77 79 81

FyA 34 34 29 35 38 33 41

F 49 41 48 13 66 46 49

LA 36 36 30 36 39 34 44

MA 286 316 258 227 382 330 318

N A 89 88 73 90 96 83 111
U 0.85 1.16 1.27 1.46 1. 18 1.18 1.30

V 0.40 0.51 0.61 0.41 0.49 0.'9 0.68

w 0.90 0.77 0.59 0.75 0.41 0.39 0.72

p 0.055 0.056 0.053 0.053 0.055 0.062 0.047

q 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.14 0.12 0.13

r 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15

6 0.00034 0.00035 0.00035 0.00035 0.00034 0.00033 0.00035

0.00061 0.00058 0.00058 0.00056 0.00061 0.00062 0.00058

a 0.071 0.059 0.070 0.051 0.072 0.058 0.069

j3 0.095 0.099 0.088 0.099 0. 105 0.087 0. 107

Q 0. 119 0. 126 0. 106 0. 109 0. 127 0. 126 0. 128

U 2.51 2.78 2.49 2.64 2.81 2.78 2.88

Vg 1.97 1.99 1.78 2.03 2.15 1.82 2.32

Wg 1.28 1.20 1.40 1.22 1.31 1.19 1.51

UT Ug U U 1  Ug Ug Ug Ug 9 Ug

VT Vg • V 9 Vg • Vg "V 8  Vg V

w T  W g W Wg W W g g g
U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0y
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0y
AsL 0.089 0.084 0.080 0.086 0.090 0.091 0.083

PvL 0.124 0.118 0.110 0.126 0.129 0.115 0.143

KNI 0.016 0.017 0.014 0.013 0.020 0.018 0.017
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Table XV. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of Gust Cross
Correlations (108-ft/sec airspeed, zero average sideslip, down-
wind flight, 54-meter correlation length)

S 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0

0 0 3 3 -1 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1

SO 156 199 173 195 145 201 169

Fy 511 494 471 527 573 510 511

F 346 36 349 207 409 3,0 328

L 212 191 190 214 209 222 204

M 341 324 32 413 192 329 309

N 637 569 570 626 640 613 635

F A 3t 175 152 170 121 172 144

FyA 144 137 129 149 146 139 138

FsA 254 224 267 126 343 275 254

LA 2 193 180 214 205 194 186

M A  202 245 222 254 143 248 186

NA 3t7 371 349 411 364 378 376

U 1.27 1.62 1.54 1.27 1.67 1.91 1.34

V 1.72 1.58 1.42 1.54 1.63 1.50 1.48

1.17 1.82 1.32 0.74 1.67 1.47 1,34

p 0.65 0.59 0.58 0.65 0.65 0.64 0,63

q 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.28 0.13 0.22 0.21

r 0.79 0.76 0.72 0.79 0.86 0.77 0,77

S 0. 00036 0. 00037 0. 038 0. 00036 0. 00039 0. 00036 0. 00037

0 O.004 0.0061 0.036 0. 0044 0.0044 0.0041 0,0040

* 0.013 0.015 0.014 0.014 0.011 0.015 0.011

0.015 0.014 0. 013 0. 015 0. 015 0. 014 0, 014

Q. 588 0.716 0.64# 0.643 0.606 0.694 0.621

09 2.50 3.05 2.74 2.66 2.77 3.17 2.65

1 2.34 2.17 1.95 2.52 2.15 2.09 2.05

wS 1.13 1.50 1.23 1.23 1.29 1.36 1,32

UT " " " s U * a s " 9 " , "g

VT Vg " v|g .v 9 V 9

-TVg W UW 9~ VSg 9W9WT " " c wS g " £ E wi g " w

my 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PaL 0.90 0.92 0.88 0.99 1.00 * 0.97 0.96

AvL 0.49 0.47 0.44 0.50 0.51 0.47 0.45

KNI 0.022 0.027 0. 04 0.029 0.016 0.027 0.022
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Table XVI. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of Gust
Cross Correlations (43-ft/sec airspeed, 45-degree average
sideslip, zero average heading, 21-meter correlation length)

PUV 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0

Puw 0 0 0 1- 1 0 0

Pvw 0 0 0 0 0 -

F x  133 144 - 121 144 135 163 13.s

FY 226 156 266 257 217 243 246

Fz  140 124 144 159 142 136 153

L 309 303 285 354 341 315 291

M 157 167 130 149 176 144 164

N 350 239 459 415 383 402 420

FxA 95 111 104 103 I0" 124 101

FyA 129 82 156 149 125 141 139

FzA 70 71 7 40 726 78 576

LA 341 304 353 394 330 383 363

MA 259 320 260 229 327 342 282

NA 214 142 258 251 211 238 228

u 0.97 1.57 1.41 1.12 1.19 1.30 1.09

1.32 1.33 1.42 1.57 1.51 1.36 1.43

w 1.02 0.66 0.85 0.56 0.56 0.69 0.81

p 0.65 0.67 0.63 0.80 0.75 0.73 0.68

q 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.13

r 0.59 0.36 0.73 0.66 0.58 0. 6: 0. 6

a 0.00037 0.00036 0. 00936 0.00035 0. 00036 0.00037 0.0003?

0 0.0039 0.0051 0.0033 0.0047 0.0041 0.0050 0.0044

0.048 0.042 0.052 0.019 0.054 0.052 0.039

0.033 0.047 0.017 0.035 0.036 0. 046 0.036

Q 0.211 0.060 0.209 0.248 0.203 0.235 0.231

U 8  
2.35 2.97 2.75 2.54 2.67 3.10 2.54

v* 2.05 2.12 1.96 2.43 2.14 2.23 2.22

w 1.25 1.31 1.35 1.16 1.24 1.45 1.44

uT  w U I Ug " Ug U 9 a U 9

vT  a v -V£ V 9 V 9 V v V 9

w T  a Wt " Wm 9 W 9 VW 9 " 9 w

u 0 0 0 0 0 00

wy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.93 1.04 0.68 •1.15 1.05 1.10 1.01

0vL .40 0.25 0.48 0.46 0.38 0.43 0.43

KNf 0,015 0.018 0.015 0.014 0.016 0.019 0.016
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Table XVII. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Test of
TCross Correlation with Reduced Side Gust (43-ft/sec

airspeed, 45-degree average sideslip, zero average

heading, 21-meter correlation length)

7;-- + - 1
Fx  117 8

F 27 127

F 83 d3

L 133 d8

M 153 152

N 46 216

FxA 107 115

FYA 5 81

F M 76 75

LA 87 145

MA 303 323

NA 24 136

U 1.49 1.40

V 0.36 0.64

w 0.81 0.68

p 0.28 0.21

q 0.14 0.13

r 0.04 0.36

9 0. 00034 0.00036

0.0026 0.0017

0.048 0.048

0.036 0.027

Q 0.147 0.235

Ug 2.85 2.96

v 0.67 0.70

W . 53 1.37

U T U U9uT V V

W WyvT g v
wT g • w

Uy 0 0

w 0 0
y

IsL 0.45 0.31

OvL 0.04 0.25

KNf 0.017 0.018
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5. Gust Penetration Tests

The gust penetration or transport delay effect is due to the fact that the
gusts hitting the tail are those hitting the wing t = d/u seconds before,
where d is the wing-to-tail distance and u is the vehicle x velocity
relative to the mean wind. (Actually the wing gusts change slightly by
the time they get to the tail, but the correlation coefficients between
the two will be nearly unity. ) The effect of the delay is to first swing
the vehicle nose, then swing the tail t seconds later in the same direction.
If, in the meantime, the control system is trying to counteract the nose
swing, the tail gusts will augment the control commands and produce an
attitude overshoot.

The results of including the time delay on the responses at five flight
conditions are presented in Tables XVIII and XIX. The differences
between attitude rate responses with and without the delay are noticeable,
and in the pitch response at 57 ft/sec they produce more than a 100 per-
cent change.

There is thus no question that gust penetration must be included in the gust
model.

6. Intensity

Linear theory states that the ratios of response magnitudes to gust
magnitudes should be independent of the gust magnitudes. Plotting one
versus the other is then a convenient test as to whether nonlinearities
are affecting responses.

Gust intensity tests were made at 112-ft/sec, 20-ft/sec, and zero-ft/sec
(hover with respect to the wind) airspeeds. The raw data from these tests
are presented in Tables XX, XXI and XXII. In the 112-ft/sec tests pitchups
were seen at the 10-ft/sec gust level, and violent pitchups were seen at the
two higher gust levels. The effects of these pitchups on lift, pitching
moment, vertical velocity, and pitch rate are large. The data at the
higher three gust amplitudes are not trustworthy as the pitch attitude
contributions to the forces through gravity are missing, as mentioned
above. The aircraft in these tests recovered from the violent pitchups,
whereas in the earlier tests (with shear noise present) the head-on velocity
decreases at pitchup were much larger and the aircraft occasionally plunged
enough to be lost.

The 22-ft/sec data are much better behaved. The hover data are interesting
in that linear theory predicts zero gust responses in hover, which clearly
they are not.
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TableXVHI. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Devia .ons, Tests of
Gust Penetration (All tests at zero average heading, 0. 073-
second sampling interval)

Avg Aimpel ClIsm) IN2 157
Cer"miUe L& (Muters) S3 41 28
Avee ?in Du807 (OW) L1 0.27 0.39

V m wih d.Ieb • 'o w wio

FZ
I 1to 175 IGO 182 170

F4 514 350 3"9 210 M63

FI 43? 379 236 221 Ie 119

L 2 2716 M0 147 111 dl

S562 363 325 127 713 207

N 67 so6 6 394 356 261

IA 154 Ise 1#6 149 151 141

FyA 139 146 113 114 92 85

F327 36 239 216 141 155

LA 2M 26 137 151 103 95

MA 23? 221 22 172 3$0 29

NA
4 "1 326 36 2"1 222

I.2 1.6 1.42 1.22 1.55 1.55

V 1.81 1.57 1.15 1.45 1.01 1.01

I 1.3 1.50 1.15 1.66 0.64 0.9

p 6.1/ 0.6 6.55 0.41 0.31 0,22

q 0.32 L22 0.16 0.075 0.36 0.14

9 6.S 0.6 6.64 0.56 0.50 0.43

* d. to" 0.66O36 It. out 0. Ow 0.0917 0.0136

* 6.66 0.644 6.6631 6.662 0.601? 0.,613

I 9.615 I.013 0.017 0.017 0.022 6. =4

L614 $.#1 0.020 O.o0 .035 0.031

Q 6.08 6.66 .50 0.5 0.36 0.34

xlf 2.66 2.82 2.1i 2.96 2.87

2.31 2.12 1.65 2.29 2.1 2.46

Ve1.30 1.44 1.29 1.32 1.23 1. 54
S &.6.l21) "u m .. -o.27) -US .U (.0.36)

IT 6-9. 21) eve .,a(-0.27) .v .,ft-o. 39) -,g

• mw (-.. 1) -wt .w(t-6.27) -WE -w t-0.39) "W

my 6 0 0 0 0

WY 0 0 0 0

O, 1.1 1.6 0.6 0.63 0.45 0.33

ISOL640 .0 .36 0.46 0.33 0.29

K6 I.•31 0.0an •.015 0.00 0.033 0.016
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Table XIX. NonlinearXV-5 Response Standard. Deviations. Tests of
Gust Penetration (All tests at zero average sideslip, zero
average heading, 0. 073-second sampling interval)

Average Airspeed (ft/sec) 34 is
Correlation LengtI (meters) 0.7 9
Average Time Delhq (se) 0. 5 }.0

w,, with delay - I /Is withait delay w w/o J wia

Fx  133 133 Ul 113

Fy 100 91 52 49

Y 119 82 5 61

L 40 41 39 25

M 583 234 211 136

N 237 129 140 78

FxA 113 11 S t

FYA  so 56 25 37

FA7 8 51 51

LA 62 1 3

MA 429 385 34 34

NA 201 151 137 98

* 1.1O 0.92 1.1 1.24

0.89 0.75 . S3 6.44

w 0." 0.75 0.54 0.44

p 0.29 0.14 0.01 0.84

q 0.3 0.20 6.17 0.13

r 0.33 0.25 0.25 0.17

.0. 0.06M G.QM6 0. 0O66

* 0.8614 o. Ow60 0.06m6 0.06634

* 0. 0" 0.4. 0.065

p 0. W4 0.6s8 ILIO 0.106

Q 0."0 0.20 0.13 0.14

me 2.50 2.49 3.84 3.11

ii 2.24 2.15 2.23 2.13

WE 1.66 1.46 1.43 1.3s

-u it - 0.046) .u 71 .V t- 1 .V
VT -.Vt-o.,. wft - 1) "'w

Uy 0 6 0 0

y
, 0 0 0 0

0' .33 0.23 0L.is 0. as

wL 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.13

IL 034 0.04 0.02 0.620
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Table XX. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Tests of
Gust Intensity (112-ft/sec airspeed, downwind flight, zero
average sideslip, 56-meter correlation length)

Gust X1 x2 x3 x4 x5
Manlflcation

Fx  186 360 809 1210 1450

F 510 1130 1630 1840 2670

FZ  363 627 2730 3290 4250

L 213 446 731 900 1350

M 403 723 2950 3540 4390

N 615 1320 .880 2320 j 2980

FxA 163 323 909 ~ !0;0 1400

FyA 145 308 443 530 ! 709
FzA 278 491 2330 2910 3850

LA 205 425 661 757 1190

MA 225 465 2290 2900 3750

NA 395 819 1210 1500 1870

u 1.4 3.7 4.7 6.44 7.53

v 1.6 3.3 5.1 7.20 8.44

w 1.4 2.5 12.2 16.5 23.0

p 0.63 1.33 2.05 2.60 3.85

q 0.26 0.58 5.06 6.48 9.33

r 0.78 1.74 2.44 2.84 4.15

0 0.00037 0.00038 0.00037 0.00038 0.00040

0.0042 0.0089 0.014 0.17 0.027

o 0.014 0.028 0.122 0.157 0.216

3 0.015 0.031 0.044 0.055 0.072

Q 0.67 1.30 2.75 1 3.14 3.58

u 2.88 5.89 10.3 11.9 13.9
9

V 2.28 4.54 6.99 9.28 11.2

w 1.34 2.47 3.93 6.01 6.37

uT . us . U1 us - u 9 ug

WT " w1 . " wl . g C
T 0 0 W W 0

U 0 0 0 0 0
Y

W 0 0 0 0 0

alL 0.6 2.04 3.17 3.94 5.2

vl 0.48 1.05 1.53 1.81 2.54

KN f  0.027 0.052 0.120 0.138 0.167
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Table XXI. NonlinearXV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Tests of
Gust Intensity (22-ft/sec airspeed, downwind flight, zero
average sideslip, 11-meter correlation length)

Gust X1 X2 x3 X5Magnification I 2x3zSx

Fx 109 208 345 425 494

Fy 46 96 193 200 456

F2  61 122 211 266 326

L 23 70 237 343 589

M 108 399 802 1240 1320

N 69 122 257 320 468

FA 81 148 236 278 315

FyA 34 73 132 183 247

FzA 53 97 155 192 231

LA 35 94 240 374 548

MA 321 646 1040 1360 1530

NA 88 166 260 344 453

u 1.04 2.94 4.20 3.43 6.15

v 0.36 1.29 2.25 2.06 4.46

w 0.64 1.43 2.30 2.53 4.03

p 0.07 0.16 0.45 0.69 1.17

q 0.'3 •.2U 0.51 0.78 0.82

r 0.1f6 0.25 0.48 0.62 0.;5

* 0.00037 0.00038 0.00038 0.00039 0.00M19

* 0.0006 0.0013 0.0029 0.0046 0.00c6.

0.078 0.154 0.277 0.409 0.4F?

0.0,35 0.2. ; 0.349 0.450 0.547

Q 0.126 0.241 0.394 0.449 0.516

Ug 2.66 5.63 9.11 10.5 13.7

Vg 1.92 4.04 6,32 0.12 11.1

U 1.41 2.67 4.21 5.92 7.87

UT ig .u g £ u

- Y "g "rg "C "g

T  W w w w 9 W £

u 0 0 0 0 0

WY 0 0 0 0 0

L 0.09 0.24 0.64 1.02 1.66

OvL 0.13 0.21 3.37 0.47 0.63

%f 0.018 0.03? 0.061 0.083 0.091
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Table XXII. Nonlinear XV-5 Response Standard Deviations, Tests
of Gust Intensity, (Zero average airspeed, zero
average heading angle, zero average sideslip,
gust filter time constant = 0. 667 second)

Magnification x1 x2 x3 x4

Fx  25 43 111 l98 238

F 13 56 118 200 303

16 63 98 148 164

L 20 89 164 286 434

M 51 111 336 604 746

N 70 111 219 397 576

FxA 16 40 106 174 199

FyA 9 41 82 130 179

F A 9 39 65 1S0 137

LA 21 101 200 312 432

MA 51 126 352 749 90

NA 17 71 143 223 290

u 0.76 0.83 2.40 2.00 3.36

v 0.51 0.74 1.10 1.30 2.28

w 1.15 2.54 2.05 2.57 3.58

p 0.05 0.21 0.37 0.61 0.90

q 0.04 0.07 0.20 0.37 0.45

r 0.04 0.16 0.36 0.78 1.06

* 0.00034 0.00037 0.00036 0.00036 0.00037

* 0.00076 0.0018 0.0031 0,0048 0.0057

0.30 0.52 0.56 0.57 0.61

0.59 0.6E 0.64 0.58 0.64

Q 0.02 f. 08 0.14 0.24 0.30

u 2.82 5.24 8.90 12.1 12.3

V9 1.89 4.28 5.96 7.39 9.07

wg 1.21 2.79 3.89 5.71 S.91

uT U - ug - g - ug

vVg "Vg "vg Vg "Vg
wT wwg

U 0 0 0 0 0
y

w 0 0 0 0 0

0 sL 0.08 0.32 0.59 0.95 1,32

OvL 0.04 0.11 0.28 0.57 0.76

KNf 0.003 0.008 C.021 0.041 0.049
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The force, moment, and attitude rate data from these tables are
presented graphically in Figures 18 through 26. The linear attitude rates
in Figures 20, 23 and 26 are those predicted by the linear analyses dis-
cussed in the pre-vious section; they include gust shear effects, which the
hybrid results do not.

It is evident in all of the force and moment graphs that the total forces
and moments are in no cases small compared to the aerodynamic forces
and moments. That is, the control system is not "bucking", or directly
opposing gust forces with thrust changes, but is rather smoothing the ride.

The control system can produce x and z forces and L, M, N moments
directly, but the only way it can produce y forces is by turning the aircraft.
One would therefore expect the total y forces to be larger than the aero-
dynamic Y forces, and this is seen in every case. Because the control
system senses attitudes and attitude rates, it is incapable as constituted
of immediately opposing the instantaneous gust x, z forces and L, M, N
moments, a situation that could be partially corrected by introducing feed-
forward signals from wing tip angle-of-attack and sideslip-angle probes.

In the 112-ft/sec data the effects of pitchup on pitch plane forces, moments,
and responses are large. The transition between the "linear" region be-
low x2 magnification and the pitchup region may be sharper than the graphs
indicate as the graphs were generated by drawing straight lines between
data points. The lateral forces, moments, and responses appear to remain
fairly linear in pitchup. Taking the slightly too-large side gusts in these
tests into account, because the shear effects at this flight condition are
fairly small, the yaw rate responses are almost exactly what the linear
results predict and the roll rate responses are abou+ 15 percent larger
than the linear results predict. The pitch rate resuits in the linear region
are almost 100 percent too large, as mentioned above.

The incidence of tail stall and pitchup is obviously gust-magnitude-dependent.
It is also gust-spectra-dependent, as the number of pitchups in any time inter-
val depends both on the angle-of-attack standard deviation and the standard
deviation of angle-of-attack rate. [For a Gaussian process a(t), the expected
number of occasions in T seconds that a(t) exceeds a limit CS is, from the

Rice formula,
-c2

E[N(T)) =--- e •CONST-T

where a T is the mean value of a. Increasing a or c. will increase the

number of stalls. ] The aircraft will fly through very slowly varying gusts
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Figure 18. Total and Aerodynamic Forces versus Gust Intensity
Hybrid Tests -- 112-ft/sec Airspeed
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Figure 19. Total and Aerodynamic Moments versus Gust
Intensity Hybrid Tests -- 112-ft/sec Airspeed
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Figure 21. Total and Aerodynamic Forces versus Gust Intensity
Hybrid Tests -- 22-ft/sec Airspeed
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Figure 22. Total and Aerodynamic Moments versus Gust
Intensity Hybrid Tests -- 22-ft/sec Airspeed
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Figure 23. Hybrid and Linear Attitude Rates versus Gust

Intensity -- 22-ftisec Airspeed
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Figure 24. Total and Aerodynamic Forces versus Gust Intensity
Hybrid Tests -- Hover
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Figure 25. Total and Aerodynamic Moments versus Gust
Intensity Hybrid Tests -- Hover
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Figure 26. Hybrid Attitude Rates versus Gust Intensity ~- Hover
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and will average out very rapidly varying gusts. The magnitude of the
gust spectra in the region of the controlled aircraft bandwidth determines
the a and 4 standard deviations, and increasing the magnitude will produce
pitchup regardless of the gust energy at lower and higher frequencies.

The 22-ft/sec data in Figures 21, 22 and 23 are oddly behaved. The force
standard deviations appear to be quite linear. The roll moments appear
to be parabolic, and the yaw moments appear to be linear. The sharp
takeoff of the total pitching moment at the xl data point and the sharp in-
crease in roll and pitch rates at the x2 data point are difficult to explain;
the moment curves do not predict the p and q rate jumps at x2 magnifi-
cation, and the q smoothness at xl magnification doss not predict the
change in slope of the total pitching moment. The effect producing the
p and q jumps cannot be simply a magnitude nonlinearity or it would appear
in the total roll and pitch moments as well. It must therefore be a non-
linearity that produces a shift in the moments to higher frequencies to which
p and q can respond and r can respond a little; at the same time, it cannot
produce statistically larger forces and moments. The only mechanism
that can produce this effect is dependence of the Wagner lag time constants

14on airspeed. Tail-to-nose head-on gusts will increase these time con-
stants and nose-to-tail head-on gusts will decrease them; therefore the
resulting forces and moments will have sharp spikes with the latter gust
direction and broad, shallow valleys with the former. Since the roll axis
has the least inertia and yaw has the most, this would explain the jumps
seen. The spikes and valleys would not necessarily occur equally in wing
lift, drag, and pitching moment as the former is more dependent on verti-
cal gust velocity than the latter two, again concurring with what was observed.

This explanation was not checked by recording the lifts and drags on the two
wings due to a lack of time. It is perhaps a bit far fetched, but it is the only
explanation occurring to the writer that would explain an effect seen in roll
rate and not in roll moment.

The parallelism of the total and aerodynamic pitching moments above xl
magnification and the absence of a slope change in pitch rate at xl are even
tarder to explain. They could be due in part to data scatter, but it is felt
that the effects are too pronounced for scatter to be plausible. The small
vector and stagger angles at xl magnitude more or less rule out assigning
the cause to wing-fan nonlinearities, and the dynamic pressures are small
enough to exclude dynamic pressure nonlinearities. It nrst be in the fans,
however, as the aerodynamic pitching moment appears linear and the total
pitching moment is the fan moments plus the aerodynamic moment. With
a little imagination one can see the same effect in all three of the moment
graphs, Figures 19(b), 22(b), and 25(b), further ruling out dynamic pressure

14 As discussed in Appendix 1, Kussner lags were approximated by running
local, instantaneous airspeed on the wings and tail through Wagner lags.
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F

dependence. The effect must then be due to nose fan door position and/or
vector angles and/or stagger angles. It is not evident, however, how non-
linearities in one or more of these control inputs could affect total pitching
moment and'not pitch rate.

It is thought that the saturation seen in the pitching moments and pitch rate
at x5 magnification are due to tail stall. The effect would not be as pro-
nounced in lift and drag as the wings contribute the larger share of these
forces.

The hover data in Figures 24, 25 and 26 are the best behaved of all of the
data. The expected parabolic dependence on velocity products is seen in
all responses, and evidence of wing and tail stall is seen in all of the pitch
plane data at high amplitudes. The differences between these data and the
linear theory predictions (of zero) are due entirely to the nonlinearities as
all of the aerodynamic forces are proportional to velocity products which
perturbation analyses linearize at zero.

It can safely be concluded from the intensity data that the XV-5 flies non-
linearly at moderate gust amplitudes at all airspeeds. Choosing a range
of gust magnitudes where linearity is a valid approximation, the subject
of the next subsection, is by no means a simple task.

A second conclusion that can be drawn from this data is that a V/STOL at
low airspeeds can survive severe gusts. The XV-5 easily withstood head-
on gust, of 14 ft/sec standard deviation. This corresponds to a friction
velocity standard deviation of 5 ft/sec and a mean wind speed of about
60 ft/sec. The probability density curve for the mean wind assumed in
the interim model in Section III gives the likelihood of a 20-meter/sec
mean wind as 0. 1 percent. While that assumed probability curve is
undoubtedly off at low likelihoods, it is still fair to conclude that a
reasonably configured V/STOL with reasdnable excess thrust and a
reasonable control system is going to be flyable in rough air. The ride
may be rough, but one should be able to keep the airplane in the air.

C. LINEARITY

Linearity is probably the most convenient assumption that can be made in
analysis. It permits the use of a very large body of mathematical theory,
and it permits investigating responses without having to build a simulation.
It is natural to ask, "For what range of gust magnitudes will linear analyses
yield satisfactory approximations to actual responses?" This question is
the subject of this subsection.

Eight kinds of nonlinearities are present in the XV-5 model, aerodynamic
velocity products, s.nes and cosines, inertial velocity products, stalls,
lift-buildup time-cornstant dependence on instantaneous airspeed, wing-to-tail
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transport delay dependence on instantaneous airspeed, nonlinear fan depen-
dence on dynamic pressure and vector angles, stagger angles, and nose fan
door position, and fan and vector angle, stagger angle, and nose fan door
saturations. The effects of these nonlinearities are different at different
average airspeeds and sideslip angles, and the variations of gust spectral
content and gust intensity with azimuth and heading angles will change the
ordering of their importance.

Three dimensionless numbers which express measures of the magnitude and
frequency dependence of the nonlinear effects are suggested,

Sa g/V as, the ratio of gust intensity to average airspeed, where

a=Ia 2  2 2/2-_ ( u2 +u 2 + U

* ar (r.-rt, the ratio of a response standard deviation to the

difference between a response limit of interest and the trim
value of that response

* ; a/Orn' the ratio of the standard deviation of a response

rate to the response standard deviation times the average
radius w n of the dominant poles of the frequency response of

that response

The first ratio measures the linearity of velocity products in force and
moment calculations, the constancy of dynamic pressure in thrust calcula-
tions, and the constancy of lift-buildup time constants and wing-to-tail trans-
port delays. The second ratio measures the percentage of time a response
r exceeds a limit r I of interest; stall angle-of-attack at the tail of the XV-5

at 120 ft/sec would be a good application.

The third ratio expresses a relation between the frequency distribution of
the energy of the incident gusts and the frequency response characteristics
of a vehicle. The first two ratios above are meaningless without it, as an
airplane can fly linearly through very large gusts if a*/Ira n ratios are low

(the "gusts" as seen by the moving aircraft will be of much smaller magni-
tude than those measured from a fixed flight path), and an airplane will aver-
age out the nonlinear effects when a. Iarn ratios are large (in the same

manner as lirearization of a bang-bang nonlinearity by adding high-frequency
dither to its input signal). When cr / w is small the aircraft sees magni-r rn
tude nonlinearities only occasionally and/'or it has time to respond and keep
a r and vi small. As a; /arn increases the incidence of large responses
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increases and/or the airplane has less time io respond and keep ar and or

small. The former is clear from the Rice formula for the expected number
of crossings per unit time of a level r. by r(t),

1 /21 C

E[N) = CONST. e

where rt is the mean value of r~t), and the latter follows frcm improving

the match between gust spectra and frequency response. At some value of
ar /arn (which may be different for different responses) the frequency of
occurrence of a large response and the degradation of the ability of the
vehicle to respond to them combine to produce maximum severity of the non-
linear effects. At larger q /ar wn ratios the aircraft begins to see the aver-

age effects of more large responses, until eventually the dynamics of the
aircraft almost completely smooth the nonlinearity effects.

Assigning numbers to these ratios based upon the XV-5 nonlinear intensity
data is by no means an easy task. The only clear nonlinear demarcations in
the data are pitchup at the 120-ft/sec airspeed flight condition and the pitch
plane saturations at the 20-ft/sec airspeed flight condition. The parabolic
velocity product effects are difficult to pick out, except for hover, and the
nonlinearity producing the sharp change in the roll rate slope at the 20-ft/
sec flight condition is not well understood. The a. /a w ratios are the mostr rn
difficult of all to assign as Kussner and Wagner lag bandwidths vary linearly
with average airspeed, the magnitudes of the aerodynamic force feedbacks
due to aircraft velocity changes vary nonlinearly with average airspeed, and
the controller and inertial response dynamics are invariant. The problem
of picking significant slope changes out of the data is further complicated by
the smoothing of the nonlinear effects produced by the dynamics of aircraft
response and the fact that, except for upset, the nonlinear effects are intro-
duced gradually and simultaneously as gust intensity increases. Last but not
least of these problems is that there is inevitably scatter in the nonlinear
XV-5 data as some gust records contain larger peaks than others, and basing
incidence of nonlinearities on percentage deviation from linear results
requires subjective judgments of the significance of the scatter.

It is probably a better course to assign numbers to the ratios based upon
purely analytical methods, using the XV-5 intensity data only as guides.
This course still requires subjective judgments, but at least one can look at
the effects individually, and there are no data scatter and dynamic smooth-
ing masking the nonlinearities. This course will be followed here.
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1. Inconsequential Nonlinearities

The task of assigning numbers to the above ratios is simplified slightly by
the fact that some nonlinear effects are seen before others, and the latter
can thus be neglected.

Two nonlinearities that car be discarded at the start are the sine, cosine
gravity nonlinearities and the inertial velocity products. The pitch and roll
attitude responses are measured in degrees and tenths of degrees, and one
can safely set

mg sin 0 = mg 0

mg cos 0 sin = mg 0

mg cos cos0 = mg

The angular rate responses are measured in tenths of degrees per second,
and the moments they produce are therefore of the order of, for example

Iqp~ 17000 x 0. 1

(57.3)
2

0. 5 ft-lbs

certainly negligible. The only inertial velocity products that need be retained
are those which include components of the vehicle airspeed relative to the
mean wind, and these can safely be approximated by

m(vr-wq) = m(vr-Wq)

m(wp-uq) = m(%p-iiq)

m(uq-vp) = m(Uq-.p)

where the overbar indicates the mean values of the aircraft linear velocities.
(W is not zero when the aircraft is pitched to fly forward or backward and V
is not zero when the airplane flies sideways, and the contributions of the W
and V products are not always negligibly small.)

The change of the Kussner and Wagner lags time constants with instantaneous
airspeed can probably be neglected. This effect is significant in stall and at
very low airspeeds, but stall can be picked up with a a I(as-aT) ratio, and the
low-airspeed effect can be lumped with the force magnitude dependence on
velocity products. At higher airspeeds the bandwidths of the Kussner and
Wagner lags will always be larger than the controlled aircraft bandwidth,
and the distortion of the forces produced by time constant changes cannot be
very large.
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The percentage change of the wing-to-tail transport delay with airspeed is
less than that of the time constant of the Kussner lag as the wing-to-tail dis-
tance is more than two wing chords (on the XV-5), but the effect of this
delay is very noticeable at moderate airspeeds, and the nonlinearity there
should probably be retained.

Nose fan door, vector, and stagger angle controller saturations can be com-
pletely neglected, as the only times they were observ3d in the nonlinear in-
tensity tests were after upset. Fan response nonlinearities due to changes
of nose fan door, vector angles, and stagger angles can also be neglected as
these changes are very small.

2. a g/Vas Ratio

This ratio determines velocity product nonlinearities in aerodynamic forces
and moments and in thruster dependence on dynamic pressure, it deter-
mines changes in the wing-to-tail transport delay, and it determines stall.
The latter effect is more conveniently taken into account by the a (as-aT)

a s
ratio, as the ag/Vas ratio alone does not take trim into account.

Thruster dynamic pressure nonlinearities are negligibly small in the XV-5
model employed in these studies, but the engine and fan models were based
on static test data and do not include dynamics. The most violent dynamic
effect that could occur would be to flame out the engine. As no engine data
on this effect is available, it will be ignored here.

The velocity products in the aerodynamic forces are amenable to analysis.
Neglecting the contributions of aircraft motion to these products, the gust-
induced forces are proportional to (Vas + uVV and VWg, where

V = [(Vas+ug) + wg

Letting w = 0 for the moment, the probability distribution of the

(Vas +Ug)Vas+ugI drag force is

Probt(Vas+ug) I Vas+UgI < a' = Prob[u <T- Vas' for a > 0

= Problug <- a-- Vas) for a <0

Assuming ug is Gaussian and zero mean,
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p

Probu < _ -C- eta) dy
g

The force probability density P(a) is then

P(a) -LPrcbf( - I tla, (o~Vas+Ug) Vas- gl < a'

FCsg asg

e-I2 ) for a>0

-11 -\c

e 1 for a < 0

1 -1/2V -as SGNa1 2

2Vii oV e
In ~2 t e n i h o oo of h e t a y s te forc V a 1

2
In the neighborhood of the "steady-state" forceVa

= Vas 2 + A

the above reduces to

P() e c
-\aTv 21

as

which is approximately Gaussian, as one would expect. In the neighborhood

of the origin, however, it is dominated by the 1/-1 term, and P(a) hence
has a removable singularity there. For hover with respect to the wind,
Vas = 0 and P(a) reduces to
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P(a) 2 1V2Ta fte2

Sketching P(a) for a given Vas and a, we then have the form:

' z 2

Vas

The effect of increasing Vas, with a fixed, is to narrow
Pla)

Increasing Vas

the spike at a = 0, move the Gaussian bump to the right, and enlarge it. The
effect of increasing the gust standard deviation a, with Vas fixed, is to widen
the spike at a = 0 and widen the Gaussian bump

P(a)

~ Inreasing a

2
Vas

It is clear that if the Gaussian bump is large enough and far enough from the
spike at a = 0, the gust-induced forces will be approximately proportional to
the gust amplitudes, and linearity will be reasonable. That is, there is a
number y such that if a/Vas < , linearity is reasonable, while for a/Vas >,

linearity is not. The choice of y is subjective.
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Looking at the lift forces due to vertical gusts, suppose the head-on gusts

are zero, u = 0. The probability density of w g(Vas 2 + w g) is after calcu-
lation,

2+ 
e

2'" V 4VV12V

a 2 + as- a as4 .+4 2

For a near zero

P~)2n o'as asH

V4 2 2

ass

which is approximately Gaussian, as expected. For hover with respect to
the wind, V = 0, however,asN

PNa)= e 2u7

2 _V2T a-V?[
which again introduces the 'spike' at a = 0. As with the head-on gusts, in-
creases in the ratio a/V s decrease the acceptability of linearity.

The above derivations are simple and do not take instantaneous vehicle velo-
cities, mean vertical and side velocities, or lift-buildup dynamics into
account. They should give some idea of what to expect in the wing and tail
lift and drag force probability densities and the pitching moment probability
densities. The probability densities of the roll and yaw moments due to side
forces on the tail should possess these properties as well, but the roll and
yaw moments due to differential lift and drag on the wings are more complex
as one must take into account the conditional probabilities of the gusts on one
wing given the gusts on the other.
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Experimental probability densities of the V/STOL responses listed in the
data tables were measured in most of the hybrid simulation tests. Thirteen
typical densities are presented in Figures 27 through 39. The densities in
general behaved much as predicted by the above formulae, but in some cases
the densities were irregular and difficult to explain.

The notation for the plots is as follows: Run number, in the upper left hand
corner of the graphs, can be ignored. It was used in the early tests as a log
book number denoting the gust and vehicle models employed in a particular
test, but it was found more convenient to keep the log by date rather than
number. Response number is the number of the sampled response, response
28 in the first plot being the vertical gust. Number of sample points is self
explanatory, run time is the number of sample points times the sampling
interval, and mean and standard deviation are self explanatory.

The graphs ordinates are the probability densities. The abscissas are the
deviation of the response magnitude from the mean, divided by the standard
deviation. That is, for response r, the ordinate is

aProbf r(t) < a)

and the abscissa is

(a - F/

where

V = mean = E[r(t)J

= standard deviation

-(E ([r(t)- P12 1 1/2)

The normalized abscissa scale was chosen for plotting convenience.

Each graph plots 25 points, each point being the number of samples within
±(118)a of the abscissa value times 4 over the number of samples. The 4 is
introduced to account for the 1/4cr width of the abscissa intervals. The end
data points at ±3Cr include all points above and below ±3a respectively.

Figure 27 is a plot of the vertical gust component obtained during the in-
tensity tests. The notch in the density near the peak and the large mean were
typical of all of the gusts, both being attributable to noise source inadequacies.
The gust densities as a whole were nearly Gaussian.

Figures 28 and 29 show the densities of total rolling moment and roll rate
response at the 120-ft/sec airspeed. All of the 120-ft/sec densities were as
nearly Gaussian and well behaved as these except for the pitch plane densities
at gust amplitudes large enough to produce upset.
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Figures 30 through 35 show respoase probability densities at 20 ft/sec air-
speed, downwind flight at zero average sideslip. Figures 30 and 31 show
aerodynamic lift and side forces at low gust amplitudes; the latter is well
behaved, as were all the side force densities, but the lift force is definitely
skewed. The z axis was positive down, and the -455-pound mean is the
average aerodynamic lift at this airspeed.

Figure 32 shows the density of the aerodynamic pitching moment at a large
gust amplitude. It exhibits the double peak predicted above; these peaks were
found in most of the forces and moments at this flight condition at large gust
amplitudes. Figures 33 and 34 show pitch rate response densities at large
and moderate amplitudes. The double peak exhibited by the pitching moment
is very evident in the lower-amplitude plot, but the higher-amplitude density
is more exponential than anything else. It is evident that force and response
probability densities are different, even though force-to-response dynamics
are nearly linear, and that one cannot safely predict the form of either density
given the other.

Figure 35 shows the roll rate response density at large gust amplitudes. It
is exponential, as one would predict.

Figures 36 through 39 show the probability densities of total side force, total
yawing moment, aerodynamic yawing moment, and pitch rate response in
hover. The side force and aerodynamic yawing moment densities are ex-
ponential, as expected. The total yawing moment shows two Gaussian peaks
symmetric about an exponential peak at the origin. The side peaks must be
due to the wing fans because, if they were aerodynamic, they would appear
in the aerodynamic yaw moment as well. The pitch rate response density is
one-sided and very irregutlar.

In general, the only densities which were ill behaved were pitch and yaw
moments and pitch and yaw rate responses at gust amplitudes large enough to
make the nonlinearities dorsinate the densities. The irregularities were due
to the fans as they did not appear in the aerodynamic moments, and the
response magnitudes were too small for them to be due to inertial velocity
pcoducts.

One cannot pick a single a /V ratio as separating linear and nonlineargas
response magnitudes for all responses, as the nonlinearities affect the
various responses gva. .ially and to different extents as gust amplitudes in-
crease. The nonlinearities are, of course, more evident in the probability
densities than in response standard deviations as the former contain more
information than the latter.

Accepting this, for a rough figure it is reasonable to choose a /Va s = 0.4 as

a demarcation between linear and nonlinear responses. Below this figure all
of the response standard deviations are reasonably close to linear theory pre-
dictions, while above it some responses are definitely larger than linearity
predicts.
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3. a /(a_-T ) Ratios

Ratios of response standard deviations to the difference between trim
response and the response magnitude at which a nonlinear effect becomes
important are meaningful for all nonlinearities capable of Unearization. For
bang-bang or stiction type nonlinearities increases of these ratios indicate
improvements in linearity, while for stall they indicate a degradation. As
none of the former type, those more linear with larger amplitudes, are
present in the XV-5 model, there are no data on which to base assignments of
numbers to the ratios, and they will not be discussed further here.

PAtios of this type are meaningful for all nonlinearities which become more
predominant as amplitudes increase, but they are especially significant where
reaching the upper response magnitude triggers a violent response that does
not occur at slightly smaller magnitudes. They are very meaningful where
stall triggers upset, as in the XV-5 at a 100-ft/sec airspeed. At lower air-
speeds where the aerodynamic forces and moments are but a small portion
of the total forces and moments, the incidence of stall is not critical to per-
formance and effects only gradual response saturations.

Concentrating then on upset, at the lCO-ft/sec airspeed the trim angle-of-
attack of the tail, taking wing downwash and tail incidence angle into account,
is about 0. 21 radian. The stall angle of attack is 0. 35 radian, and upset
occurred up to three times in 2-minute runs at vertical tail velocity standard
deviations of about 6 ft/sec. With these figures

a T!Va= = 6/120 = 0.05

0. 05/(0.35 - 0.21)

0.36

This corresponds to being in stall 0.3 percent of the time, providing the
vehicle can recover immediately. However, in upset it cannot.

To estimate the number of occasions per minute that stall will occur, the
Rice formula gives the expected number of stalls per minute as

_l['s-'T 1
2

60 _ 2 F-,
E{N == a e

a - is theoretically infinity with the gust model employed as the gust shearsa
contain white noise, and infinitely many infinitesimal stalls should occur per
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minute. This is, of course, meaningless as it depends solely on the high-
frequency gust spectra, to which the vehicle cannot respond because of
Kussner lags.

A better estimate of the frequency stall occurrence can be obtained by using
the tail lift force at stall as this includes the Kussner lag. For this force

f Vas

where L is the correlation length and C is the tail chord. Using a 150-foot
correlation length and a 7-foot chord produces

12

E(N) . 60 x e

1.5 stalls/minute

which is about what was observed.

It is evident that fairly small ratios of standard deviations to the response
magnitude changes were nonlinearities become visible can be important.
For these ratios to be of interest, however, the frequency of occurrence of
reaching the response magnitude of concern must be large enough to be a
problem, but not so rapid that the aircraft cannot respond to the individual
events of reaching that magnitude. That is, one must examine a / a wn ratios
at the same time.

4. a cr wn Ratios

Very large values for ratios of this type imply that the aircraft does not
respond to the individual nonlinearities but only to time averages of many
nonlinear effects. Very small values imply that the nonlinear effects occur
slowly, and the airplane will probably be able to fly with the gusts rather
than through them. Presumably there is a critical point between where the
nonlinear effects are most visible.

In spite of a considerable effort, no critical w /Qrwn ratios were found that

were valid at all flight conditions for any response or any particular non-
linearity. Two-to-one changes in critical values were found between flight
conditions, and the ratios were so insensitive to some parameters and sensi-
tive to others that they were useless for choosing critical correlation lengths
and airspeeds. An examination of the combination of total and gust forces and
moments showed why.
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As shown in Figure 40, the gust frequencies seen by the aircraft (the gust
spectral bandwidth) depend linearly upon Vas /L, airspeed over correlation

length. The bandwidth of both Kussner and Wagner lags is proportional to
V as/, where U is chord length. The magnitude of the forces depends on

both airspeed and the gust and vehicle velocities (through dynamic pressure),
and the aircraft inertial dynamics are independent of airspeed, chord length,
and correlation length. The magnitude of the aircraft responses to gusts
then depends on two bandwidth ratios, the ratio of the gust bandwidth seen by
the aircraft to the Kussner bandwidth, and the ratio of the Kussner bandwidth
to dominant feedback pole radii. The latter depend both on the Wagner lags
(and thus V as/) and the particular control system employed.

The difficulties these interactions produced were twofold. No single a/ arWn

ratio could be isolated that was dependent only on one of the bandwidth ratios,
and the aerodynamic force rates (at) were overly dependent on the high fre-

quency portions of the gust spectra. No matter what forces or responses
were chosen, either a - / wn would be invariant or a* 1w would vary almost
linearly with V as.

After many attempts at sorting out the force interactions, it was concluded
that the difficulty lay in unrealistic a* and a - standard deviations. It is felt

that very good models for the high-frequency gust spectra and for the high-
frequency cutoff of the Kussner lags would produce realistic force and
response rate standard deviations, and that with these one would have a good
chance to define meaningful a /a rwn ratios.

In summary, the data validates employment of a /V and ta 1(as-aT) ratios

as measures of the importance of nonlinearities. Both, however, need be
modified by a /ar wn ratios to determine whether the aircraft is flying with

the gusts, or is flying through them and responding to them, or is flying so
fast as to average out individual nonlinear effects. The inability to find
meaningful a r Ila w in this study is not thought to invalidate their importance,r r n
but is rather held to be due to poor gust and Kussner models and to a lack of

cleverness on the part of the investigators. 15

1 5Sorting out force interactions and frequency dependence is not easy, and as
this was not a major issue of this study, little time could be devoted to it.
However, there surely are clear insights which would greatly reduce the dif-
ficulty of the interactions, and the writer accuses himself of a lack of percep-
tiveness in not finding what surely exists.
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D. OTHER SIMULATION TOPICS

In this final subsection a number of minor topics deserving mention but not
the attention of a full subsection are discussed. All of these topics arose in
connection with the nonlinear XV-5 aiaalyses, though several carried over to
the linear analyses. The topics are design of the three-axis controller em-
ployed, omission of consideration of reingestion, normalization of aero-
dynamic forces, and fan sensitivity to dynamic pressure.

1. Controller Design

The controller employed in all of the analyses was a three-axis attitude con-
troller. Body-axis pitch rate and its integral were fed back to the nose fan
door, body-axis roll rate and its integral were fed back as differential
stagger commands to the wing fans, and body-axis yaw rate and its integral
were fed back as differential vector commands to the wing fans. The inte-
grals of body-axis rates were fed back rather than actual Euler attitudes as
the former could be obtained from body-mounted rate gyros, while the latter
would have required assumption of a platform or a vertical gyro.

Body or inertial axes translation velocities were not controlled, as doing so
would have required integrating the outputs of body or platform-mounted
accelerometers. This was regarded as an unneeded luxury; with the attitude
loops operating, the velocity transfer functions were stable (except at hover),
and velocities could easily be controlled via pitch and roll attitudes and net
fan vector and stagger angles. This is not meant to imply that attitude loops
alone eliminat' d the handling qualities problems produced by having to simul-
taneously control six degrees of freedom. No stick command or handling
qualities tests were made in the study. Rather, attitude loops alone held
trim sufficiently well for gust analyses purposes.

Elevator, ailerons, and rudder control surfaces were not employed in the
controller as they were ineffectual at low airspeeds and, by test, the XV-5
simulation could successfully be controlled up to 120 ft/sec airspeed with
fan control alone.

The controller was designed in one evening on the XV-5 simulation. At low
airspeeds the XV-5 attitude and translation responses can be approximated
by simple second-order pole pairs with simple cross coupling. Given the
intrtias, mass, and fan louver and nose fan door effects on thrust vectors,
a pencil and paper trial design of the three-axis controller required less than
an hour. The attitude rate loops, which in a sense constitute a stability aug-
mentation system (SAS), were designed first. Then the attitude loops were
closed with low enough gains to not increase the closed-loop bandwidths
above the SAS bandwidths. The controller was then simulated and tested at
low and high airspeeds. It was found that higher than trial design gains
could be used at the low airspeeds, but lower gains were needed at 120 ft/sec.
The system was tuned at the 120-ft/sec condition by starting with very low
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gains, increasing the rate gains to instability, backing off on these gains to
one-third or less the marginal values, then increasing the attitude gains
until satisfactory responses were obtained. No stability problems were
encountered with the attitude outer loops. This controller was then tested at
the lower-airspeed flight conditions, retuned slightly, retested at high air-
speed, retuned, etc., until satisfactory gains were found. Designing the
controller for these small airspeeds was not env'isioned as being as easy as
it turned out to be.

The gains finally selected were:

6KNf -KNf d

=q- -1-10 deg-' d_1e10 (deg/see)

ap 1 -. 5 deg/(deg/see) 20 - -2 deg/deg

b(vR'/vL) __(_v____L) 1/2 deg/deg
-r = 1/2 deg/(deg/sec) ='vR9vL=

2. Reingestion

On the XV-5 the nose fan and the two wing fans are tip driven by the exhaust
of a large jet engine mounted in the fuselage. The jet engine is used as a
conventional thruster in normal flight. Reingestion is the ingestion of the
engine exhaust from the fans after reflection of the exhaust off the ground.
Reingestion affects an increase in the inlet temperature of the main jet, a
loss in thrust, a decrease in fan power, and a divergent tendency towards
rapid sink in hover. Since gusts can blow the reflected fan exhaust into or
away from the jet inlet, the severity of reingestion depends upon the gust
environment.
Reingestion was not considered in the present study for the following reasons:

(1) Covariance analyses cannot be run on an unstable airplane,
and uncontrolled reingestion is destabilizing (the rise of tem-
perature causes a loss of thrust, a loss of altitude, and a
further rise in temperature). To fly in the reingestion region
then requires altitude control of thrust or direct thrust-main-
tenance control.

(2) The static reingestion model (steady-state temperature rise
versus altitude and forward speed) is based on very little data
(reference 16), and the reingestion curves are largely a result
of e.-gineering common sense and imagination. Further, there
is no data for sideways flight and little basis for extrapolating
those curves to sideways flight.
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(3) The only data on the dynamics of reingestion are General
Electric's engine dynamics and pilot comments that the
reingestion time constant seemed to be about 4 seconds,
and that decreasing stagger did not lift the airplane. Rein-
gestion is in part a direct reflection of exhaust air off the
ground into the engine inlet, with essentially zero trans-
port delay, and in part a gradual heating of the inlet air by
mixing the oncoming air with the turbulent fan exhaust.
The time constant of the latter effect could ba almost any-
thing. Mr. C. R. Stone and Dr. G. Skelton of Honeywell
were able to generate reasonable stagger-input commands
for both zero- ,nd 4-second fan-to-inlet lags that would
produce the cited time constant and apparent stagger hangup.

(4) The effects of wind gusts on the turbulent fan exhausts are
not modeled at all.

(5) The sum of (2), (3), and (4) is that the model for the airflow
causing reingestion is very weak. Therefore, any control
system maintaining altitude in reingestion would have to be
very fast, fast enough to maintain thrust no matter how small
the fan-to-inlet transport lag. This control system cannot
be commanded by altitude errors, r.s the resulting loop

2through the vehiclc mass (1/ms ) would have a dominant time
constant of the order of seconds. Therefore, a direct engine
control is required, for example fuel scheduling by inlet or
internal engine temperatures.

(6) If a V/STOL is going to be flown in reingestion, its engine
will have to have the excess capacity to quickly lift the air-
plane no matter what the reingestion temperatures and dy-
n-nics are. This implies non-optimum engine performance
in hover, but the .ncreased size and fuel requirements must
be accepted for sale operation. Therefore, the control
authority and response times demanded for successful rein-
gestion engine control -an be assumed available. (This does
not say they are now available, but rather that they should be
if it is intended that the V/STOL be flown in reingestion. ,

(7) Whether or not the fast thrust controller required is within
the capabilities of engineering practice today is not known to
the writer. However, the rapid response characteristics of
modern fluidic sensors are good reason to believe that devel-
opment of such controllers is reasonable.

(8) Therefore, reingestion should not be a dynamics problem for a
V/STOL designed to hover close to the ground, or, if it is a
problem, the dynamics of the problem will depend upon the
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capability of the presently-undesigned engine control sys-
tem :-d the presently unknown exhaust flow dynamics.

(ty) The pu -pose of the present study was investigation of gust
r.odels, and reingestion was to be considered only in how it
in, igt a:fect sp -ification of gust models. Given comments
(4) ankl W.), there are no reingestion model bases on which to
bRe v WxXt gust model conclusions, and this desire therefore
could not -e fulfilled.

in summary, az'y caclusions reached about reingestion would have had to be
based on too nmv,.-y t. -bitrary assumptions to be meaningful.

3. Normalizatior,

The Ryan XV-b lift, drz g, and wing moment equations used in the analyses
employed dimensionlesi coefficients expressed as functions of the dimen-
sionless ratio of thr'ust pr unit area over slipstream dynamic pressure,
where the latter is tl&e sar of ordinary dynamic pressure and thrust per unit
area. This normalization., vas convenient for static data as the wing lift,
drag, and moment due to e-flow into and out of the wing fans did not have to
be separated from the conventional wing lift, drag, and moment, and it was
an adequate dynamic app,'d.i~. ation for the normal maneuvering purposes
for which Ryan derived ti:e i~tel.

This normalization introduces minor anomalies, however, when gusts are
introduced. Dynamic pressures vary over the aircraft, and thrust is depen-
dent on dynimic pressure and fan vector and stagger angles. Aerodynamic
forces and moments are written as products of (dynamic pressure) x (surface
area) x (function of angle of attack) x (dimensionless coefficient),

Force = Q.S-f(a). g ( -- A

As the dimensionless coefficients g( ) depend cf thrust (T), through thrust
aerodynamic forces depend on vector &d stagger angles and on dynamic
pressure. The aerodynamic forces are thus velocity dependent in four ways,
in Q, in the velocity ratio dependence in ang3 -a of attack, on the Q used in the
g( ) computation, and on the Q used in the thrust calculation.

In the XV-5 equations used in the analyses the iependence of wing aerody-
namic terms on vector and stagger angle and c i velocity in four ways caused
no problems, as the dynamic pressures on eacv, wing were computed indi-
vidually and thf! same dynimic pressures we-e employed individually in the
thrust and g( I calculation (i. e., the fan: and wings were treated individu-
ally). The anomalies come in through the tall lift and drag forces.
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The tail lift and drag forces were also written as functions of the form

T/A
Force = f(aT) g Qw+T/A

The tail velocities were used in the QT and f(aT) computations, but the aero-

dynamic coefficients g( ) depended upon average wing dynamic pressure and
the average thrust of the two wing fans. The tail forces were thus dependent
on wing fan thrusts and on the gusts at the wing (as opposed to those on the
tail), neither of which dependencies exist in nature. The aerodynamic force
equations were thus over normalized.

These dependencies produced insignificant errors at low airspeeds, as thrust
and the g( ) coefficients were insensitive to dynamic pressure changes at low
dynamic pressure. (This is not apparent in Ryan's equations, but the strong
dependence indicated there can be eliminated by appropriate algebraic manip-
ulations.) At 120 ft/sec airspeed, however, there resulted the dependences
on differential vector and stagger

.(tail lift) = 2.4 lbs/deg ZI(tail lift) = 0.4 lbs/deg
a(P vL-PvR) - 2 dsL-PsR)

Ntaildrag) 0.4 lbs/deg dra) -0.06 lbs/deg

a(P vL-OvR) b e( sL-PsR)

all of which are insignificant, but all of which should be exactly zero.

The only anomalies of any consequence were the differences in the dependence
of tail lift and drag on aircraft vertical velocity w and on the tail gust velocity
wT,

a(tail lift) = -186 lbs/ft/sec (tail.lift) = -360 lblftlsec
w WT

(tail drag)= -25 lbs/ft/sec (tail drag) = -56 lbs/ft/sec
d W = T

The left- and right-hand figures should be equal. Neither figures are correct,
4he g( ) coefficients in the tail lift and drag forces should depend on the
dynamic pressure at the tail, and neither of the above derivatives expresses
this dependence.
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Rederiving Ryan's expressions to correctly represent the tail coefficients
dependencies on dyna'rnic pressure was impossible without knowledge of the
trim-thrust-dynamic pressure interrelation they had used in generating the
coefficients (trim and thrust are not unique functions of airspeed). Further,
the anomaly was not discovered until the final month of the study, in the
course of determining the cause of the too-large simulator responses, and
there was no money left to pursue the issue and repeat the linear analyses.
Finally, correcting the anomalies would not change the trends in the XV-5
response dependencies on gust model parameters, so the conclusions reached
would not change. The issue therefore was dropped.

4. Fan Dependence on Dynamic Pressure Changes

Intuitively one would expect that the dependence of fan thrust on dynamic
pressure changes would be so small as to be ignorable. This hypothesis was
tested in the nonlinear simulation by holding the fan dynamic pressures at
their trim values while all other dynamic pressures and other variables were
allowed to vary normally. The tests were run with head-on and vertical gusts
and the shears of those gusts present (side gust velocity was zero). The tests
produced pitch rate standard deviations at the 120-ft/sec airspeed flight
condition of 0. 24 deg/sec with dynamic pressure changes, and 0. 16 deg/sec
with constant dynamic pressure.

Thrust dependence on dynamic pressure changes is, therefore, not ignorable.
This partly accounts for the differences in the tail force derivatives above,
and it suggests that the resulting nonlinear thrust dependence on gust velocity
at moderate gust amplitudes may not be an ignorable nonlinearity.
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APPENDIX I

A DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE RYAN XV-5A AIRCRAFT

ABSTRACT

A dynamic representation of the Ryan XV-5A V/STOL was developed for
use in the V/STOL gust investigation. The model differs from Ryan's
model in the re-expression of continuous angle-of-attack dynamics, in
re-expression of aerodynamic derivatives in a simpler form, and in one
fan power equation.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of developing a dynamic model of the XV-5A was to provide a
test vehicle for evaluating the relative importance of various gust model
descriptors. This objective implies that the wind loads must be distributed
over the vehicle with reasonable accuracy, and that full circles of angle-of-
attack and 3ideslip must be taken into account. These implications follow

fl from the importance of gust shears across the wing and the importance of
wing-to-tail transport delays, and also from likelihood calculations which
show occasional local airspeed reversals at gust amplitudes and airspeeds
where the ratio of r. m. s. gust amplitude to mean airspeed is large.

The XV-5 model must therefore contain nonlinear aerodynamics, and this
dictates that wind tunnel and flight test data be employed to obtain reasonably
accurate force estimates. Present aerodynamic theory is inadequate for
representing fan-in-wing vehicles of the XV-5A type.

Once forced to the wind tunnel data, there are still problems in trying to
separate the cause and effect relations in the various force terms to permit
adding terms not accounted for in the static tunnel data. The effects are
total aerodynamic forces and moments, while the causes are mixtures of fan
and ordinary aerodynamic effects.

The principal assumptions made in treating the total aerodynamic loads are,
first, that they can be separated into fan loads, ordinary aerodynamic loads,
and loads due to interferences between the fans and ordinary aerodynamics.
It is next assumed that the fan loads can be estimated, so that they can be
removed or added as necessary. The ordinary aerodynamic effects and the
interference effects are then lumped together, and it is further assumed that
unsteady effects (Kussner and Wagner delays) operate on the combined
effects in the same manner as for ordinary aerodynamic forces alone.
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Insofar as separating the fan and aerodynamic forces, there are no errors
introduced by their separation as far as steady-state (static) forces and
moments. Dynamic derivatives such as the wings contribution to CM will

q
generally be in error as the unsteady dynamics assigned may distribute these
contributions inaccurately.

Wind tunnel data are generally available in the linear range (small arrles-of-
attack) and at ±90-degree extremes, and it is necessary to assume the load
characteristics at intermediate angles of attack. The procedure used to
connect the data was to fit the linear and extreme data separately and to rely
on contimity for the transition between. The assumed transitions may well
be inaccurate for rapid changes in local airspeed angles, but there are no
data against which the validity of the assumed transitions may be tested.

Regarding the simplification of the expressions for the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients, at low airspeeds lift is a much stronger function of thrust than of
ordinary dynamic pressure effects. Ryan chose to emphasize this dependence
by expressing the coefficients as functions of the ratio of thrust per unit fan
area to slip stream dynamic pressure, where slipstream dynamic pressure
is the sum of ordinary dynamic pressure and thrust per unit fan area. In the
present study the emphasis was on gusts and therefore on the dynamic pres-
sure term, and it was therefore convenient to manipulate Ryan' s expressions
to be functions of dynamic pressure over slipstream dynamic pressure.
Ryan' s graphical representations of the aerodynamic derivatives were then
replaced by ratios of polynomials in this new variable. This does not consti-
tute a change in Ryan! s model, and it permitted cancellation of thrusts and
dynamic pressures appearing in both the numerators and denominators of the
load expressions and thereby lead to simpler expressions.

As discussed in Section VI of the main body of this report, Ryan' s writing of
tail derivativee in terms of thrust lead to some minor anomalies in force
expressions. These anomalies were not known early in the study, at the time
this model was generated.

The change in the fan power equation was an error. The nose fan efficiency
equation was used for both wing fans to convert zero-speed thrust to actual
thrust. The zero-speed thrusts were computed correctly. This error was
:wt detected until the writing of this final report. The effect of the error is
to make the wing fans less sensitive to dynamic pressure variations at high
airspeeds than they actually are. It will not change any of the gust model
conclusions reached nor change the data in Section V to any extent. The non-
linear data in Section VI would show slightly stronger roll and yaw responses
at the 120-ft/sec airspeed flight condition.
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A

DETAILS OF MODEL GENERATION

Sign- Conventions

The sign conventions chosen for the equations obey the right-hand rule.
They are:

x, y, z body axes positive forward, out the right wing, and down.

u, v, w vehicle velocities in the x, y, z body axes,
positive forward, out the right wing, and
down respectively, referenced to a coor-
dinate system moving downwind with the
mean wind.

F , Fy F forces in the x, y, z body axes, positive for-
ward, out the right wing, and down respectively.

p, q, r angular velocities about the body axes, in body
coordinates, all obeying the right-hand rule.
p = roll rate positive right wing down, q = pitch
rate, positive nose up, r = yaw rate, positive
nose right.

L, M, N moments about x, y, z body axes, with same
signs as p, q, r respectively.

0, ,/' Euler angles between body axes and earth-
fixed axes. Beginning with the vehicle aligned
in the earth-fixed axes. the order of rotation is
first, * radians about the aircraft z axis, tten
0 radians about the y axis, then 0 radians abot
the x axis, positive being the directions of
positive p, q, r respectively.

h altitude, positive up

ug' Vg wg gusts at a point in body axes, positive forward,
out right wing, and up respectively (in conform-
ance with meteorological convention).

U w shear of head-on and vertical gusts across wing,
y positive with gust on left wing larger than that

on right.

6e  elevator angle, positive down

6a  differential aileron angle, positive left wing down.
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6r  rudder angle, positive left

Ov vector angle on either wing fan, positive to
rear

Ps stagger angle on either wing fan, positive to
choke thrust

6 Nf nose fan door angle, positive to produce nose
up moment.

Inertial and Geometric Terms

With these definitions the equations of motion for the vehicle are written

m a Z F + m(vr-wq)

myi = . Fy + m(wp-ur)

mw E F + m(uq-vp)z

pI - -rJ = L+(I-Iz)qr+Jxz pq

41 y zM+(Iz-I x ) pr+(r 2 -p 2 ) J
y z x xz

I - PJxz - N x+ x -Iy pq - Jxz qr

where

m * mass * 286 slugs

Ix = moment of inertia about x axis 4, 252 slug ft2

Iy z moment of inertia about y axis = 15, 139 slug ft2

Iz  = moment of inertia about z axis = 17,418 slug ft 2

J = xz product of inertia = 919 slug ft 2

The Euler angular rates in terms of the body axes are:
0- p

Sq cos 0- r sin)

= (r cos o +q sin 0)cos 0- psin 8
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The components of the gravity force in the body axes are

x axis: -mg sin 9

y axis: mg cos 0 sin 0

z axi" .g cos 0 cos 0

and the altitude rate of the vehicle is

dhd- = usin0 - (wcos 0+vsin 0)cos 0

positive up.

Aerodynamic Forces and Moments

Dimensionless Systems -- Ryan found it convenient to express the various
aerodynamic terms as functions of two sets of dimensionlesc numbers. Both
can be derived with the Tr theorem of dimensional analysis.

Assume (for constant angles-of-attack a and sideslip 0) that

L = f[p,V,A,To]

where 
000

L =lift- ML~
_T_.

p air density {

A = reference area - [L ]

Toa o = fan thrust (at zero speed, vector, and stagger - a known

function of fan speed) - T--

( ] 'indicates dimensions

M - mass

L ~ length

T time

f is .4 ;otinuous, single-valued function of positive arguments p, V, A,
r-

000"
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For later use define

1 2QV 2 A dynamic pressure

A F = fan area

S - slipstream dynamic pressure

F
T s 8 oo0 A slipstream thrust coefficient

T

T c  00 A thrust coefficient

The n theorem yields (using p, V, A as basis vectors)
T T

L= pV 2 Ag - A_0 QAg[T
pV A

One could now let ci and P vary to get

L = QACL[T c , a, 03

which shows now that the ordinary aerodynamic coefficients are dependent
on the thrust coefficient TC -

For forces such as lift, the above two formulae place undue emphasis on
ordinary dynamic pressure at low speeds. Under these conditions the lift
is a much stronger function of fan thrust. Ryan chose to emphasize this
dependence. To do this they used the definitions and the fan area as a refer-
ence to get

Q = QS(l-T c

T 
s

T - c
c 1-T

c
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r Tl ,
QSA (1-T 8)g 4 c- ~ h~T

L -SA(ITc )  [_Tcs] QSA Fh [TcS ]

The function h is continuous for Tc s < I (Q j 0). At zero dynamic pressure

the lift force is due solely to the fans and can be calculated. Hence, by spe-
cial definition the latter formula can be generally used.

Letting the angles of attack and sideslip again vary, one obtains

SS
L = QAFCLS (T C , a, ]3

Identical arguments can be used to get

M QACCM[Tca,, ] = QAcCM[TcSa,

=QSAFDFCMS[Tc S, a]03

where

M = pitching moment

c = mean aerodynamic chord

DF = fan diameter

Where forces or moments are primarily Q dependent, the common system
was used. For strongly fan dependent forces or moments the latter was used.

It was found convenient in the present study to write the aerodynamic coef-
Sss s

ficients in terms of I-T c , rather than Tc The former is simply

s To /AF
1-T Q+T oo/AF

Qs

The conveniences this purchased were more accurate table lockups of fan

data at low dynamic pressures (1-TS contains the same information as TC c
but in fewer significant figures), and simplification of the aerodynamic force

terms themselves. Cm s for example, could be apprximated by
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5s

s .46(1-T
C 5= rad1

ma =0. 0923+(1-Tc )

which produced the moment coefficient

QSA FDFCm QAFD F 1.46/(0. 0923+(1-T "

The aerodynamic coefficient graphs fitted in this manner with ratios of
Bpolyflomnials in 1-TCSwre

ss 1
C L 14. 3(1-T s) rad" lift curve slope

cL -0. 265 - 0. rad = angle-of-attack for zero lift
0

0, 825(1-T
= - C drag coefficient

0.04 5+1-T c

1. 46(1-T B)s
0 1- T S rad = pitch derivative, forward flightCma 0. 923+1-T s

c

Cm s =00"313(1-TcS

C = 0. 0161+l-T sB) forward flight pitching bias

C a 22. 9(1sTc) rad 1  pitch derivative, rearward flight

Cm -9(1-TcS) = rearward flight pitching biasi 1 8 0Aero C

Other Changes -- The only other changes made in Ryan's data were to treat
the two wings separately. The forces on each wing and each wing fan were
calculated individually using the local velocity on the wing. This is (c. g.
velocity less gust velocity) plus (angular rate less gust shear) times a 6-foot
moment arm. The forces on the tail were calculated with pitch rate times
an 18. 22-foot moment arm added to the vertical velocity, and roll rate
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times a 4-foot arm and yaw rate times an 18. 22-foot arm added to the tail
side velocity. These additions permitted dropping CNp, CL p, etc., from

the simulated equations.

x and z Wing Forces -- The wing lift and drag forces were calculated as

folows. The wing velocities were:

Right wing velocities: uR u - Ug - 6(r-u y

V -- V- Vc
cg

-- R W + W cg + 6(p-Wy)

where the subscript eg denotes the cg gusts, and

Left wing velocities: uL u- u g + 6(r-u y)

VL v -Vg

wL= w - Wcg - 6(p-wy)

Either wing: v = u2 + w2 , Q =

a w/v 1

= afor lal <0.35rad

10. 35 sgn w for Ja I > 0. 35 rad

where agnx= 1 ifx>0and -1 if x<0.

AF I0. 0 134(1-T S)LIFT Q LF 14. 3 (s-aL S) I+ 0. 0148 + c I3v sgnS -LIM 0 0. 057+(l-TcS)/

where Jv is the vector angle in degrees,

AF 0. 825
DRAG Q-2-T

0. 045+(1-TS
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F = _ LIFT sgn(u) - _u DRAG
x VI  vI

F = [uL LIFT _ W DRAG
z vI  v

Both of these forces are multiplied by phasing functions and passed through
Wagner lags below (the phasing functions are introduced to take angle-of-
attack nonlinearitiec into account).

For vertical ascent or descent, the non-Wagner-lagged z force is

F(QLQR) A 0(a R )
FNL - 2 AF 0.1 4 sgn 2

where the R, L subscripts denote values for the right and left wing, respec-
tively. This term is multiplied by a phasing function below.

Pitch Due to Wings and Fuselage -- Both wings were treated together in cal-
culating the pitching moments. Letting the subscripts R, L denote the left
and right wing,

Forward Flight: Q =  (L+QR) 'w =+I TQL+]R)2 LLIM 'RL1M~

MA(QAFDF 1.46aw + 0.313

0. 0923+(I-T c) 0. 0161+(-T c)f

This term is multiplied by a phasing function and passed through a Wagner
lag below

Airplane sinking vertically = M 1 = QIAFDF 6.5

Airplane rising vertically = M2 = -QIADF 10

Rearward Ffight = M = -Q A D (9+2 2 . 9a)
3 1 FF w

These terms are multiplied by phasing functions below, but are not Wagner
lagged.
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V

Side Force on Fuselage --

(v +v 2
v2 = + L R2 1 2

2 2

=2v2

iLlM = A for If<0.35 rad

= 0.35sgnfA for 101 >0.35 rad

Ofor <0. 35

f15 = 0.8for 16 >0.9

1.455 0 .- . 508 for 0.35 < 101 <0.9

FYpus = -Q S [2. 070 + 0. 006 6A - 2. 64 f15 sgnj3]

where 0A is the differential aileron deflection in degrees and Sw is the wing
2W

area, 260 ft .

Longitudinal and Normal Forces on Tail -- The tail velocities are

UT = u UTG

vT V-VTG+ 4 P 18.22r

wT  W + TG +18. 22 q
WT wWT+

where the subscript TG denotes a tail gust.

Vi 2+ 2 1 2
I = UT + W2PVT

The tail downwash angle eT' and the tail efficiency factor K are defined

by the direction of flight snd the wing angle of attack. Definme

f 1 7 
= 1 for a wI <0.35

= 0 for jawI > 0. 52

= 3. 06 - 5. 88 lowI for 0. 35 < 'wI < 0. 52
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u +u
Then for > 0,2

= (-0. 35(1-TcS) + 0. 175 + .4 f 17 rad

K T I - (0. 1 + 0. 4 2 9 w f17

while for UL < 0
2 <

w = 0
w

K =1

The angle of the on-rushing air at the tail with respect to the vehicle x fuselage

axis is

aT = WT/VlT + CW

while the angle between the on-rushing air and the tail surface is

T S = aT + (It + 0.435 6e)/57. 3

where It is the tail incidence angle and 6e is the elevator angle, both in de-

grees. Taking into account the effect of elevator position on the region of
tail effectiveness, for

uT >0, defineaT a T for IaTsI <0.35 rad[ LlM ctS S

aTLIM 0.35 sgn IaTs I for iaTs >0.35 rad
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and for

UT< 0 define = for -0. 175 + e0.175+ 6e
TTLIM aTs s < 75+ ?5e

I+aTS (0. 175-be/57.3)

= 0.35+ 0.825+ be foraT < -0. 175 + 573

57. 3

1 -a T S (0. 175-be/57.3) 6e
0.35- e -for 0. 175 + <cT

0.825-6

The lift on the tail is then

LIFT = Q1TST K I' 3.04 aTL1M

and the drag is

DRAG = QITST K 1 (0. 015 + 1(3. 04aTL1)

The x and z force components are

FxT = (LIFT sin aT - DRAG cos a T ) sinuT

FzT = - LIFT cos aT - DRAG sin aT

Both of these terms are Wagner Lagged below.

Tail Side Force - -
________________1__2

V2T = VUT " UT+VT " VT QqT Pv 2T

= VT/V 2 T for uT <0

= VT/V2t - 0. 00247 6r for uT > 0

where 6r is the rudder angle in degrees. The saturation AT' taking into

account the effect of rudder angle in rearward flight, is for uT > 0,
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PT LIM =PT for PT I > 0. 265 rad

= "'5 ago PT for IPT I > 0. 265 rad

and for uT < 0,
6r 6r= 3T for -0. 175 - 5r <1T < 0 . 17 5 -

TLIM = PTT 0. 7

(1+PT) (0. 09-Or/57. 3)
= -0. 265 + 0. 825- -r57. 3 forPT < -0. 175 - 6r/57.3

(0-PT) (0. 09+6r/57. 3)
0. 265 - 0. 825+6r/57. 3 for 0. 175 - 6r/57. 3 < PT

The side force on the tail is
YvT = -QZT Sw 0. 79 A TLIM

which is Wagner lagged. To account for the additional side force at PT =9
to YvT is added

YvTNL = -Q2T SW 0. 302 f2 8

where

f28 0 for IPTI < 0. 3 5

= 0. for IPT I<0.9

= . 455 IT I - 0. 508 for 0. 35 < I T I < 0. 9

This term will not be Wagner lagged.

Yawing Moments -- The yawing moments, in addition to those due to the side
force on the tail and the differential x wing forces, are simply

N3 = -Q2 Sw 5.9 LIM-QISw bCn A 6A

- "Q2 Sw 5 . 9 PLIM - Q1 (2. 4(1-TeS) - 3.18) 6A

This term is not Wagner lagged.
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Rolling Moments -- The rolling moments, in addition to those due to the side
force on the tail and the differential z wing forces, are

L = -"Q1 Sw b CL1M

= -Q116.7 LIM

which term is lagged, plus

L2 = Q 1 6.836a + Q2 Sw 8.75 f15 sgn

where f 1 5 is as defined for the side force on the fuselage, plus a component

L3 for the shear across the wing when the vehicle is falling or rising.

b2 [.wL+Wl +2~~L3 = - 2 y(p-W) c y dy sgn (p-wy)

-b/ 2

For no zero-vertical velocity point on the wing.

L = - b3 (WL+W) (p-w ) sgn (p-wy)

3 l9- 2y y

while for

wL~F~j<~ 11p-w I

L3 =~ -w1 + w12b + -psgn
3 42 2 16

w I +w b2 P2

where w 1  P1 = p-w . This term will be multiplied by a phasing

function below so that it comes in only around 90 degrees angle of attack.
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Wagner ags - Nine of the above aerodynamic forces and moments are
passed through aerodynamic lags. Since the gusts have been lumped with
the local vehicle velocities in computing local air velocities, the Kussner
and Wagner lags are in effect identical.

Eight of the Wagner lags are of the form

1+0. 5T' SSI+-S " f

while the ninth, MA , is run through

1
1+,rS

The actual schematics for these filters are:

Inpt [Mu~ltiplier . Multiplier

Constant FwictIon

inpute

Tin Phasing

Constant F Funtou
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The time constants, phasing functions, and output notations used are

Input Output . T f

FxR FxRL f1R f 4R

FzR FZRL fIR f4R

FxL FxLL f1L f4L

FzL FzLL flL f4L

FxT FxTL fiT f17

FzT FzTL fiT f17

Y Y f I
vT vTL y

L LIL fM
1 1 1 i

MA MAL flM f17

where, for either wing,

f4 = 1 for Iw/v11 < 0. 35

0 Ofor lw/v 11 >0.9

1.464 - 1.11 jw/Iv1I for 0.35< jw/v1 <0.9

1 v /(f 4 +0. 001)

The pitch and rol 1/,r function fiM is the average of that for the wings
1

fl -L2 (flR+flL

f17 was described in the tail x and z force discussion. fIT is
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fT = v IT for <0.35fiT a 5TAIL V T

= 104 VlT for > 0.9

vi dTAIL 
VNT

T i 18200 - 0.35for 0.35< -- <0.9aTAIL cTv IT
f is

y

fy f T/(1-1.24 f2 8 )

f2 8 was described in the tail side force discussion-

Note that for all but the side force and roll terms, these phasing functions
a) kill the lagged responses at 90-degree angle-of-attack and b) force the
integrators to store the 90-degree angle-of-attack input magnitudes. The
roll phasing function does only b), and the side force phasing function does
b) for 90-degree sideslip angles. When angle-of-attack or sideslip angle
is reduced to less than 0. 35 radian from n 2 radians, then, the integrators
are carrying the 90-degree values plus what they pick up as the angles are
reduced.

The representation is reasonably accurate provided transitions between
linear and nonlinear regions are not made at frequencies larger than those
corresponding to the Wagner-Kussner time constants. A representation
avoiding the approximation would be considerably more complex.

Fan Forces and Moments

The fan force and moment expressions employed were generated by table
lookups and iterative calculations in the manner indicated in Ryan's report,
reference 11. The only changes made in Ryan's expressions were reversal
of the sign of the x force due stagger angle at negative vector angle, omis-
sion of Ryan's ram-drag terms, and the above mentioned fan power error.
The ram-drag terms were dropped under the assumptior. that the fan force
is normal to the actuator disk. This is the Glauert assumption of propeller
theory (references 13 and 14), and it is corroborated in the XV-5A case by
the data in Figures 4. 61 and 4. 65 of reference 9 which show no yaw moment
or side force due to lateral translation of the nose fan. This is also implied
by Ryan's main fan equation (reference 11, pg. 80).
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Ryan's data on the correction of longitudinal and normal forces and pitching
moment due to vector and stagger angle are applicable only to forward flight.
Considering the physics of the airflow, that the fan efflux is rearward for
positive vector, but the incoming air direction depends upon the direction of
travel, there is no way to extend their data to zero or negative x velocities.
Since the x velocities are small in rearward flight and the corrections are
small for small velocities, using the forward velocity corrections in rear-
ward flight introduces little error, with the exception of one term, the drag
correction due to increased stagger. This term chokes the inflow and
efflux. Assuming the magnitude of the x velocity is small, the principal
effect of increased stagger is to decrease the rearward efflux for positive
vector, or forward efflux for negative vector. This term was therefore
multiplied by sgn (Bv)

DRAG(8S) S AC x ( so sgn(aV)

where

sgn(B) = 1for0 >0

0 for 3 = 0

-1 for 13 < 0

This appears reasonable for small velocities, and for large forward veloci-
ties 13 is positive, so the correction does not change anything in forward

flight.

The error in the term was detected while flying the simulated vehicle back-

wards. With Pv = 0 and the nose up, decreasing the stagger increased the

x velocity (decreased its magnitude), when it should have done the opposite
or nothing at all.

Fan Thrust -- The nose and two wing fans were treated individually. Each
f the winjians required iterative calculation as each thrust is a function of

T c8 for that fan, and T s ais in turn a function of that thrust.c c

Let the subscript R denote the right wing fan and L the left. Taking the
right fan first, the fan thrust is

T

E - F A Fg [T_ZR 2 AF gcT )
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where

g=T 1+c(1-T (15(1-T c  -4.8)

is a polynomial fit to the fan coefficient ratio, Figure 38, page 40, refer-
ence 11. This expressiot. is the nose fan efficiency. The wing fan
efficiencies

g = CpSC I9 Cp Po i0V =0

should have been used instead of the expression above for the wing fans.
EzR is then defined by QR' the right fan dynamic pressure, and ToooR, as

T = T (A + T
c R oooRF ' o

From equation 1F, page 80, reference 11, ToooR is

s AC s -2/3

ToooR 1/3 C pR + sAF =(PF)2/5 AF +

o P 

where PF is fan power (a controllable input), Cps = 1, C S is a table
ando PR3

lookup function of TcSR and the vector angle 0vR' and AC s is a func-

tion of stagger angle. C is given by Figure 35 and AC PsS by Figure 36,

both page 39, reference 11. The latter curve was fit by

AC OsR = 0. 000075(o sR )2

To solve these equations a starting value of

T s _ 250
Tc R Q+256

was assumedcalculated. CPR was then found by table

lookup, To 0 R /AF was then calculated, and
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TO0 R/AF

QR + TOOOR/AF

was then calculated. This process was iterated until 1 - TcR converged

to within 0. 0001 of its previous value. It was found experimentally that

this iteration converged rapidly even if T = 1 was assumed as a starting
value. CR

The left fan thrust calculations were the same as the above with the subscript
R replaced by L.

The nose fan calculations were only slightly different. The nose fan thrust
was

EFzNF . To . KNF •g [TCSA

where KNF was the nose fan efficiency, a unique function of nose fan door
s

position (Figure 39, page 40, reference 11), and T c A was the wing fan

average C s

ptiNF
s - AN2./3 3 P°ONF

T A (PN 2 " IN2 "_---
c A N N F A N -2 3 C p sN F

where ANF is the nose fan area, p is the density,

CpO s = g ITcSA
PONFcA

and the nose fan power PNF is

PNF = 0.2855 . (P F2/3 -2250)

The latter function was derived by comparing the dependencies of PF and

PNF on rpm, Figures 34 and 37, page 38 and 40, reference 11. These

equations were solved once, without iterdtion.
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Fan Corrections -- The above thrusts act in the aircraft z direction, and
the do not takethe effects of vector and stagger angle on lift, drag, and
pitching moment into account. These effects are taken into account by
adding the terms:

EFR = lift correction, right fan
A

a ~ - (ACN(3sR) + ACN(vR)

E~xR =drag correction, right fan
8AF

QR -(AC(PsR) .s(Pv) + ACx(PvR)

EMit = pitch correction, right fan

= -QR (ACm(PsR) + ACm(PvR)

with similar notation for the left fan (R replaced by L). The functions

ACN(Ps) , ACN(pv). ACx(Ps). ACx(Pv), ACm(Ps), ACm(Pv) were obtained

by table lookup. The data for these curves are given in Figures 2, 3, 4,
page 11, 12. reference 11.

Sum of Fbrces and Moments

The total forces and moments in each axis are the aerodynamic terms plus
the fan terms plus the inertial coupling terms plus the gravity terms.

FxTOTAL FxLL + FxRL + FxTL aerodynamic

EFxR + EFxL fan correction

+ m(vr-wg) inertial

- mg sOn 0 gravity

F - eoyai
yTOTAL =vTL + YFUS vTNLa

+ m(wp - ur) inertial

+ mg cos 0 sin gravity
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FzTOTAL FzRL + FxLL + FzTL + FzRL

+ F zNL ' ( 2 -f4R - f4L)/2 aerodynamic

+EzR +EzL +EFz R +EFz L  fan + fan correction

+ EFzNF nose fan

+ m(uq - vp) inertial

+ mg cos 0 cos € gravity

LTOTAL = L1L + 2 + L 3(2 -f4R -f4L)/ 2  aerodynamic

+4(YvTL + Yv TNL ) + 6 (FzRL - FzLL) aerodynamic

+ 5.07(EzR + EFzR E zL -EFzL) wing fans

+ Ixz qp -(I z - ) qr inertial

Letting u-1 (x) be the step function

u,(x) =0 for x .0

1 for x >0
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UR
MTOTAL -MALu() 3 1  2 17aero-

(WL+WR\ WL dynamicw -w Mu L - wj
+ 1+ M1U 1 2 (-f7)

+ 0.8333(EzR + EzL) + MR + ML wing fans

-15.6 EFzNF nose fan

+ (Iz - ix ) pq + 2 p2) ix z  inertial

N= N3 - 18.22 (YvTL + YvTNL ) + 6(FxL - FxRL) aero-NTOTAL 3vL vN L R dynamic

+ 5.07 (ExL - E xR) fan correction

+ (Ix - Iy) pq - Ixz qr inertial

dt = qcos  - r sine

dht usin9 -w cos 0 cos 0- vcos sin0

Actuator Dynamics

The wing fan louver actuators and nose fan door actuators are considered by
Ryan to be so fast as to be ignorable. Feeling uncomfortable without actuator
dynamics, all of the actuators were assigned first-order transfer functions
with a 1/10-second lag.
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0.1s + I

The nose fan door position uniquely defines KNf, the nose fan door

efficiency. Below transition the vehicle is flown with the nose fan door open,
in which case KNf is approximately

K 1.2015

Nf 6 T (NF -57) for 40<6 <115

where 6 NF is the nose fan door position in degrees (figure 39, page 41,

reference 11). For convenience it was decided to use KNf as the control

input rather than 8NF as in this region one is a unique function of the other.

The KNf limits are

- . 2 <KNf < 1

which was simulated by limiting the travel of the lag output. T,.,,e circuit
used was:

A 1plfer

SCommand 1m , 100) KNf

where the limiter potentiometers were set for +1OOv, -20v limits.
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The vector and stagger angles for each wing fan correspond to the sum and
differences of the angles of adjacent louvers. The angles through which
each louver can travel depend nonlinearly upon the current angles of the
adjacent louvers. Ryan gives fan data in reference 11 for stagger and vector
angles in the ranges

0 < 13 <40deg

-10<93 <50deg
V

To simplify the simulation vector and stagger angles actuators were simu-
lated directly with the above limits, with circuits of the above type.

The vector and stagger limits were not hit in any of the gust tests, so the
limits could be ignored. The nose fan door limit was hit only in pitchup at
high airspeed.
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APPENDIX H

HYBRID SIMULATION

This appendix contains a brief discussion of the hybrid simulation employed
in the nonlinear analyses described in Section VI of the main body of the report.
The simulation described was constructed on the SDS 9300 digital computer and
a connected PACE analog computer at Honeywell Aeronautical Division's simu-
lation facility in Minneapolis.

ANALOG COMPUTATIDN

The PACE analog computer was used to simulate the gust models, the vehicle
inertial dynamics, and the three-axis controller.

The gust model simulated consisted of three white noise sources plus three
first-order lag networks with appropriate cross feeds for the correlation
coefficients. The equations simulated were, in transform notation,

1
I = C s+ K1 1

r,(s) = C - nK2 1  ls) + K2 2 - y(s))

r 3 (s) = s + K3 2 "

where inj (s) were the outputs of the white noise sources and the r i (s) simulated
the various gust triplets employed in the analyses described in Section VL C
is the reciprocal of the bandwidth of the gust spectra as seen by the VISTOL,
and the coefficients Kij were chosen to produce the intensities and cross cor-
relations desired in the individual tests.

The vehicle translation dynamics simulated were
1 xTOTALdt

v LI F d
I FyTOTAL

In zTOTAL dt
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With

PIx - rilxz LTOTAL

gIy MTOTAL

Iz - lxz- NTOTAL

Ix -I I1 LZ
-1 1

x xlz

I

-Ixz Iz T - -1

LTOTAL+ NTOTAL I dt

MTOTAL
q = .f-T---• dt

Iy

LTOTAL I z  NTOTALr rrxl,, + TO t

x Iz z

0 fpdt

0 = d O t

h = f dt

-dt

The controller consisted of three attitude controllers (pitch, roll and yaw) as
shown in Figure 41.

The trim settings employed are given in Section V and the control gains in
Section VI.
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Pitch

ICNf TRIM1

Ile TRM8e

Roll

Crs TRIM

Figure41. Pich, Ro and aw Atite Cnrolr
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The only other functions assigned to the analog computer were generatl'?n
with potentiometers of the tail incidence angle It and the fan power P F 

3 .

The digital-to-analog (DIA) inputs to the analog computer were then F
FxTOTAL'yTOTAL' FzTOTAL' LTOTAL' MTOTAL' NTOTAL' 0, and

The analog-t -digital (AID) inputs to the digital computer were u, v, w, p, q,
r, 9, 0, PF 23, p sR' PsL' OvR' '3vL' KNf' 6e, 6a, Or, It, and the gusts

Ucg, Vcg, Wcg, Uy, Wy, UT, vT , wTo where cg indicates the average wing
gusts, y indicates a gust shear, and T indicates tail gusts.

DIGITAL COMPUTATION

The SDS 9300 digital computer computed all of the forces and moments, and
the means, standard deviations, and probability densities of up to 35 variabies.

The force and moment calculations simulated were those described in Appen-
dix I of this report. The Wagner lags described there were simulated on the
SDS 9300 with difference equations.

The gust delay lines employed in the penetration tests were also simulated on
the digital computer. The three average wing gusts were each delayed by
d/u seconds before reaching the tail (d = 22 ft = wing-to-tail distance, u -
x component of instantaneous vehicle velocity relative to the mean wind). The
delay lines were programmed as an option that could be switched in by pres-
sing a sense switch on the computer control panel.

Sampling intervals of between 42 and 72 milliseconds were used for the various
tests, the lower interval for low airspeeds without penetration effects and
without statistical computation, the higher interval for high airspeeds with
penetration and statistical computations. (The fan iterations converge faster
at lower airspeeds. ) The sampling interval desired was typed on the com-
puter typewriter at the beginning of each data-collection run. If the selected
interval proved too short, the computer would return control to the typewriter
and ask for a longer interval.

Two statistical subroutines were employed, one that computed the means and
standard deviations of 35 variables simultaneously, and one that computed the
means, standard deviations, and probability densities of up to six variables.
As explained in Section VI, the latter routine was memory-limited, and its
use greatly increased the total simulation time for testing a particular vehicle-
gust combination, The vrariables which could be sampled were the eight D/A
outputs, all of the AID inputs except 6e, 5a, I PF '3, and the internally-
generated average dynamic pressure, angle ofattack, and the six aerodynamic
forces and moments.
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The digital simulation had two interesting features. At the end of each test
the final A/D inputs and D/A outputs were printed on the attached line printer,
thereby providing a convenient record of flight condition. In addition, by
pressing a sense switch the left-hand sides of more than 50 key equations in
the force and moment computations were printed on the line printer. These
two printouts greatly simplified the task of debugging the digital simulation,
locating A/D interconnect problems, and locating burned out analog poten-
tiometers. The use of such printouts is strongly recommended to other
investigators.

The second interesting feature was the format chosen for the probability
densities computed. These densities were calculated at the end of each test,
and probability density graphs were then displayed on a connected TV screen
and printed out on the line printer. The printed graphs made hand plotting
unnecessary, aiud the TV display gave the simulation operator a better pic-
ture of the densities than could be obtained by watching the paper move
through the line printer.

f
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